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Can catch you out because they are always so unexpected.
It's the same with accidents, they are the things that happen to other
people - until it's your turn I
So when a little rain falls in your life, it could he p to know that you
have a waterproof insurance policy. Something you can expect from
Mowbray Vale.
For a rain check on insurance, why not contact the experts?

Contact Carol Tay/or or Stephen Hill on
Thirsk (0845) 23018 - 24hr. Ansaphone Service.
Or write to:

MOWBRAY VALE INSURANCE

8 CastJegate, Thirsk, North Yorkshire Y07 1HL.
Represented at Lloyds

Telex 587470
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A. SCHLEICHER GLIDERS AND SPARES: SOLE U.K. Agents
TOST WHEELS, TYRES (inc. 400 x 4), WEAK LINKS, RELEASE HOOKS (new and factory exchange units)
PRINTA NEOGENE DOPES AND PAJINTs: Main stockists
Agent for WINTER INSTRUMENTS. Most other instruments and radios available
MATERIALS FOR REPAIRS AND REBUILDS
GLI FINNISH BIRCH PLY in a range of thicknesses from 0.8 to 6.0mm
GERMAN STEEL TUBE for GLIDERS: Complete range
INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION AND REPAIRS
And hundreds of other items available from stock - All at competitive prices

US ..-

•phocnae,, at: ~~:~~:.:U~t~:~~~~SL~~::ED
Telephone: Dunstable (0582) 62068

Or

Open Monday to Saturday: 9.00 - l' .00 and 2.00 - 5.00

PEGASUS 101 CLUB TRAINER
A SIMPLIFIED VERSION OF THE HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL PEGASUS 1.01 S1D, AT THE ViERY AHRACTIVE PRICE
OF 122.000 FRANCS EX WORKS
PLUS UNBEATABLE DEFERRED PAYMENT TERMS

*

SUITABLE FOR FIRST SOLO OR 'EXPERIENCED PILOTS
GLIDE ANGLE 40:1 <WHY SETTLE FOR LESS?)
STURDY SPRUNG UNDERCARRIAGE WITH FIXED 500 x 5 MAINwHEEL
EXCELLENT GROUND CLEARANCE AND HANDLING
SUPERB IN FLIGHT HANDLING AND DOCILE SlALL
ACCOMMODATES PILOTS UPTO 6' 6" and 250 LB
POWERFUL DOUBLE PADDLE AIRBRAKES FOR EXCELLENT APPROACH CONTROL
AUTOMATIC CONNECTING 'ELEVATOR AND FRONT TOW HOOK AS STANf>ARD
INTERESTED? FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR TEST FLIGHTS OF THE PEGASUS RANGE OF SINGLE SEATERS OR MARIANNE TWO SEATERS

Ring Steve White QI'I 0494 36888 Of Alister Key on 02406 2491, or write to

NINE FOUR AVIATION LTD
2 Hazlewood Cottage, Hor'ns lane, Marrow, Bucks
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Representmg famous names ~
:. .' :.
carries a lot ofresponsibility.
,\
~/
So when we were appointed L
Licenced Repair Agents by
Grob and awarded an exclusive
spare parts franchise for their gliders, motor gliders and light aircraft,
it was a time for celebration, reflection and considerable investment.
Similarly, being stockists for Tost launch equipment and exclusive agents
for their winches, gave us a bit ofa lift.
Havin~ the bits and the responsibility is now a pleasure-and ifyou ever have
aforced landing, it's comforting to reflect that Chiltern can take care ofthe problems
ofgetting your aircraft back to base or into our fully-equipped workshops.
Our large stock ofparts, repair material and accessories
then comes into play. Whether you repair it yourself
or use our expertise, you can be sure that you're
getting the best.
Every repair by Chiltern is backed by a
customer protection policy with full product
liability cover - a mark ofconfidence in their
products and our workmanship.
A telephone call will bring our recovery
trailer to your aid and all the backing you need.

~Jl'-'

L\'.

Licenced to repair all Grob products.
Sole Concessionaires for spare parts for
gliders. motor gliders and light aircraft.

.-:=::_----_----::::===-

Booker Airfield, N r. Marlow, Bucks, SL7 3DR.
0494 445854 (works) or 0865 890517 (outside office hours).
Access and Barclaycard accepted with pleasure.
Grob demonstration and sales - Tel: 049137184
April/May 1986
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Civil Aviation Authority

IS YOUR CHART UP TO DATE?
The following revised charts have been published by the"Civil Aviation Authority:-

2171 CD - SOUTHERN ENGLAND AND WALES - 1:500,000 - EDITION 11
Sheet 16 - SOUTHERN ENGLAND

- 1:250,000 • EDITION 11

P,reviows editions of these charts are now obsolete.
You can 'purchase the latest editions of all Quarter and half million aeronautical charts of the United Kingdom - either
in person or by PQst - from:THE CAA CHART ROOM
THIRD nOOR CAA HOUSE
KINGSWAY lONOON WC28 6TE
Tel: 01-379 7311 ext 2569
and from the foliowing accredited chart agents:AOPA
50a Cambridge St
London SW1V 4QQ
Tel: 01-834 5631

8RITISHAIRWAYS·AERAD
AERAD House
HeathrOw Airport
Middlesex TW6 2JA
Tel: 01-562 0795

AIRTOUR INTERNATIONAL
Elstree Aerodrome
Herts W06 3AW
Tel: 01-953 4870
Open Saturdays

EDWARO STANFORO LTO
12- 14 Long Acre
London WC2E 9LP
Tel: 01-8361321
Open Saturdays

They are also stocked by most Flying Clubs and Schools.

DON'T FLY WITH AN OUT OF DATE CHART
.......

RJ i:J IIIi I:::
M NAV 50 NAV/VARIOMETER
SYSTEM

r---~,Mg

'Introduces the N e w - - - - - - - . . ,

Check these features:
Altitude-Compensated,NAV and YARIOMEl:ER.
'FE Compensation bv TE Probe.
An: VARIO and NAY electronics in the
NAV unit.
* VAfUO Readout Available In 80' or

*
*

*

~8mm.

* Varia scale change and dual sensitivity switches.
* Final-Glide and Distance Navigation
Computer.
*Bug Polars, and Variable WingLoading - adjustable In flight.
Full 4·Function Audio.
* Speed Director.
* Digital Averager.

*

The Cambridge MARK 4M has
been deveroped from the wellestablished MKIV Variometer and
MKfV NAV. It combines the latest
in ,Micro-computer techllo'logy
with tile I)hilosophy oftheoriginal
MKIV system, to offer a reliable,
affordable system for Competition and Cross-eountry pilots.
Cambridge Systems were used by
Winners of every World Championship for the, last 11 years,
including Rieti.
The Record speaks for itself.

£833+VAT - Complete (£951.95 ine. VAn

G~
.

.

Cambridge
Aero

Instruments

Cambr,idge Aero Instruments, Inc.
6A Dunham Road, Billerica, Massachusetts 01821
Tel. (617) 275-0889; Te'lex 948503
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Contact your local
Cambridge Dealer,

RD Aviation Limited

Telex 265871
John Delafield,
MONREFG
Cotswold House,
(Quote MAG 10189)
Mill Street, Islip,
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: Kidlington (08676) 2357

Dickie Feakes,
11 The Poplars,
Launton,
Bicester, Oxon
Tel: Bicester (0869) 245052

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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A USTIN
AVIATION

GLASER - DIRKS
SAILPLANES

122 Main Street,
Stillington,
York Y061JU

UK Agent Since Inception

00-101

OG-300
THE ONLY STANDARD CLASS AIRCRAFT WI1H ALL THE FOLLOWING FEATUREs.
1. Boundary layer blowing turbulators on trailing edge under surface.
2. Watar ballast tank in fin for optimum C of G selection.
3. All controls auto connect on rigging.
4. 42: 1 Glide ratio at 66 knots
5. 11571bs Max all up weight - 4201b or 286lb H.O bags at choice.
6. 5x5.00 mainwheel. well sprung with generous ground clearance.
7. Best visibility to be found in any glider.
OM 47,300 Approx. £12,000
Short Delivery al Present

Well known and loved Standard Class aircraft for club or compatition
DG-101G CLUB
with fixed wheel and no ballast.
OM :17,100 Approx_ £10,000

use.

DG-101G STANDARD CLASS
with sprung retractable mainwheel and
H,O ballast of 220lbs.
Glide ratio 39:1 at 57kts.
OM 38,200

Telephone Eas·ingwO'ld (0347) 810-255
24hr Ansafone takes 2 min message

McLEAN AVIATION

POWERED
SAILPLANES UK

THE AERODROME,
RUFFORTH,
YORK Y02 3QA
0904 83653

*

BOB McLEAN 0904--83653

*

Factory trained and
approved repair agent
for GLASER-DISKS
Sailplanes

*

*

JOHN ELLlS 0765-89431

D-G400 Demonstrator
available.

*

SOLE UK AGENTS FOR
O/K BAROGRAPHS - THE
WELL-KNOWN CLOCKWORK
BAROGRAPH

*

*

*

*

*

*

PZL COMPASS £30+VAT
FOR SALE
ASW-20 - Complete outfit.
Please ask for details

*
April/May 1986

*

DG 400 - Self-Launching, High
performance sailplane

*
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We are pleased to announce that

TB 720

\

AIRBAND
'TRANSCEIVER

WESTL£Y

l'!JRCRAF1

have moved to a brand new purpose-built workshop at

CRANFIELD AIRFIELD
The complete glider service under one roof

* Glass fibre repairs in carbon, kevlar, glass, to all types of

For rnal1Y years those inwlved i'l g8dlng
have been aware of the adV1llltages of airband radio communication. However in the
pest type approved equipment has been
prohibitively expensive. It has also been
awkward 10 position, heavy and the essociated problems of where to safely put the battery' considerable. Suitable secondhand
commercial transceivers have also been difficult to come by and to get them on the correct .aliocated lrequency has always been a
problem.
The TR720 CM approved airbarid transceiver costs only £395.00 pluS VAT and, as
you see in the pholoQraph, is Ideally suitable
for glider openIIIion, liav!J9 its own internal
power 1IWlOIV. . . TR720 IS compact, lightweight erid ..., transferable f!Om glider to

glder.
PIeaee telephone or write" us here at Matlock for a full cololM' descriptive leaflet.

sailplane in our enVironmentally controlled workshop with
post cure facilitieS and vacuum forming to take the largest
components.
Repairs to steel tube, wood and metal sailplanes.
On-site TIG, argon arc and gas welding to CM standards
in all materials.
Fly your motor glider in to US for a complete service, C of A.
or brin~ it to us for repair, fUllairframe, engine, propeller
and instrument service available.
Bring your tug aircraft to us for service or repair.
We can manu'facture any cOl11ponents in our machine
shop, full turning, milling, and sheet metal facilities.
Complete re-fabric and re-spray facilities.
Gliding shop, material supplies and glider spares.
BGA, PFA, CM Approval.
.. C of A to all types.

*

*
*
*

*
*
*'
*

LOWE .ELECTRONICSCHESTERFIELD ROAD, MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE DE4 fiLE
TELEPHONE 0629-2817, 2430. 4057, 4995

'CRANFIELDAIRFIELD
WharJey End. Cranfleld, Beds MK43 OAL
Tel (0234) 751807 (works)
(0525) 379567 (after working hours)

JU

METRE CLUB CLASS SAILPLANE
P f..T A MORE REAL.ISTIC PRICE

...c

INST~UM.EN:ts
.
. ...
(,

'

SPARES FO:R
PUCHAC·Z,·
JANTAR etc.

REPA~RS

C of As
WELDING
RESPRAYS
MATERIALS

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, BROCHURES, .
-QUOTA TIONS & PRICELlSTS,:CONTACT
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The World's No. 1

SPECIAL OFFER
SPECIAL LOW PRICE

LS-6

0
., fIID~ 5.,•
COM /CCHAN
VOl

0

1st & 2nd: Rieti
1st: British National

4

so

STD ON.

.

t-

0

.\

.'\

9

1

etc etc

,0

or Standard Class L-S4
Now with improved performance
Early Delivery

.-001"«.

•
OTX

FSG 71 M

0

Details from:

SPEEDSOARING

6 LASHLAKE RD, THAME, OXON
084421 4132 or 08692 42691
24 HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE

SOUTHDOWN AERO SERVICES LTD
SPECIALIST GLIDER REPAIRERS SINCE 1954

NOW APPOINTED OFFICIAL REPAIR AGENTS BY
ROLLANDEN SCHNEIDER GmbH
FOR THEIR LS RANGE OF GLIDERS
REPAIRS AND C OF A INSPECTIONS UNDERTAKEN
ON ALL MAKES AND TYPES

THERMAL EQUIPMENT LTD
WINTER AND SECONDHAND AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS

SOUTHOOWN AEROSTRUCTURE LTO
CAA approved to build the GRP microlight PIPSTRELLE 2C

LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS GU34 5SR
Telephone HERRIARD (0256 83) 359

April/May 1986
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Make Insurance problems
just plane sailing ... ~,
CONSULT THE AVIATiON INSURANCE SPEC ALlSTS
FOR A COMPETITIVE QUOTATION CONTACT: JON SALMON

GLIDERS, SAILPLANES,
AND POWERED AIRCRAFT
FACILITIES AT LLOYD'S

f~
Member of RI.B.I\

LOWN,DES LAMBERT
AVIATION UMITED
Lowndes Lambert House, 53 Eastcheap
London, EC3P 3HL
Tel (01) 283-2000 Telex 8814631

AB-INITIO TO DIAMOND BADGE
Enjoy motor gl'iding from Enstone in our newly exp,anded fleet
A Janus CM and a PIK 20E have joined our two Grob 109s. so now you can: learn to
fly ab-initio and collect your SLJMGPPl * in the Grobs; convert from Bronze and
Silver Certificates to SLMGPPL; learn basic gliding techniques. field selection and
navigation; develop advanced soaring techniques in the Janus CM, and go for
cross-country soaring flights and Badge attempts in the PIK 20E and the Janus.
Complete beginners are wel'come. Courses planned to suit your timetable and
budget. Friendly club atmospnete. Seven days a week operation throughout the
year.
No membership subscription. TUition by CM-approved instructors. Book flying by
the hour. Pay only for f,lying. All aircraft available for private hire.
"Sell Launching Motor Glider Private Pilot's Licence

Give us a rinIJ. or, better still. come to see us:
OXFOROSHIRE SPORTFLYING CLUB, ENSTONE AERODROME, CHURCH ENSTONE, OXFORDSHIRE OX7 4NP

Tel: 060872 208

Send for our
programme.
Information in
German and
English

Segelflugschul'e Oerlinghausen, Flugplatz, D-4811 Oerlinghausen - Tel: 0049-5202-72323
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PZL-WILGA

4 mlnvtes 10 tow a glider to 1000m
1 mlnut. to descend from 1000rn
5 minutes fQr the whole towIng operation

SZC-50 PUCHACZ
Two-sealer all glass-fibre training
glider
GLIDE ANGLE 1:30
FULLY AEROBATIC

MAY BE BOUGHT,
HIRED OR LEASED

GLIDERS
MOTOR GLIDERS
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
AGRICULrURAL AlC
HELICOPTERS
ENGINES

.--.

NEW
15 METRE CLUB GLA$S
SZD 51-1 JUNIOR

INSTRUMENT~

SPARE PARTS

FROM FIRST SOLO'
UP TO DIAMONDS

JANTAR STD 3 520-48-3
Glide ANGLE 1:40

TH E PIK 30

ANGLO-POLlSH SAILPLANES LTD
Wycombe Air Park· Booker . Marlow . Bucks

(0628) 39690 (0494) 40911 Telex: 848341 CHACOM G

HIGH PERFORMANCE SAILPLANE with retractable power plant
NEW - BY SIREN-FRANCE

SIREN has now in production a new Improved version of the very well known motor glider PIK 20e 2 F.
The 17m span PIK 30 is going to become your best choice. It will offer you top performance, with all qualities of the original
PIK 20E and the best price for a motor glider of high technology (including carbon fibre).
You can fly either Open Class or 15m Class
So you get new opportunities with all the advantages of the auxiliary engine
Your best choice will be PIK 30, already on order for THE FRENCH AIR FORCE

TECHNICAL DATA OF THE 17 m
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wing Span
Wing Area
Wing Loading
Aspect Ratio
Maximum L/D
Min Sink
Weight Max.

• VNE

=17 m
=10,63 rn' (114,4 sq.ft.)
=36/43 (7.42 to 8,86 Ib/sq.ft.)
=27,2
=45 at 110 Kmlh
=0,54 m/s
=460 Kg
=280 Km/h

ELECTRIM SAILPLANES
THRUXTON RACING CIRCUIT, THRUXTON, ANCOVER, HANTS
Telephone: Weyhlll 2089 STC 0264-77
Aprfl /May 1986
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BENWATSON

('HAIRMAN'S
REPORT
weather was ghastly but in other
respects 1985 was a remarkably good year.
Tot"!l hours flown increased by 5% and pilot
membership of all clubs by 3%. However,
cross-country distances flown were down by
14% bom the 1984 record. A few soaring
days were excellent. Congratulations to
Chris Rollings for the first OK 150km
triangle (Petersfie1d/WelshpooI!York), to
TomDocheFty for the first 500km in Scottish wave, to Dave Watt for the r 5rn 400km
triangle speed record and Mike Jeffereys
for the two-seater O/R record. Further
afield Pam Hawkins in Australia set a new·
world female 750km speed record
(110.5km/h) and A~an Sands in USA the
British National goal and return distance
and speed records (1128km at 105.8km/h).
Congratulations to both of t,hem.
Our success in reopening access to wave
soaring at Portmoak represents a considerable achievement after ,more ,fhan two years
pressure and' negotiation by the BGA. We
are most indebted to our Parliamentary
representative Mr Bill Walker and to the
sympathetic attitude of the Under Secretary
of 'State for Transport Mr Michael Spicer
MP. Within the BGA Tom Zealley, Chris
Nicholas and Bill Scull deserve the credit
and our warmest thanks.
Financially the BGA had a satisfactory
year with Ihe accounts showing a surplus of
£14911 - a step towards the building of
adequate reserves as agreed at the AGM
last March.
The Sports Council are a major financial
supporter of gliding to the tune of around
£100000 annually when capital grants to
clubs and contributions to our international
teams are included. Their New Approach to
Grant Aid requires all governing bodies to
produce a five year plan against which our
achievement will be measured when our
future grants are considered. The plan will
include anticipated grants to clubs towards
the cos't of site pur<:hase and training aircraft. A considerable amount of work has
been involved in the preparation of this plan
but it is now well advanced and should come
into effect from October 1, 1986. Our main
aims are the preservation of a low ,ost base
58

which depends on continuing selfregulalion and that in turn on effective representation by the BGA vis a vis government (eg CAA and NATS); growth in
membership; devetopment of more secure
sites and improved equipment; ,improved
flying and sporting performance.
Four new or re-emerged gliding clubs
joined the BGA during the year - Albatross, Dartmoor, Eye Fly and Surrey Hills.
Most important for the long term ·future,
one more club acquired its own site. (UsR),
making a total of 19 secure civilian gliding
sites. The BGA has been heavily involved in
assisting other clubs to obtain sites or planning permission, though sadly one of the
greatest efforts (Albatross-Plymouth) has
proved unfruitful after years of work and
£7000 of legal fees for the club. In the latter
case, the CAA failed to disclose a most
damaging situat'ion for the club's case IiIntil
the inquiry, but there is no appeal or compensation procedure where the authorities
so act - a recurring problem.

• Increase In hours flown
• Membership up by 3%
• Reopened access to 'Wave
soaring

• Satisfactory financial year
• Now 19 secure sites
The high points of the Compelition year
were our Patron The Duke of Edinburgh's·
presentation of prizes at the GEC Avionics
Open Class Championships, and the British
entry in Ihe World Championships at Rieti,
Italy; In I.he latter, the British pilots' placings of 12th (Open), 8th and 1Hh (15
Metre), and 20th (Standard) in their respective Classes we~e no mean achievements.
As in recent years, the'lhree B,ritish Nationals were held separ.a·tely at Lasham (Open),
Booker (15 Metre) and Husbands Bosworth (Standard); Ihe weather was, on the
whole, not very kind. Elsewhere, Competition Enterprise provided tasks of an alternative kind with a cross-channel flight from
Sutton Bank (John Ban)'). The Dunstable
Regionals brought "Weinholtz" tasks into a
rated competition. Pilot operated starts by
using time recording cameras have also
been successfuly tested and will be mandatory for the Nationals in 1986.
The BGA's Annual General Meeting and
Conference were held at Cardiff, ably
hosted by Ihe Soutb Wales Gliding Club..
This event saw the retirement from five

years of chairmanship of Tom Zealley,
wl10se dedication and energy have been an
inspiration on tile national S(.ene - as indeed
he had previously displayed in Ilis dob and
committee roles which had deservedly
brought him ;the honours of the Royal Aero
Club's Silver Medal. He continues to serve
,the BGA as our CIVV delegate.
Dedication in national and club affairs
are as old as gliding itself, but it was gratifying· to see them rewarded by Her Majesty
the Queen personally at the Royal Aero
Club's presentation ceremony, when Tom
.Zealley received his Silver Medal and Jack
MinshaJ.l, of the Midland Gliding Club, a
Bronze Medal in recognition of his devoted
service at the Long Mynd.
Ted Lysakowski retired from the chairmanship of the CompetitionS and Awards
Committee, a demanding position he had so
ably held for five years. The new incumbent
is John Taylor. The Executive Committee
has benefited greatly from the contributions
of Dickie Feakes, Mike Smith and Pete
Saundby. These members retired at the
1985 AGM and were replaced by Max
Bishop, Bill Dean, and Don Spottiswood.
The BGA has forged closer links with the
Air Cadets to our mutual benefit, and now
has Air Cadet observers at the Executive
and other committees. We in turn were
invited to visit Syerston to see the new
.approaches and equipment being adopted
by the Cadets.
We have given mlilch consideration to
insurance matters. A proposed amendment
to Operational Regulations for the AGM in
March 1986 will make it mandatory to
extend Ihe normal insurance bought by an
aircraft operator to cover both the legall!fability of the pilot and of the individual
members of the club or syndicate to each
other. Many clubs already have this cover
but not all. We believe that >it is essential to
.ensure insurance pn;>tection for instruc,tors.
However the BGA back-up policy is no
longer the cheapest way to achieve this
since the premium has risen from £2000 in
1984 to £8000 for 1986. A sum that is loo
large to be met from general inceme.
Accordingly the instructor rating renewal
fee has been introduced, so that if a club's
policy is out of date or inadequate in total or
voided on a technicality then the instructor
is stil covered by the BGA policy. However, if we can improve overall insurance
cover at club level by passing this new
Operational Regulation at the AGM then
we shall be able to review the BGA's own
back-up policy again next year, and also the
instructors renewal fee, to see if they are
st ill necessa ry.
Training and safety standards have cont,inued 10 receive close attention. The over(Continued on next page.)
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A. H. WARMINGE:R

UNSCHEDULED ARRIVAL
Wave flying in a mountainous area, Alf had few options when
the ga,p in the clouds closed, daylight was fading and his
radio developed a fault.

Sitting at 17000£: in my Ventus B over
the Dee valley to the lee of the Grampians I
divided my attention between the altimeter
showing a gradual climb of 150ft/min and
keeping a weather eye on the stratus type
cloud slowly thickening way below. Overcast skies earlier on that mid-October day
had finally cleared sufficiently for the tug to
start launching at 3pm so that we could take
advarntage of the few remaining daylight
hours,
Above Aboyne field the previous week,
strong soulh-westerly winds had been regularly producing wave formations from the
(Colllin"e,1 from previous page,)

all trend of accidents continues to be similar
to recent years and, sadly, there was one
glider fatality during the year. Research
into tug \lpset accidents continued, including flying tests by an intrepid group of pilots
al Booker, but there is not yet a reliable and
fail-safe mechanical solution to the problem. Various modifications to hooks and
other new developments are being progressed.
It has been a busy year for the BGA staff
particularly our two senior executives Barry
Rolfe and Bill Scull; and 1986 looks no
different, On behalf of all pilots I would like
to thank them and their staff most warmly
for their work on our behalf. The hours of
9·5 have little relevance in their lives.
In addition to the permanent staff there
are no less than 84 glider pilots serving honorarily (and fairly voluntarily) on committees. In nearly every case this involves continuing responsible work for the BGA and
not just attendance at meetings. We could
nol operate without them so I thank them
also very much indeed, particularly the
sub-committee chairmen for all their work
during 1985.
As we look forward to 1986 the issues
most in our minds are the proposed airspace
restrictions around Upper Heyford and the
Hire and Reward case at Lasham. An
update on both will be given at the AGM.
With your help we will continue the fight for
freedom from beaurocracy!
April/May 1986

mountain contours which glider pilots
dream about - vast areas of strong smooth
upcurrents of air wafting sailplanes to
altitudes verging on the sUb-statosphere.
Earlier on this particular visit flights to
9500ft and then 15500ft had whetted my
appetite, so although the sun was now sinking I was loath to break off climbing before
topping Diamond height.
Then it unhappily happened. The one
smallish gap underneath showing the reassuring meander of the Dee near the home
airfield closed up in a matter of seconds and
left me no alternative but to start descending. Below there was now a complete cloud
blanket and at 6pm daylight availability was
becoming an all important factor in the
changed circumstances.
Putting out the airbrakes, I started to let
down slowly to avoid encouraging the formation of mist or worse still ice on the
canopy exterior due to a cold airframe
encountering the lower warmer temperatures, and then switched on the artificial
horizon in anticipation of the passage
through cloud.

'... I then discovered the set
had developed a fault and
was unserviceable on
transmission. '

At 13000ft it became safe to dispense
with the encumbrance of the oxygen mask
and thus use the radio. To my discomfort, to
say the least, I then discovered the set had
developed a fault and was unserviceable on
transmission. To add to my problems the
artificial horizon had toppled and at full
revs was showing an inverted presentation.
However, it would only be at fault in pitch
and the degree of error could be assessed by
the aircraft's gliding angle.
Loss of radio contact was disconcerting as
it was of pa ramount importance to know the

c1oud'base and general weather conditions
under it. With mountains peaking to 3000ft
in the vicinity and a 30-40kt wind upsetting
one's dead reckoning, I was decidedly
unhappy about descending through the
overcast without that knowledge and
aocordingly cQnsideredthe alternatives.
About i5 miles away to the NW and a
similar distance 10 ESE it appeared clear.
To fly in the strong SW wind' to the former
would give little chance of then returning to
base, so I elected for the easterly option.
At 6.25pm, with the sun already set but
with the ground visible, I pinpointed the
aircraft's lposition near Loch Skene and
could see the eastern sea boa,rd. UnfortunateIy it was not possible to verify my actual
position as Aberdeen, Ihough presumably
only about eight miles away, was shrouded
by the cloud layer.
From 6000ft it was still possible to get
back to Aboyne in the thirty minutes of
daylight left but with the ground assuming a
monochrome appearance, coupIed with a
partly misted up canopy, any possible error
of navigation would entail landing out in the
sticks, a hazardous and daunting prospect at
dusk.
There was only one really sensibIe course
of action, make for Dyce Airport. So turning east I rapidIy lost height to see if Aberdeen was where it should be. Sure enough
within minutes the glider was under the
cloud blanket and there it lay with the
aerodrome on the north side invitingly lit
up.
As anticipated a radio call to the air
traffic frequency elicited no reply, so flying
over to the east side of the field, away from
the runway in use but well inside the circuit
pattern, I quickly let down, picking a small
grassed area by the British Caledonian
helicopter pads and landed as inconspiciously as possible; so successfully, I might
add, that apparently no one was aware of
the sailplane until after it had arrived at
6.45pm.
Relating my story some fifteen minutes
later to the somewhat cooI and correct
senior air traffic controller, it was pleasing
to see him visibIy thaw out and when I'd
finished he smiled and said "Well as far as
we are concerned it was an emergency situation - above cloud, no radio, running out of
daylight and in a glider, in such circumstances we were pleased to help."
Whilst waiting for my very relieved
retrieving crew I settled down in flying control to enjoy Dyce's hospitality in the form
of an Air UK packed meal, coffee and, of
course, a not so wee dram.
At my rather ripe age, one ought to be
considering a pastime with a softer option,
but then it could never be the fun or have
the challenge of soaring in the skies!
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500KM

DAYS
Tom tells you what to look
for on Met maps so this
season all the good days
may be exploited

,
he ideal day starts off with clear skies.
Strong thermals, marked by shallow
cumulus, develop early and the cloudbase
rises above 4000ft by mid morning. Cloud
remains well broken throughout the day
and shallow cumulus persists till very late in
the afternoon. The wind at flying levels
remains light and the visibility is very good.
There are no problems with showers, no
spreading out of layer cloud to cut off the
sun and no approaching fronts to send a
sheet of cirrostratus to cut down the thermal
strength. The area we wish to flyover
remains unaffected by incursions of unsoarable sea air and any sea breeze fronts lie
conveniently along our track during the latter part of the day.
Such days are so rare in England that it is
a tragedy to be stuck on the ground when
they come along. This article is an attempt
to show how one may pick out the really
good days using only the limited data provided by the BBC and the press.

lew pressure to the leH. The speed can be
measured from the distance between the
isobars if there is a geostrophic scale provided. Newspa,per charts do not give geostrophic scales, but one can find the approximate wind speed as follows:
Mark out a distance of 300nm with a piece
of paper or dividers. This distance is equal
to 5° of latitude. If your little map does not
mark lines of latitude then pick some prominent features such as Lands End 10 the
mouth of the Humber, (or ,if these marks are
obscured on the map, then try the Isle of
Man to Cap GrioS Nel across the straights of
Dever)'.
Lay the dividers at right angles to the
isobars and find the change in pressure fwm
one end to the other. Mul,tipIy this by 2.5
and you have the geostrophic wind speed in
knots (see Figs 1 & 2). For example if the
pressure change was 10mb the wind speed
would be 10x2.5=25kt.

'Flg 1

The larger dailies such as the Telegraph,
Times and Guardian print forecast charts
showing the pattern of isobars and fronts for
t200GMT. The BBC T/V broadcasts
(which were much ,improved last year) generally show both the present chart and a
forecast for 24hrs ahead. If one lives near
one of the weather centres (located in a few
of the major cities) ,these charts can be seell
on display.

What to look for
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To use the table below:
1. Measure off a distance of 300nm on
the weather map. This is equivalent to
the distance between 5° of latitude or 10°
of longitude al latitude 60.
2. Lay ,this 300nm line at right angles
to the isobars and find the pressure
change between ends.
3. Multiply the pressure change by a
factor for latitude given in the table
below.
For example if the latitude was 55°
and the measured pressure change was
5mb, then the geostrophic wind w0uld
be 5x2.4=12kt. (2.4 is the factor for
latitude 55.)
Latitude Factor
Latitude Factor
70°
2.1
2.8
45°
60°
2.3
40°
3.1
55°
2.4
35°
3.4
3,00
3.9
500
2.6
You can take half the distance instead of
the full 300nm. If 'so the factor must be
doubled from 2.5 to 5 times the pressure
change to get the wind speed.
Critical values: the ideal is about lOkl,
more than [6kt begins to present diff,iculties
unless the soaring-day is vel)' long. 20kt is
about the limit.
Best wind directions: When the air has
come from a more northerly point thermals
are likely to starl earner and finish later
than in air which has come from the south.
However air which has had a long sea track
is liable to be too moist, especially near
windward coasts.

Where to find the data

r. Wind speed and direction. The direction is shown by the isobars. At 2000 to
3000f,t the wind blows almost parallel to the
isobars with (in the northern hemisphere)

Geostrophlc WInd Factors

Fig 2

2. CUl"vature of isobars. In the nor'hem
hemisphere isobars curving 10 the left round
a low are said 10 have cyclonic curvature.
Curving 'to the right (round a high) is
termed aniticyclonic curvature. It is nearly
always true that the best conditions occur
with anticyclonic curvature. Cyclonic curvature,. even if the nearest low ,is hundfeds of
miles away, is apt to produce excessive
amounts of cloud and often 'stimulates
"showers or longer periods of rain".
Anticyclonic curvature is almost essential
for 500km days. This means that a well
marked ridge or an advancing anticyclone
appears on the forecast chart foryour area.
3. The dew point. If you listen to VOLMET broadcasts you will hear (after the
wind, weather and cloud data) the temperature and dew point. The drier the air the
greater the difference between temperature
and dew point. One may estimate the base
of cumulus from these figures provided that
the temperature is rising (during the morning and early afternoon). Take the difference between the two values and multiply
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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by 400. This gives the Jikdy cloudbase in
feet. For example if the temperature is
given as 22°C and the dew poinl as. 12°C
tl1en the c10udbase should be
lOx400=4000ft above the station. Do not
use this simple formula after the temperature has begun to fall.
Criteria: A difference of "1 ooe by early
afternoon is the lowest acceptable value for
a 500km day. On most occasions the value
ranges between 11 and 18.
The only rel'iable way of finding this value
is by asking a Met office, but one can make a
very rough estimate by seeing what the T/V
giyes for mill and max ,temperature the
night before. Provided that "the weather
looks fa'irly seWed (and no fronts are
expected to cross the area overnight) then
the night min temperature is a rough guide
to the afternoon dew point.
If the day max is forecast to be less than
100 above the night min then conditions are
unlikely to be good enough for 500km.

Weather maps which show three of the 500km days In 1985
Tuesday, May 28

One ot the Dest soaringdays 01
Ihe year. The air over England
had come from the region
Iceland. The Isobars (drawn at
4mb inlervals) indicate wind
speeds less than 10kt over the
Midlands bUt about 20kt over
northern England. The ridge
was bUilding and high pressure
!?ettled oiler the country next
day.

0'

Saturday, July 6

The air had come across the
Atlantic from the west but the
Azores. high was being lrans~
terred to 'southern England.
Although a good ridge was
developing tne Spacing bEltween isobars s~ests 20kt
winds over the Midlands at
midday. The speeds
decreased from the SW as the
high approached.

4. Additional items
(a) Dry ground. Dry ground with no significant overnight rain is almost essential.
When the ground is very moist so much of
the sun's energy is 'Used for evaporation that
little is left to produce good thermals. Only
when the air is par,ticularly cold and unstable do satisfactory ,thermals rise from sodden groundL. Even then the cloudbase is
likely to be rather low.
(b) Pressure and Tendency: The actual
pressure is not a critical factor. It is more
useful to see if the area is closer to a high
than a low. On most good days the pressure
lies between 1016 and 1030mb. Too high a
pressure is not a good sign in summer; there
seems to be a cut off above' 1033mb. This is
because anticyclones are usually associated
with strong inversions which limit the extent
of thermals. With dry air and a strong inversion below 4000ft the're may be only b'lue
thermals. If the inversion lowers to 30001t it
becomes almost impossible to ma,intain
enough cross-country speed to complete
500km.
Unfortunately the only means of finding
the level of the inversion is to send a ,tug
aircraft up with thermomete,rsor ask a Met
office which has access to upper air soundings.
"Tendency" is the term used to indicate if
the preSsure is rising or falling. The best
days usually occur w.hen the pressure .is
steady or just beginning to faH; in other
words near the crest of a mopile ridge just
before the next frontal system spreads its
sheet of dnus over. The days when pressure
rises strongly following the passage of a cold
front or trough are seldom good for long
ApriI!May 1986

Sunday, July 7

The air overthe country had not
changed much during Ihe, prellious 24hrs but the winds had
become very light ,over England. The only snag was the
warm front (shown crosSing
Northern Ireland). This tront
brought moister air and a
stratocumulus sheet $pread
across Wales into the west Midlands later In the afternoon.

cross-countries in thermals (though they
may favour wave flights).
(c) Visibility. This is not shown on press or
T/V charts and seldom mentioned on radio
forecasts. A ha'zy day is seldom good for
long flights. Haze is thickest when a well
developed inversion Iraps the particles of
dust and industrial ,pollution in the lowest

few thousand feet of the atmosphere. Over
the British Isles haze is often worst with
easterly winds from the continent.
The haze absorbs some of the sun's
energy. This is particularly no iceable when
tbe sun is low in the early morning and late
afternoon. As a resull thermals start l:lIer,
end earlier and are often weaker on hazy
days.
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S. Points on route planning. Let us suppose that all the weather signs are favourable. A cold front has gone through followed by a norlll-westerly wind. A developing ridge is expected 10 move over during
the day; the winds will become lighter as the
day goes on. Pressure has been rising and
seems likely to, peak at about W25mb. Yesterday the TjV predicted rnin temperatures
of 6°e and a max of 20°C so the air should
be dry enough for a high clouclbase during
the afternoon.
(a) Turning points should be chosen well
clear of coasts which may be affected by sea
breezes. This means avoiding places where
there are broad estuaries with wide
expanses of low ground extending miles
inland. Sea breezes travel much further
over such flat ground. If these areas .cannot
be avoided it is as well to get across them
early in the day.
(b) Try and pick the first leg downwind. If
the wind is expected to decrease one should
make the most of its help during the morning when thermals are weaker. Later in the
afternoon when the cloudbase hasrisen and
the thermals are strong one can push into a
headwind much better.
(c) It is often worthwhile to start over
higher, and therefore drier ground. Except
in a drought thermals develop later over
wide moist valleys than over dry chalky
downs. The difference may amount to a
couple of hours. Leave the low ground till
afternoon if possible.
(d) Late in the day thermals may continue
over ridges facing the setting sun for a couple of hours after they have died out over
level ground. This may be decisive at the
end of a long day.
6. Some things which may go wrong. No
simple rules of the weather are infallible
and the day may look very promising even
though all the criteria are not satisfied.
However, beautiful clear mornings may
prove deceptive. Still if one waits for the

optimum the good day may be wasted.
I. Spreading oul of eu. The commonest
cause of a spoilt day is when cumulus
spreads out to form an almost unbroken
layer of stratocu. This is apt to happen when
almost everything looks perfect. It occurs
when the air is very unstable low down but
the tops of cumulus clouds are limited by a
strong inversiol'l. If the cumulus base is
2000h or more below the inversion then
when the ascending tops hit the inversion
the cloud will spread oU't sideways to form a
wide shelf. The moister the air Ihe W0rse
will be this spread Qui.
Th~s happens (·typically) after a cloudless
dawn when the visibility is very good. The
warning sign is very early development of
cumulus. It may take three or four hours for
the spreading out to begin, but then it
occurs over a wide area v.ery quickly.
"Cycling". The spread out cuts off the
sun and almosl all thermals disappear.
Then, if the air ,is nol too moist, the layer
cloud begins to break up, the sun comes
through and for a while the thermals work
well again. Then the spread out comes back
and the thermals vanish once more. The
cycle may occur several times in the day or
may be so slow that once formed the
stratocu sheets lasts till near sunset. Once
such a cycle has begun it is seldom possible
to complete a 500km flight.
Spreading out of cumulus is more likely:
(a) if the winds are WNW round through
north to NE.
(b) if the isobars are nearly straight or
show slight cyclonic curvature.
(c) near the windward coasts. (A range of
hills between your area and the coast may
break up these stratocu sheets.)
(d) if a very weak front (too weak to be
picked out on the chart) drifts into the area.
When the TjV shows a satellite picture,
look at the region over the sea behind a cold
front. If there is a mass of rather low cloud
close behind the position of the cold front

then one may expect cumulus to spread out
overland next day.
2. Dispersal of eu. Spreading out of
cumulus occurs when the air below the
inversion is fairly moist. If the air is relatively dry the cumulus does not spread out
but may gradually disperse as the temperature rises. This is likely:
(a) when there is an anticyclone moving in
towards the area.
(b) when the cumulus forms less than
1000ft below the inversion or,
(c) when the inversion comes down to
meet the base of the cumulus.
This "burning off' of cloud is far preferable to the previous "spreading out"
because it nearly always leaves blue thermals to continue. It is usually rather discQncerting when it happens in front of one. The
reason may be just that the air has become
drier in that section but it may also mean
that the inversion is .)ower·ing,in which case
the lhermal strength will probably decrease.
If il happens near the coasl the sea breeze
may be responsible and it would be rash to
try and press on across the blue.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF GOOD
CONDITIONS (April to September in
England)
1. After the passage of a cold fmnt (but
not always immediately after it).
2. When the winG! speed ,is less than 16kt
and the air has come from a colder (usually
a more northerly) region.
3. When the isobars have anticyclonic
curvatuJe (generally nearer the high than
the Low), eg near the crest of a ridge of high
pressure or ahead of an approaching high.
4. If the night min is at teast
below
the max the following afternoon.
5. Provided the land is not damp after
recent rain.
6. It is an advantage if the pressure is between 1016 and 1030mb and has almost
finished rising, and if the visibility is good.

woe

OXYGEN EQUIPMENT

The Air Apparatus & Valve A.I.R. 24 series oxygen equipment for gliders,
comprising a control head and 680 litre oxygen cylinder, is now available for self
installation. With all the in-flight oxygen controls situated in the one position, this control
head has been developed from the Company's highly successful Domiciliary oxygen unit to
Drug Tariff Specification 01 B.
The 680 litre cylinder is of British manufacture in aluminium to H.O.A.L. 4
specification and is supplied valved and charged to 2000 p.s.i.
The company also supplies oxygen equipment based on 230- and 680-litre
cylinders. and face masks complete with valves and economiser bags.
In the unlikely event of servicing being required. the company operates a 24-hour
turn-'round postal system.

NOW AVAILABLE - SLlMLlNE 630 CYLINDERS

AIR APPARATUS & VALVE LTD

~~~'1,lf2v~1t.f

Unit 1, Blackwater Way, Aldershot, Hants. GU12 4DL
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 334581
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I

n retrospect my coc'kpil workload was
quite high even though it was self-imposed
and I probably did 'hitch' myself iJl ,the seat
from lime to time. After approximately
57mins from take-off I feh my seat backrest
give a little and I took a eautious look over
both shoulders to assess the problem. The
horizontal tube s,ticking out both sides of
the backrest had somehow s'lipped out of
one side of the previously considered very
adequate notches on the wall of the Cockpit.
1paused only for a moment before deciding
to land and while aH~mpting to alleviate the
pressure on the backrest, I reached for the
undercarriage lever. That is when the backrest came completely out of the notches and
clattered to its rear most position in the
cockpit
Not only rould I not low"r the undercarriage but all the other controls were beyond
reach, except the stick which I could only
just reach well enough to stop stalling. (I
suppose my sudden weight shift rearwards
contributed more than a little.) With the
sud(\en strength and agility one gets in such
moments of crisis, I was soon bolt upright
but still too far back to get my feet on the

Without the backrest
I kept slipping
rearwards and down
pedals. The problem was the carefully profiled floor/seat made a bowl shaped well
and without the backrest I kept slipping
rearwards and down (rather like sitting on a
children's slide at the bottom and pu-shing
yourself back up the slide feet first). The
movement involv.ed was only a few inches
but enough to make me give lip worrying
about the rudder. Other !'Imblems loomed.
(Isn't it wonderful how it steels the mind!?)
lean remember pausing (while I 'lost height)
to further assess my options and duly registered the pre-stall buffe,t caused, no doubt,
by the above problems and compounded by
some of these:
I. My'Straps had gone slack when the backrest Slipped and somehow seemed to
have caught up on something, stol'lping
me bending as far forward as 1 might.
2. My parachute tended to pull my back
straight while I tried to bend and only
added to the load on my stomach muscles, which were all that were 'keep,ing
me in the sitting position.
3. Although you wouldn't think that with
all the handles and controls in today's
crowded cockpits yoU' could have much
trouble finding something to hang on to
stay upright, I assure you that if you are
5ft 7in and in a Jantar cockpit ,in such a
April/May 1986

COCKPIT COITORTIOIS
Derek, of Borders GC, describes thea'larmlng problems when
his Std Jantar backrest comes adrift after 45 minutes of
concentrated scraping in the hope of finding' wave.

predicament there is nothing, and I was
looking hard!
I was being a bit vicious with the stick and
after avoiding anot her stall (or two) I managed to impose a little negative g. By this
,time my stomach muscles were complaining
and twitcbing - its not easy doing sit-ups
while flying a crash hunting for somewhere
Ito occur. I can remember thinking how
r·elaxed I was in this crisis because my legs
had risen off the cockpit floor momentarily
as I induced negative g during what I laugh;ingly call a stall avoidance manoeuvre.
However, being still in possession of my
urge 10 surviv.e, I 'Saw my chance and jammed my erstwhile redundant legs up behind
the instrument panel, crawled up my own
tmuser legs and hUl'\g on to the cable release
toggle with my left hand. I did note the odd
white knuckle or two! Clunk - down went
the undercarriage and I completed my landing checks - well, nearly.
My stomach muscles were still playing a
large part in this drama and in the two
minutes or so that it had taken to develop
my little crisis to this stage they had worked
very well.

'... I do pride myself on a
certain bow-legged, warty
strength.'
Now, while I have never been complimented on my a'thletic physique, 1 do
pride myself on a €ertain bow-legged, warty
strength. Unfortunately, this was rapidly
deserting me.
Ailerons only, 1 rounded the combined
crosswind and final turn while lying down
almost blind in order 10 give I he old tummy
musc'les a rest. As soon as 1 had partially

recovered I began the long crawl up my
trouser leg again and after securing the airbrake lever in my left hand, began to see the
possibility of landing without breaking
Carol Taylor's heart. After that the landing
was ungainly but uneventful and the
steepened attitude allowed me the ,privilege
of the rudder now and agail1. I rolled 10· a
stop, laid back. and made a mental note to
assure one of my comedy-prone associates
back at the launch point that under certain
conditions certain sphincter muscles really
do twitch "like a mouse's ear".
Upon reflection 1. I will make better use of the so far disregarded toe straps on the rudder pedals.
2. (a) Iflhadspunin,al1dwerenothereto
tell the tale, the reason for the accident would have been very difficult,
if not impossible, to determine.
(b) Have any unexplained accidents
caused by this or a similar problem
occurred?
3. A simple mod is possible that would lock
the back rest home.
4. The back rest probably freed itself
because at some point after taking up
the Seat in the aircraft I hitched myself
up. In tile Jantar this means that my
pali3chute, being on my back, would
connect with the bottom of the headrest
which is part of the seat back. After this
contact is made, a further upward hitch
of no more than the depth of the previously mentioned notches on the cockpit
wall is required to give you first hand
appreciation of the mouses ear syndrome.
5. Even in flight (after being checked by
someone else on the ground before
take-off) it seems to me very possible,
and all too easy, to dislodge the back rest.
6. Should I have loosened my straps?
7. Perhaps ideas about the best way to
modify the seat adjustment can be aired
in S&G?
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JOHN BRIDGE

'SO THERE
I WAS•••
John ruminates on the
coming season

" ... crop up to the horizon and nothing on
the clock but tine maker's name, when I felt
this dckJc under my left wingtip, cartwheeled into a four knotter ilnd just scraped
together enough heighl for a straight-in
glide back to base. Damned close thing;
don'c, fancy doing thaC every day, t can tell
you'! Who's round is it, anyway?"
Here we are, in the bar of just about any
gliding club at the end of a Good Day. The
pundits have all taken photos of John
O'Groats ,and got back in time to let their
partners have a go, and badge collectors are
waving claim forms at Official Observets.
New solo pilots are planning their 300kms
for tomorrow, which Mr Met on the telly
assures us will be even better thall t0day.
Meanwhile, strange looking boxes are being
towed down unreasonably narrow country
lanes in attempts to locate the more ambitious of the day's pilots.
All things being equal, I would 011 the
whole much prefer to end the day back at
base rather than in 11 field a hundred miles
away with the night closing in. I might even
go further to suggest that had I been present
at the Creation I would have been tempted
to offer some useful hints on the better
ordering of the Standard British gliding season; you see, no matter how determined I
am to never land out again ever, I regularly
find myself just outside a place like
Ambr,idge (one telephone, pubs all shut),
waiting for my crew to arrive and wondering
how I managed to cock it up yet again.
Of course, the day never starts out that
badly when one decides to do the Big Task.
On the contrary, Che airfield comes alive
with enth.usiasm; cheed,vl cr,ies ring out
proclaiming ''It's MY turn today''', while
the poor old Official Observer is snowed
under with requests to sign every barograph
in the club (his own, irl(;identally, remaining
ul'ltouched), supply maps all pointing
downwind, lend his car 10 complete strangers so they can move their tniilers to the
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rigging area and put together gliders he
never even knew existed.
Speaking for myself, should I manage to
get to the launch point wilh an intact glider,
all my maps and even a vague idea of where
I'm going, I reckon I'm riding my luck and
perhaps I ought to start doing the football
pools as we'll. Not that just being ready to go
is enough; the next problem is trying to
locate someone with both the ability and the
intention to offer a tow during the soarable
part of the day. Now I am led 10 believe Ihal
the super clubs don't have this problem just wheel out another tug, insert a passing
PPL holder in the correct seat and shout
"Take me to that cloud!". However, this
ain't necessarily so at the humbler end of
the scale, where mere mention of the words
"tug pilot" throws up nostalgic memories
from the previous evening's session at the
King's Head. Naturally, this situation can
lead to emotions running rather high.

" . . It will be possible to
witness normally sane,
responsIble human beings
going .bonkers ... '
It becomes evident that the carefully prepared mammoth task of the sel\son is slipping away; ~riQusconsiderationis ,given to
the challenge of wire launching half-a-ton of
ballasted glider to dizzy heights of up lo
5QOft. Should one elect to play safe, it will
be possible to witness normally sane,
responsible human beings going bonkers
over the dilemma. The fun really starts
when a tug pilot is finally persuaded to leave
his hangover in bed and drive his machine
onto the launch line. Severa1 gliders pull out
at the same dme, each naturally expecting
the first launch. A scene develops very like
those found in "Rambo"; we are soon past
thinly veiled implications concerning each
other's airmanship/parentagefcarnal habits
and well into fulf-blooded physical warfare.
It occurs to me tha.t it might be a good idea
10 avoid thennalling with this lot, if it can
possibly be avoided.
Eventually, something resembling sanity
returns to the airfield (usually, though not
always, in the form of a CFI) and gliders at
last start to get away. Now to turn my attentions to the now unrecognisable task of the
day. Last seaSOn I used to set myself these
multi TP jobs, which I have subsequently
found to be somewhat double-edged. It is
true I didn't often find myself too far away
from home; nevertheless, it is also true that
there was a far greater number of opportunities to lose hard-earned altitude by my

rather erratic TP pbotographic techniques.
The task progresses and what were
earlier on wonderful round topped, firm
bottomed "up" clouds have now degenerated into flat, nondescript sheets with lift
to match. After spending what seems like
hours in a strong zero knot thermal at an
indecently low altitude, the feeling grows
that perhaps once more it might not be possible to get back. A field becomes selected by
some mysterious process not yet fully
understood, as 130.4 informs me remorse·
lessly of other pilots final-gliding. "Blown it
again; should have turned back earlier.
Where on earth am I, anyway?" This "Who
Dares Wins" spirit is fine for some - they
either make it back every time or !Ictually
enjoy going QUX vaches. The best that can be
said for the rest of us isChat it is good character building stuff.
So, there's the field, that's the undercarriage lever and here's the one for the
brakes. A vain attempt is made to contact
someone back at base; probably in the bar
already. Tally-ho, down we go. As field
selection is usually ,a headache for me, these
days if I bave the choice I much prefer landing out at real airfields rather than Farmer
Brown's wheat crop; airfields are easier to
find for the ,crew, and the chances of hitting
unseen obstructions are that much less. I
quite like the idea of being able to drive
away with an intact glider (and, incidentally, an intact me). Besides, the cha,irman's
got all my Polyfilla_
Of course, another big plus for airfields is
that they are fairly used to aircraft descending upon them. I call't speak for Heathrow
or Westcolt, but at most of ITlY outlandings I
have at least managed to locate fairly
quickly a telephone which works. There can
be few mOre frustrating situations in which
to find oneself than il'l the middle of the
country next to an abandoned farmhouse
trying to force lOp pieces into a vandaJised
telephone as the night draws on.

AliI can do is
wait to be rescued

_

At last I get lthrough to a semi-drunk back
at base who seems to find my predicament
hilarious. After several more lOps, the
details of my landing are allegedly with the
crew who cannot believe I could possibly
have landed that far away - again. All there
is left to do is wait to be rescued.
This generally takes, an inordinate
amount of time, 'so giving me plenty of
opportunity to amuse myself. Of course, it
may be just possible that the landout has
occurred in the vicinity of a country estate,
SAILPLAN~ &
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at which I may be treated to an intrigu,ing
combination of pizza and champagne by
two well-appoint,ed young females, or
perhaps Instructed on the finer points of
billiards and the subtleties of male Scotch in
the Earl's drawing room. Never seems to
happen to me, though - these are the stories
which always originate from a biend of a
friend.
Eventually, the salldwiches nm out, and
all the tapes In the Walkman are exhausted.
In spite of the anorak brought along for the
ride, the cold oeg,ins to bite. Just when tne
thought of a warm fire and something hot
inside me becomes intolerable, a large
object lit up like a horizontal Christmas ,tree
appears out of ,the murk. The car holds a
remarkably large number of people who are
eager to pull the glider to bits and get on to
the real business of the evening at the nearest pub.
Once there, I reflect that at least the landing was safe (l~ I walked away from it) and
that my trailer is unlikely to fall to bits on
the way back to base. That hasn't always
been the case; it was as a result of myoid
trailer attempting to ,commit suicide on the
M6 near Carlisle that I realised that there
must be a better way to, get a glider from A
to B. These wooden trailers are fine for
their first few years, ibut one's faith in them
diminishes slightly when the floor parts
company wi,th the walls at 50mph.,
So, I went to see this. bloke down Membury way who not only built me a fine metal
trailer but also put back by several years my
plans to buy a Nimbus 3T. U you're reading
this, Angus, thanks for the ibox - it did me
proud last year (I've nol known gratuitous
publicity to do any harm). As for my crewyou can relax; I've no plans whatsoever to
land out this season. Just like last year.
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CUMULUS
A look at meteorological services for competitions, past,
present and future, with fears that we are heading for a
critical time

It

goes without saying that,gliding, in spite
of major advances in sailplane design,
remains totally dependent on the weather.
The pilot needs 10 learn some meteoro'logical knowledge to achieve the best performance on a soaring day ,and in the ,competition ,arena the professional meteorologist is
there to improve the chances of success.
One would have thought that as gliding
developed the Met aspect would have
improved too, and Indeed ,it has to some
degree, but in the Ok we have reached an
extraordinarily precarious position. It
needs to go back in history to see why.
Competition flying before the Second
World War just did not exist as we know it
today. Perhaps this was just as well, as Met
knowledge of the upper atmosphere was
also in ifs infancy, Weekend meets were a
common occurrence, during which pilots
were left entirely to themselves to decide
whether to go for duration, height gain or
distance. Prizes were awarded for what was
considered the most meritorious flight.
After the war things began to change, if
only slowly. The first ever task to be set in a
Nat'ionals was in 1950 at CamphiIl, the goal
being Boston, Lincofnshir'e. It was the only
one set at that meeting, but from then on it
became an ins,titution.
It soon became apparent that there was a
need for a ,professional meteorologist for
National events, and the Met office was
, approached to furnish this need. It was
extremely fortunate that one volunteer for
the job was a Mr C. E. Wallington.
By the mid fifties a working system for
the Nationals had been developed, led by
Wally. He usually brought along a trainee
forecaster with him, and also an assistant to
plot the essential ,information received on a
teleprinter linked into the Met office communications' network. The only cost to the
gliding movement was the data link, and in
those days it was relatively cheap. The main
expenses were charged to the public purse,
r first met Wally during the 1957 Nationals, my first gliding competition. It soon

became very apparent that Wally was not an
ordinary man. His briefings were extremely
detailed and very well presented. He
eXUded confidence, and not without reason.
He was usually right. His association with
the gliding movement resulted in the publication of his famous book, Meteorology for
Glider Pilots, and was probably a cornerstone of w'hat has been a brilliant career.
Others have followed, but none quite like
Wally.
During the fifties practically anyone
could enter the Nationals provided tlley had
the required qualifications, and these were
fairly minimal by today's standards. It
resulted in more and more entries, culminating in 92 at Lasham in 1961. Post
competition discussions suggested that the
numbers were getting too large for safety,
and as a direct consequence the entry qualifications were considerably raised. In 1962
the Regionals were born.

Rated competitions In the
early sixties raised problems
in the Met area
The sudden, explosive development of
rated compe,titions in the early sixties might
have been good for the gliding movement,
but it raised problems in the Met area which
got progressively worse. The Met office
were asked whether they could post in forecasters for the Regionals as. we'll as the
Nationals., and it is not surprising that this
was refused. They did, however, permit
forecasters to attend the Regionals provided it was in fheir own time and not at
public expense. There were volunteers, and
as far as the gliding movement was concerned the service was adequate.
In reality though there were major difficulties in providing forecasts at gliding
sites scattered thmughout the UK. Region-
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als attracted, at most, 20 entries, and as a
consequence the competition budget was
much tighter as compared with the Nationals. It usually meant the organisers could
not sanction the cost of installation and rental of a teleprinter and the relevant Met man
was obliged to look for other means of
obtaining information. The usual answer
was to travel to the nearest Met office in the
early hours of the morning, spend about two
hours plotting and analysing data, and
return to the airfield in time for a meeting
with the task setter. This mode Qf operation
proved to be very unpopular and was probably the main cause for the decline of numbers of volunteers. The Nationa'ls remained
subsidised and insulated against this particular headache.

Regular volunteers
_
covering competitions can be
counted on one hand
During the 'late sixties the format of lhe
Nationals began to change, eventually
evolving into two separate competitions at
different sites. Today we have three.
Remarkably, the Met office continued to
support all these Nationals, probably
because the full brunt has never been felt. A
volunteer (not at public expense) has usually offered bis services for at least one of
these events each year, and recently no Met
office staff have been posted in to cover a
Nationals. Fine but for one thing. The
number of volunteers who regularly cover
competitions can now be counted on one
hand. Two, thougl1 still prepared to offer
their services, have now retired. The pool of
experienced volunteers is drying up.
Apart from this critical manning situation, the whole scene has been exacerbated
in an unexpected way. Quite suddenly, and
largely unnoticed except by those who used
a teleprinter for a contest, the cost of installation and rental jumped tenfold. It cost
approximately £1000 at the 15 Metre Class
Nationals at Dunstable in May 1980, and
was to be the last occasion that organisers
were prepared to pay such a crippling cosl.
This left the Met men in an extraordinarily
difficult situation. Very few people realised
how serious it was, even at the top.
Somehow or other, during the following
two years, forecasters managed to get by.
For example, Competition Enterprise in
1981 was held at Shobdon, and extremely
successfully, but it could hardly have been a
worse site from the Met man's point of view
at Ihis crilical,time. It was resolved by spinning a few yarns to Rank Xerox, and Iborrowing a Docfax machine for nothing. A
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telephone link was established with the Met
office al Heathrow, and the charts
requested sent down the line at relatively
low cost. The overall situation, however,
was so critical and urgent that two individuals dipped into their own pockets and purchased radio receivers, Facsimile and radio
teletype equipment. It cost over £5000.
This eliminated the need for costly tele·
phone links and rental charges. The provision of forecasts at many events now
depends on these two private individuals,
and for tbe time being the pressures are off.
But for how long, one asks?
Regionals and Nationals are here to~ta)',
and we have not yet got to a position where
we can say, with all honesty, that we can
dispense with the Met man. Some try, and
succeed up to a point. There are various
sources of information which the competition director can use, such as Volmet, TV
broadcasts and, if lucky, have a satellite
receiving system to see the distribution and
movement of clouds. All this will not tell
him, however, the actual and forecast upper
winds, freezing level, start and end of convection, thermal strength, whether a cloud
sheet will break up (to mention but a few of
many relevant parameters). It is a shaky
basis for running a serious competition.
Telephoning a Met office for this sort of
information, for various reasons, is unproductive, apart from the substantial expense.
What does the future hold? In the short
term the situation is likely to become critical
again, depending on how much longer the
broadcasts via radio will continue from
Bracknell. They could be withdrawn at any
time. If this happens, then the Met men will
again be starved of their vital information.
The Met office is being obliged to run on
more commercial lines, and has suffered
major cutbacks in staffing levels, and it is
inevitable that the gliding movement will
have to pay soon for the data it receives.
The posting of staff to cover a Nationals
could well become a thing of the past.
The long term answer to both the problems of manning and data reception must be
resolved, and soon. Relying on the support
of a handful of volunteers would be very
short-sighted. Could the answer be the employment of a professional Met man to
cover all competitions?
The information we need is always there
in the Data Bank at Bracknell. How do we
get it? If it doesn't come by radio there is
only a telephone link. The answer must be a
portable computer, capable of receiving a
set programme at high speed down a normal
telephone line. Does such equipment exist?
What will it cost? Who will pay for it? All
these questions have to be answered, or we
will soon be "Up the creek without a paddle!"

MARY MEAGHER

MARY
ONA
E RI VE
Mary claims a sure way to
find some action is to
volunteer for a retrieve

It's possible in gliding to have adventures
without necessarily hazarding your own life
and limb, or going to great expense, simply
by volunteering to help with a retrieve. I
was keeping the log one busy Sunday afternoon. [n fact it was so busy I thought it
prudent to stay on the ground and build up
credit with the CFI by being conspicuously
noble and useful, so when Brian SpreckJey
said that Geoff Purbrick had landed out
with the orange K-8, I volunteered to go
and' fetch him.
Brian had told Geoff, just before he set
off on his attempt at Silver distance, to
avoid Westcott. The week before one of our
members had landed out at Westcott, and
the Ministry of Defence had sent a formal
letter advising us that Westcotl was forbidden territory, a disused aerodrome bristling
with obstructions, wires, antennae, explosives, red flags, and big white Xs on the ends
of the pitted and crumbling runway.

He landed at the only
_
place he had
been instructed to avoid _
Like a moth drawn into a candle flame,
poor Geoff had landed at the only place he
had been instructed to avoidl He was completely convinced, until the reception (:ommitlee of military police informed him
otherwise, he was landing at Cranfield!
Don't laugh, it could happen to you.
Mark Holmes and lan Langham were willing to come along and help with the
retrieve. John had bent tbe club Astir during a little encounter with an inopportune
hedge, and he also wanted to built up cred'it
with the CFI. Young Mark came along too
just because he's a nice guy. We hitched up
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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my Escort 1300 to the open trailer for the

K-.B, lurched on down the hill, circumnavigated Aylesbury, and found' Westcoll, lined
by tall poplars and wide field's of winter
wheat. Securely surrounded by an eight foot
perimeter fence, K-8 Josee reposed on the
long green grass next to the runway. We
drove round and found the entrance and the
resident oonstabulary.
"Did you bring the tools?" Geoff asked
with anxiety, as soon as we arrived. To be
sure, we had brought tools. Mark and John
brought spanners, tappets and wrenches,
appropriate for wing detachment. But first
we had to fill out forms and sign our names
and leave our cameras behind w.ith the
guard on duty at the gatehouse. Forms·
completed, assured that we had no sinister
intent other than removal of the small
winged intruder, we were' escorted by two
officers in a police car around the peritrack
to Ihe scene of the landing.
The officers remained in their car, watching us as we pulled the trailer round to the
glider and began to remove canopy, cover
and tailplane. All went well, until it was
- time to take out the mainpins. Geoff was
holding up the fusel'age, Mark onc wing,t,ip
and me the other, instructed by John, who
attempted to loosen the bolt. It wouldn't
oblige. "Hold up your wing a bit higher,
Mary". I heaved and struggled. Mark
heaved and struggled. John heaved and
struggled. The officers watched from their
car, impassively.
"We'll have to hit it with something" said
John. "Have we got anythin.g to hil it with?"

GLIDING CROSSWORD

We tried hitting it with a shoe. With the
end of a piece of timber. With the jackhandIe from my car. The perverse pins
remained obdurate!,y fixed in place. The
officers in the car watched impassively. The
sun began to descend in the heavens and
purple dusk came creeping, as the air turned
blue over the cockpit of the K-8.

I had no pride and
_
didn't mind asking for help _
"Maybe the oops could get us a hammer"

I suggested, helpfully. The others were
reluctant to ask for help in any form, but I
had no pride, and didn't mind asking for
help, and the military police didn't mind
being asked, and promptly went off to look
for ahammer, came back with one, and they
even got out of the car and helped us heave
on the wingtips, but despite all persuasion
the main pins simply refused to emerge.
"I give up. Let's go home." Geoffwanted
to struggle some more, but I promised to
come back the next day with a crew of
experts and unwillingly he agreed to leave it
up to us.
At least we didn't have to worry about
security of the aircraft. No cows were going
to get in that field, nor small boys eit.her. I
had four boxes of books that I planned to
take to Oxfam next day in the back of the
car; these were left in the cockpit to weigh
down the glider overnight, Geoff staked

down the wingtip, and thanking the police
for all their help, we promised to return next
day to retrieve the K-8.
Next day was Monday, of course. Geoff
and John and Mark had to work for a living,
so I showed up at Westcoll with Paul Brice,
Mike Philpot and Chris Lyttleton. We
brought enough tools to take apart a Sherman tank! Even so, even with this committee of expert pundits on the job, it took a
mighty struggle under the watchful eye of
our friendly police escort to persuade the
mainpins to loosen up and let go at last.
"I bet this K-8 hasn't been taken apart
since last winter" gasped John Wills, after
emerging victorious from the struggle.
"Rusted tight, those pins were." He held
them up for our appreciat,ion. We collected
all the bits and pieces. Loaded up the trailer.
I was gratified that even the committee of
experts had a hard time; made us duffers
from ,the night before look a bit beHer.
We drove round to Ihe g(jtehouse to pick
up our cameras and sign oUI. The cops were
really friendly by now. "Yeah, we're getting
used to it" they told us. "You're not the
only guys who landed here by mistake" and
with considerable pride we were shown
newspaper clippings and a letter of thanks
from a certain famous Booker pilot who
landed out It! Westcot<t a few years before.
They still remember Superman at MoD
Westcott!
Brian Spreckley was a bit upset when
nobody could find the cotter pins. By mistake I left them in the box ,of books and
donated ,them to OXFAM.

Compiled by

Julia Williams
DOWN
1. Airway, by appointment. (6)
2. It controls yawing movement about
the normal axis. (6)
3. Cumulus or lenticular? (5)
4. Take a TP photograph short of the
target? (10)
5. Makers of the Bergfalke. (7)
6. ASW-20 add-o".?
10. Point in favour 01 the rising, sun. (4)
14. In the Norwegian capital they fly 00
their own! (4)
16. To fall away, by degrees. '5)
17. The glider inside was tired? (5)
18. "round .soothern pans they hold
you firmly in the cockpit? (6)
21. Soar these sor1 of Cornish hills? (4)
23. friend about the beginning of 16
down? (3)
24. ApproXimate touch-clown time.
(1.1.1.)
26. Air that rises aoove· the rest. (3)
28. See 28 dOWn.
28 & 27 Visitor from across the ocean.

m

(3,3)
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ACROSS
1. A cute harp will aid you on the way
down. (9)
5. Loose a point when planting a cornfield (3)
7. Transmitter. Within - extra diodes
(5)

8. Jf!NII marine animal (7)
9. Wave to George? (3)
11. Flying projectile? (4)
12. Flit around in 4kt up! (4)
13. Listeners in the cornfield (4)
15. Schempp Hirih'~ Kite, initially (3)
16. On landing, a quiet meadow to jump
around in? (4)
18. Put oft lifting the nose too high? (5)
19. See 22 across.
20. Rodent in 29 across. (~)
22 & 19. Undo the canopy to fly in the
fresh air (4,. 7)
25. Cuts the wind cllanges. 1(6)
29. No point in the Bucaneer flying a
glider (5)
30. Not tensed up before .all out - better
take it up. (5)
31. Confused at VOR - in a glider. (5)
(Solutions on p101)
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PLATYPUS

TAIL
FEATHERS

have made her day. The next one is on the
phone like a shot, however, and Plat
explains how busy he has been with one
thing and another Gust one thing, if he is
truthful) and asks her if she will come
across. Which she does.
And that is how Platypus lost his virginity. (Look that up in the dictionary, too, you
young people.) Mrs Platypus, whom sadly I
did not meet till many years later, has given
me permission to write all this on the tolerant grounds that I .am no longer a serious
hazard except as a pilot, and this is pretty
well ancient history.

The Bringing Down of
Platypus
"Tradesman's Entrance" is a very 1930s
expression. In those days such signs were
posted on the back gate, where a path led up
through the kitchen garden to the cook's
door of any typical bourgeois residence in
the Home Counties. In the war, however,
butchers and grocers made a point of com-

Tradesmen treated like royalty.

ing instead to the front door, if they came at
all, wher'e they were treated like royalty by
the lady of the house in hopes of getting a
little something over the meagre rations of
the period. Nowadays there aren't any
cooks or maids, tradesmen don't deliver
and the signmakers, never short of something to extol or prohibit, have gone over to
printing savage threats against smokers.
The fact that a hollow in the rolling Bedfordshire farmland adjacent to our field is
called The Tradesman's Entrance would
give away to a non-gliding social historian
both the date of the London Club's origin
and the type of comfortable citizen who
could afford to glide. To have to arrive
through this declivity, low and grovellingly
slow, is proof of a cocked-up approach,
poor airmanship and altogether the mark of
a cad. By doing so you show yourself up asa
member of the servant class, earning scorn
and demotion.

Disgrace and Consolation
It is the doomed attempt ;in 1950-something to throw One more circle in the club
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ThiS landing is Ierrible.

Prefect downwind of the site that leads
Platypus to a desperate, heart-pounding
scramble back through the Tradesman's
Entrance. There are no bad landings, only
bad approaches. This one is terrible: no
plan, just a wretched slipping and drifting,
with not enough speed to round out parallel
to the rough steep slope of the first bit of
LGC soil that presents itself to the sweating
tradesman. Awful cracking noises as the
skid decides it has just been turned into a
ploughshare and prefers to chew earth
rather than remain part of a rich man's toy.
Daylight appears suddenly through the
cockpit floor. The other Prefect pilots give
vent to their feelings. Whatever happened
to the stiff upper lip? What sort of people
are they letting in these days? he asks himself. He is grounded and dejectedly takes
the bus to London, bereft of ways to amuse
himself, so'totally does soaring possess him.

So when in her splendid piece in S&G,
August 1976, p158, (which he conceitedly
and absentmindedly ke,eps ta'king credit
for) she says to Platypus Gliding is a substitute for sex" and be retorts "Nonsense, sex
is a substitute for Gliding!" he is not throwing off an Oscar Wilde witticism, but stating
what every glider pilot's wife knows to be
the plain and soher truth.

Off to the Prairie

Platypus takes fle bus to London.

Back in Chelsea he rings up girls with
whom he had shared innocent passion when
an undergraduate (what they now call a student). The mother of the first tells Platypus,
with evident satisfaction, that Katie is getting married tomorrow, so there. He must

I have given up mountain flying. My nerves
won't stand it any more. Nor.can I take the
frustration and humiliation of being unable
to get away frorn the nursery slopes on a
mediocre day, while watching the typical
Alpine pilot stick his wingtip into every
little lift-yielding crevioe like a diner with a
toothpick, to vanish 011 a 300km and reappear three hours later to dump a full load of
water on the piste. That sort of thing giveth
me to gnasn the teeth, pour dust on my head
and generally vow to abandon the sport
entirely.
Why not, you ask, fly with one of those
magnificent instructors in a Janus and learn
from them how it is done?
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I've done that for as long as I could take
it. The trouble is 'hal (1) every such instruclor talks, withoul pause for breath, in very
rapid, impatient French. (Though that's a
lot better than when they try rapid, impatient broken English.) Now my French is
not bad, and I can usually remember what a
rudder-pedal or a flap or an incipient spin or
a downdraught is, but it is less than instantaneous. It is not helped by the fact that the
PI is constantly on the radio to all his little
chickens, so his bellowing command to "get
closer to the rockface, you idiot!" may be
intended for someone else, though if your
wing is more than a few centimetres away
from the mountain you can take it that he
means you.
(2). They all seem incapable of letting a
pilot make any kind of mistake, but grab the

His oommand 10 "get closer to the rockface" may be
intended for someone else.

While the equipage plummelted towards the snows.

controls immediately they feel that something short of perfection is being achieved.
This makes sense when you are glued to the
geology, so to speak, but the habit persists
even when you are thousands of feet from
anything hard and the odd mistake would
do no harm. I could only deal withthi's by
promptly raising my hands over my head to
show toall was not in charge and would F10t
fly the beast until I was asked. This had no
effect at all, so it seemed Ihat half tile time
the aircraf>! was being nown by two peoJ!)le
wrestling for supremacy and half.the ,time
was, being flown by nobody at all, while the
equipage plummelted towards the snows
and the chamois scampered nervously out
of our p3'th.
To be fair :to the French, the worst offender in 'tbis latter respect was a German.
(That's right, alienate everyone. ED.)
So it's goodbye beautiful and altogether
too exciting mountains, hello lovely flat and
boring prairie. Prairie is French for
mead'owland and wide open country, and
r,eminds us that tile french possessed most
of North America before the British mugged them and took it for themselves.

t()*~~tl!~! t'iJ:ttCt(!lt?!!!
l
~~)

Compromises have to be made.

be made. Apart from occasionally fighting
for control of the menu and a few-quibbl'es
over how to pronounce basic words like
corkscr..ew, room temperature, magnum,
medium rare, cream and truffle sauce, It is
aboul as different from mountain-flying as
you call geL Thank Heaven.

8hoffmarw
TWO SEAT GRP MOTOR GLIDER
LOW INTEREST FINANCE
BRITISH C of A
FOLDING WINGS
EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
THREE POSITION PROPELLER

Contact

April!May 1986

Airmark Avi'ation Ltd, 48 Crosslands Avenue, Southall, Mlddx

leI01·574-1603
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PHIL PHILUPS

Lham, with its 600011 main runway, ,has for
many years operated a towcar launch system
using two wires and two lowcars at peak times. In
t1he dim and distant pasl, 1952 to be pre<;ise,
winches were used at Lasham and there are
many myths and stories. of winch operations.
AS any regular reader of S&G wiIIJ know, there
is'anewgeneratiol1lof wioches on the market and
Germany, the leading E'uropean natioo in the
sport of gliding, uses winches as ,the norm. CtJrrently available and advertised in the UK is the
Supacat winch, designed ,by David' Clayton and
used by the Devon & Son:tersel GC at North Hill,
and the Munste~ van Gelder winch, with Its six
drums, in use at the London GC site, Dunstatife.
,Lasham recently had !wo of its five towcars
stolen, driven 20 miles, used as btlmper cars and
then btJr.nt to a cinder. (Other clubs·: "How is your
security?") fo make matters worse, they were
our newest towcars bought 2~ years ago. This left
us with only three very old towcars. There was no
better time than: the Present to review our position.
North Hill kindly offered the use of their
Supacat for a week, with up to four North Hill
members demonstrating its operation for the
cost 01 the transport. They w.ould tend the winch
while our own members would carry out all other
operations.

First pairot piano wire
cables gave 3500 launches
The Supacat winch arrived on OCtober 20 with
two empty drums. We had already decided that
we wouid try our seven strand multicore polypropylene coated cable on one of the drums ana
the North Hill group brought along a new coil 01
piana wire tor the other drum. The 'Devon &
Somerset GC had achieved about 3500
launches with their first pair of piano, wire cab'les·
and they were due for replacement. There was
no problem in winding, on Ihe Lasham cabl'e,
straight Irom the drUm to the winch drum in
approximately 15min. The piano wire took
somewhat 'Ionger as the wire had to be slowly
uncoileQ along the perimeter track using their
towingl vehicle with Ken paying Otlt the wire. In
total, we placed 11'40011 of strandedl cable or
piano wire onto the two drums.

WI CHING
AT LASHAM
These are PhU's personal v,lews. and while he is their general
manager they don't necessarily represent those of the
Lasham Management Committee.

improved and, at best, was 9min for two winch
launches and a car launch. ihe best achieved
rate in one hour during the afternoon was 18
launches. On North Hill's recommendation we
were using 1400lb weak links for two-seaters
and 1000lb weak links for single-seaters. The
change over using the screwed chain cleats certainly reduced the launch rate, but was well worth
tne effort.

*
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Day 2. Tuesday
Again, a late start due. to fog, but with a welcome 5kl headwind component, though 40 0
across the runway. The operation continued
without any problems; 1500yds of winCA wire,
and intermediate car launches, was the order ()f
the day. Winch launches were now averaging
nearly 170011 with the occasional 190011. 11 was
noticable that experience on the winch, possible
two or three launches, was needed to achieve a
good height. The car launch was achieving 1000
to 110011 on this day.

*

*

*

iota I: launches including car: Approximately 2 to
1 in favour 01 winch launching. 23 I'aunches in
2hrs 33min (9.02/hr).
Day

Day 1. Monday, October 21
Monday dawned foggy in a higf;J pressure area
and it took time to clear. We could riot slart ,until
aller midday. The ti rst launch was flow,rt by Derek
Piggott and Roger Downing, using 600yds of
wire. All went well and aller lour launches. at that
length we increased the wire to 1200yds and
finally 10 150Oyds. Initially, with no head wind,
1200 -130011 launches were achieVed, but most
members were using car launch techniques and
being 'iery cautious, It was not long belore 1500
- 170011 launches were being achieved. With
only a single two drum winch and the pressure
from members 10 "have age", aO(l with the
inevitable initial teething problems, we, soon
started auto launching while the winch cable was
being payed out. The fate of launch slowly

*

Total launches: 47 in 5hrs 1min (9.18/hr).

3.

Wednesday

Fog to start again and about 8kl of headwind
component The first minor problem arose. Due
to poor pay oul of t~e "Lasham cable", it being
jerked at the far 'end, the polypropyler"e cable
overran the winch pulley and somehow caught
over the rim of the pulley without being noted by
the winch driller. an the singal "All out" the winch
driver thought it was a: difficult launch with a great
deal more power required. The reason for this
was that an 800yd complete length 01 the polypropylene coating 01 the seven strand wire !had
been stripped off. A very efficient. strip technique
with patent possibilities! Despite this, we continued 10 use the cable without the covering. This
was the best day so lar; launches with the K-13
were averaging 1700lt and lhe highest was
1'99911 pll:Js. The rate Qf' launch had improved

(two winch launches, one car launch) to 13.78/hI"
average with a best of 20 launches ill on8 hour.

*

*

*

rotalllaunches: 94 lA 6hrs 49min (13.78/hr).
Day 4 & 5. Thursday " Friday
Two excellent days aller late starts due to poor
visibility. with 1500yds of run and a crosswind or
:8kt, 110 headwind. The weekday members were
becoming more· familiar with the beast and the
teething ,troubles, mainly car retrieves or the
cable, were being reduced. Consistent launches
cf 170011 plus witA the highest at 1999ft and
'lowest at 1300II, which were usually the first,
were being achieved ()rI the winch. The rate of
launch was still 18 - 20 in !he best hour. The
change over of weal< links, which "should have
had quiCk releases, possibly reduced the launch
rate by 2/hr.

*

*

*

Total' 1aunches: Thursday 91 in 61:lrs 59min
(13.04/hr). Friday 60 in Stir 17min (11.73/hr).
Day 6. Saturday
A high pressure system was still influencing
the area resulting in poor visibility and a light
crosswind. A new group took over without
expe~ience on the winch, apart from the North
Hill winch drivers. Overall, a day of problems but
despite this. Ihe besllauncn rate was achieved.
(18.99/hr average.) An incident occurred When
the winch cable dropped rig hi across an AAE
aerial. At the same time a car launch wire crossed the winch cable without the car driver knowing. Eddia Bromwell, a visitor from North Hill, was
dragged SOyds up the runway by the car cable
which. had been caught arouoo his leg as he tried
to untangle the cables. Fortunately; after a night
in hospital, he was all right. A little later the boom
on the winch retrieve bashed into a pr,ivate ear.'
Inevitable! In addition, It was too first day wittra
number of piano wire breaks, usually caused by
releasing the glider under tension. However,
there were no major snarl ups.

*

*

*

Total launches: 73 in 5hrs 13min (13.99/hr).
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WINCHING AT LASHAM

Oey 7. Sunday
A fairly good day with no serious problems.

t.

b.

western endl and AAE at the eastern end adds to
this ,problem. 'However, this factor did' nol seem
to cause too much problem in ~he weeks' trial,
(see launch rates)', with Ihe notable exception of
*
*
*
Total launches: 87' in 7hrs 25min {11.23/hr).
the cable over the RAE aerials.
If we went to winching we would probably have
My findings were,
fo,accept a 1200yd run to avoid this problem. The
The airfield requires more skilled manpower to
launch point would be closer to the aerotow point
operate smoothly. The winch operator sh0uld, 00
and the problem 01 visual, or other, communicaskilled and a launch point controller of some
tion between the points would be eased. The
danger of eable falling and being unobserved
experience is required. There should be a ,radio
link, and lights, to the winch and a radio link with
would be substantially reduced. The height
the towear to -oo-ordinate the two launching
achielled would only marginally lbe .affected, as
North, Hill, using aOOyds of oable, achieve
methods. We learnt tnis lesson" lack of coordination, on the Saturday with the accident.
approximately 15001t launches with 00 headwind
Lasham would probably have to employ a procomponent. Of course, with 01111' a headwind" a
fessional winch driver at weekends to achieve
longer length could be l,J$ed.
this if it converted to winching.
g. Parachute desi'gn. It was very noticeable that
The efficiency of launch largely depends on an
the parachute seemed uncOntrollable alter
release. It could end up 90 to the winch on the
effective cable pUll-out syst~. We used an old 2
litre Ford Consol with a boom to enable us to
upwind side. The parachute had some
drive on the runway edge but have the cables on
aerodynamic lift when being pulled in a crosswind. This is why the RAE aerials were straddled.
the grass, ,but we found thalthe car was underpowered and unreliable. Weak links at 1400lbs
'Research into parachute design would be essenand 1000lbS were necessaJY and a "snap on"'
tiat. However, the normal distance the parachute
landed from the winch was only about 75 to
system would have improved efficiency.
Rate of launch. fhe hi911est ,rate with one two100yds.
lfum winch and, sometimes, a motor launch h. Cross runway use. A strong reason for considbetween each pair of winch launches. was 20/):lr.
ering winches at Lasham is the very poor state of
The average over the wl:1Ole seven days, includthe unmaintained cross runways. Car launching
is almost impossible due to wheel spin on the
ing the initial fumbles in operation, was 12.06/hr.
The max full day rate was 14/hr. As a comparison
loose stones. With a winch there would not be
this ,problem. I am sure Lasham would buy a
durng the previous week, usin9 one or two towsecond-hand winch just for this need. Any
cars as required, a rate of 9.41 launches/hr was
offers?
.
achieved; the highest day rate was 10.21/hr.
Moreover, on the best three weekend days in i. Polypropylene covered stranded Wire is not
suitable. Apart from the problem of stripping off
August and September 1985, with two towcars
the polypropylene on the Wednesday. On the
operating most of the day, the average rate
one and only cable break, the strands, unwound
lk:hieved was 1,0. 12/hr. This is an interesting
for quite a distance and the resulting delay was
comparison. consequently, one cannot justifiapproximately hall an hour.
ably complain about the launch rate using the
winch. I1 Lasham moved 10 all winches, two
would be needed and when in use it would be
Costs. My figures are 6O/launch operating costs,
reasonable to ·expect 1'8 launches/hr.
excluding' any paid staff to maintain or operate
Height achieved was variable on the skill of the
the winch, broken down as follows:
pilot. First fligtilts were 1200 - 140011 using ear
0

Co

d.

launch techniques. SUbsequent launches were
rwariably in the 1600 to 1800ft range and the
highest launches were 199911, or even slightly
higher (witl\l altimeter errOf). During tlile whole
week there was little or 00 headwind. An extra
600ft could be achieVed on top of the average car
launch height. Many instructors commented
favourably on the ease of cooversion of the
trainee pilot and the advantage of the extra
height 10 the training.
e. Areas 01 potential hazard in the system.
Releasing uncIer tension at the top of the launch
is the most likely cause of a cable break. The five
cable breaks experienced. during the: week were
an caused this way. The max time to repair the
piano wire was about20min. Efficient winch drivers are essential in this respect as they must be
skiRed in dealing with the cable break at the time
ofthe break and the subsequent repair. Initially at
least we would require professiooal winch drivers to maintain the launch rate.
f. Airfield shape, It has been alleged that Lasham
is too narrow at the ends for efficient winch
launching. Any glider that lands up the lield or is
close to the launch point stops subsequenl
launching. Also the proximity 01 Dan Air at the
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Ca~~

~p

Fuel
8p
Piano wire
2p (or multi strand 4p)
Retrieve car maintenance & fuel
~p
Sundries
8p
fotal
60p
This compares favourably with car launching
in which the operating cost is about 80p/launch.
Concl'usions: We were very impressed with the
Supacal. It is a well engineered, simple and
powerful winch. It does need a guillotine and we
would find a rotating beacon essential to warn
the remote aerotow point of a Ilaunch in progress.
Lasham is seriously considering a winch which is
becoming essential for the crosswind shorter
runways. However, such a change, with the
financial implications involved, will take a little
longer than a one week trial. We are continuing to
look and talk at present.
My thanks to the Oevon & Somerset GC and
especially Nick, Ken, David, rony, Eddie and the
others who gave us their time, aAd effort to
demonstrate the Supacat winch at Lasham.

DICK SHORT

A NOVEMBER
SILVER
Dick, of Welland GC,
describes a late season
distance fl'ight in an L-Spatz

l e day was bright and clear with a stiff NW
breeze. At about t 130 it looked as though thermals might be. developing with the possibility of a
downwind dash.
I ,had my best ever winch 'launch to 15001t and
alter searching around, contacted weak lilt at
1300ft and drifted out over East Canton. Lift
petered out at 21 OOff so I went back towards the
quarJY where contact was re-established. It was
only ;kt lift but I was drifting 011 track for Duxford.
Once over the southern -outskirts of Corby I
decided to press on, even if I only made the other
side of the town.
NaVigation was no problem as the visibility
was excellent and I travel that way ,to work. I
picked up the roadworks from the main Brigstock
by·pass and the gravel pits 'at Thrapston,. I had
enoughl height to make Thrapston oot the lift
gave out. Field selection was no problem due to
an abundance of large recently sown fields and a
field landing course at s.yerson - thanks Ivan.
Just in time I contacted a 2·3~t thermal and
was away. I could now pick out Grafham Water
and there was a good cloud street all the way
from rhrapston. , worked' the thermal up to'
40ooft, just below cloudbase, and flew at 44kt
down the street and up to 54k1 in the sink between the clouds. Finally it looked as though the
Silver was on.
Grafham was a beautiful sight with hundreds
of yachts. Over the. southern shore I identified St
Neots and the offices where I work. One more
thermal and I could make Duxford .but 11 was
unable to find bne. A large field near Gamlingay
and down I went.
The 57km, which took me 56min, completed
my Silver C and I was retrieved and back in time
for the club's 30th anniversaJY dinner. It was
November 2.

AWARDS FOR WOMEN GLIDER PILOTS
British Women Pilot's Association have
three major annual awards wittlthe O. P. Jones
cup specifically 'for glider pilots. It is presented to
·the British woman who .has made a ooIeworthy
performance in gliding" either by an outstanding
flight or her oontribution to the sport.
Nominations are invited fOf the 1986 award
and should be made to: The Awards Committee,
eWPA, 25 Fouberts Place, London W1 V 2AL by
July 31.
The awards will be presented at the BWPA
AGM in September.

The
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JOHN ELLlS

I

n the last nine years there were four non flying,
days at Vryburg with many South African and
world recordS, nown from the site. It was with
keen anticipation that leonie and I set off from,
our new home in Natal tOQrive the 800km or so IQ
the Northem Cape for our first SA Nationals. As
we got nearer we puzzled ovet ,great clouds of
smoke in the sky. Enormous fires? No, just ,dust
and top soil changing farms in the wind and
thermals.
As 'vIryburg came into sight over a slight rJse. a
bolt of lightning hit the town followed by the firsi
heavy rain.in umpteen years. Webooked into the
hotel and met lots of old' friends, including Pete
(Boris) wyld and taura from Booker. iBoris had
agreed to crew tor me in the absence of Mike
Carlton, who'd apparently believed all he had
read in the newspapers.
Saturday and Sunday were practice days.
After 45 minutes on Saturday, flying my ASW20F, I just beat the cu-nim before it hit the airfield
'and on Sunday I didn't bother. At least most
thi'ngs worked, except the flap switch and the
audio bit of my expensive new vario. Boris
showed much persistence with the nap switch
but we gave up on the audio, letters to the manufacturer at Aachen over seven months having
produced no reply.
'
A very sophisticated Met set-upcomplete with
daily radiQ sondes, a beehive thing and back up
from Pretoria failed to predict the weather, but
Geor.ge CQOPer tied very gracefully. Tugs were
Super Cubs and a very powerful Cessna spam
can with an "interesting" slipstream. The pilots
included John Heath, ex BGA national coach,
and also SOme 6f the CQmpetitors, which complicated gate opening time. Landing areas around
the airfield are a bit spar~, mainly confined to
the taxi strip, the main runway and an ill defined
dirt cross strip.

Followed the wrong dirt road
for quite a while.
The 'irst day was a bit weak and I managed to
come not quite last. Apal1 from my usual fumbling', I followed the wrong dirt road for quite a
while. As Bobby Clifford said afterwards: "Take
the broad view anl;J ignore all the lQcal stuff." This
and other Clifford information was most helpfUl
and ,I didn't get 'I.mcertain of position, again. Then
came a 369km triangle with 6r'!ormous thunderstorms. I outlanded after nearly crossing a 30
mile gap. The successful returnees backtracked
half, way along the 1sI leg - ah well
Next day produced a shorter triangle, half of
which was just 'like being back In the UK, ! to 2kt
thermals under an overcast sky. "I've seen this
before" I thought and went very carefully while
ITlO$l of the others raced into the ground. Then
two fantastic storm fronts, and 120kt to stay out
01 cloud whilst trying, to pick a route aVOiding the
vast number of lighmi"9 strikes, tOOk -me to 2nd
place for the day. Someone ought to have been
playing Wagner.
Days 4, 5 and 6 aren't really worth talking
about, except that I came across thermals which
caused me seriously to consider giving up gOd72

VRYBURG 1985
John, who Is now a member of a gliding club in Natal, gives
his personal impressions of Vryburg and the South African
Nationals held from December 16 to 18

iog. Bomber Jackson later said that they were a
well known SA phenomena which he called "flat
faced thermals"; just right for circling in, until one
does, when they contemptuously hurl one
straight at the groond.
Day 7 was interesting. A 553km triangle in
which 1did quite well until near the second turn. It
'became completely overcast witll thel'mals from
lnowhere and a solid ,une of dust at least 300km
'long moving across the last leg, atlOId or so. No
Iproblem Ithought, I'll listen to the experts: "Klaus
from Timmy, whataboutthisdusl?" "Don'U<now,
I've never seen anything' like it." "Laurens?"
"Don't ask me, I'm on the ground in 1oOm vis."
"I'll try and cross ,it" (shortly after) "Bac« over don't recommend that" -this In an ASW-22. Fat
lot of good all that was, so li landed at the second
TP five minutes 'before the dust with Jan GeerIings (ASW-22) and we cleared our throats with
some Afrikaaner-provided beer to celebrate
Christmas Eve.
Christmas Day was spentlazying about in the
sun quaffing Bucks Fizz, a new experience - well
the sun was.
On Day 8 conditions were similar to a good UK
day and I started to go fast al last - t07km/h over
a 252km aIR achieved 5th place and my highest
speed $veti over any distance. (Don't' laugh
Booker pundits.. ) Then as the Comp began 10
draw towards its end, Day 9 brought some real
SA conditions and a 507kmtriangle to the west 01
Vryburg was set As far as, I could 'see this was
either all unlandableor crew unfindable. It didn't
seem to matter all that much as eventually the
base went up to 16 OOOft. li got round at '11 km/h
feeling very pleased with myself until my crew
met me with the rude commenl"What kept you?"
The winner's speed, Laurens Goudriaan', was
150km/h and close to the world: record - I was
last! Must do better, I thought and actually did on
the last day, at 4th place with, 126km/h over
341 km to end up 7th overall.
Out of 12 days we flew ten, Ooe day was·
cancelled on the grid. The decision seemed right
at the time although use of altemativ~ TP (pilot
selected) tasks might have saved this day and
certainly would have improved aome of the other
days when cu-nims were a real problem. A cat's
cradle was turned down by mutual pilot consent
on another day. But whQ could complain aboot
ten days' good flying, almost unknown during a

British Comp, and all those lovely people. It
seems that our days spending Christmas in the
traditionaf way (gluttony and Morecambe and
Wise repeats) may be over for 8 while.
My Class, the 1'5M, was won, by the amazing
Laurens GoudriaaA (3rd at Rieti) beating Bomber
Jacksoo by some 1200pts, The Open Class winnerwas Jean Paul Castel beating Jacques Rantet also of France by t OOOpts. The first SA in this
Class was Klaus - Laurens's father. The Standard ClasS winner was, 01 course, Dick Bradley,
the very small Class entry not detracting from his
performance. ,Finally, the Sports Class was won
by another ex Booker foreigner, TraceyTabart in
a borrowed Diamant.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
MAY 24- JUNE 7: 5th European Motor Glider
Championships, Zell am See, Austria.
JUNE 3-12: US Standard Class Nationals, Cordere, Georgia.
JUNE 7-15: 15 Metre Class Nationals, Nympsfield.
JUNE 12·29: European Championships,
Mengen, W. Gennany.
JUNE 24- JULY 3: US Open Class Nationals,
Minden, Nevada.
JUNE 28- JULY 5: Competition Enterprise,
North Hill.
JUNE 29- JULY 13: Trans-European Rally,
Colmar, France.
JULY 5-13: Booker Regionals, Booker.
JULY 26-AUGUST 3: Open Class Nationals,
RAF Hullavington.
JULY 26- AUGUST 3: Northem Reglonals, SuIton Bank.
JULY 26-AUGUST 2: Vintage GC Rendezvous
Rally, Dunstable.
AUGUST 2-9: 14th International Vintage Glider
Rally, Lasham.
AUGUST 2-10: Saltby Regionals, Saltby Airfield.
AUGUST 5-14: US 15 Metre Nationals, Uvalde,
Texas.
AUGUST 5-14: Inter-Services Regionals, Middie Wallop.
AUGUST 15-25: Enstone Regionals, Enstone.
AUGUST 16-25: Standard Class Nationals,
Dunstable.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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PART TWO
The Technical Papers

After three days of the Sailplane Development Panel, its members joined the rest of the
XIX OSTIV Congress for a day-trip to Assisi,
home of my patron saint, and Spoleto, where it
rained. Quite apart from the cultural aspects of
this trip, it took us into the mountains where we
could see some of the alarming terrain frequently
traversed by wee tasks.
Then followed three days of technical papers.
The gentle reader would not thank me for
describing all of them, but some were noteworthy
tor their interest/quaintness/novelty/eccentricity,
etc.
We started with Kensche talking about Fatigue
oCComposite Materials, a matter already discussed by the SDP. One Branko Stojkovic from
Yugoslavia lold us about Semi-Dynamic Thermaling: apparently you can wring more energy
out of a strong and narrow thermal by indulging in
aseries of swoops, amounting almost to a pair of
chMdelles on opposite sides of the thermal each
turn. As sketched by the lecturer, it looked
extremely emetic and he did admit that it introduced certain minOl' difficulties like keeping can-

tered.

Benefklal effects from
wing bending
Professor Mai from Finland delivered a formidably mathematical paper on "The effect of
Aeroelasticity upon Energy Retrieval of a Sailplane Penetrating a Gust". This analysed the
effect of rigid body motions and wing flexibility on
the gains of height and energy :height for a sailplane penetrating a sinusoidal up.-gust. The
amount of computation looked pretty formidable
and ran to sundry programs with titles like
GUST3PLOT. The conclusions were that wing
bending could produce very beneficial effects
and suggested that some tailoring of the wing
characteristics, with caution, might further
enhanoe the results.
I gave my little ,piece onGlider/Towplane
upsets, a resume of most of Ihe UK thinking on
this topiC. Piero Morelli spoke about towplane
design, including a survey of cur,rent aircraft. He
went 00 to oonsider the ideal towplane' and' concluded thal it would resemble ani overpowered
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motOl glider. There was, however, a generalleeling that designing a totally-dedicated: towplane is
SOInell1ing, 01 a waste of time: potential customers always want a second seat, the ability to use
it for touring, and so on. Althe end of the day, yoo
buy a standard production light plane and screw
a hook on the back.
Peter von Burg, from Switzerland, described
the Delphin 11 variable-geometry sailplane. Over
the parallel inner part of the wing, about 60% of
the span, it has a Sigma-type flap fitted to an
Eppler 644 section. I thought he was less than
kind to the SB-11 by remarking "... there hasn't
been a succeed in any of the already realised
projects". The Oelphin 11 flap, we were given to
understand, was "done very simple" and doubtless would be a "SI,Iocaed". And so ended the
first day.
The tollowing morning"s session was largely
devoted to very light gliders, flexible wings and
the man-powered Musculair I. Ann Welch started
the proceedings with, a powerful plea for light
ineXPensive machines, as opposed to the
millions-of-pounds-worth of advanced composites being diligently.polished and watered OA the
adjacent greensward. It you don't really want to

Load specf~um
for fatigue tests

_
_

know about flexible wiflgs, we will pass lightly on
to the. aftemoon, when Wieslaw Stafiej of Poland
spoke about "Pattern 01 Glider Operatio!}". This
was in the context of evolving a suitable load
spec-trum for the purposes of fatigue tests, cutrently a matter of some importance, not least in
our own ATC. Wolfram Gorisch contemplated
the velocity distributions in a vortex ring and how
to make the best of them in thermals: radial flow
re-visited as it were. And then we gol on to
instruments, with Mr Brozel of Bayreuth displaying his novel static head. We also had a
decidedly curiQus address from a gentleman
who had just discovered total energy.
On the final day, Hans Zacher was one of the
major attractions with "Some Experience with
Sailplane Inflight Measurements over the past 40
years". A great delight it was, coming from the
most respected practitioner of sailplane testing.
Captain Casu, of the Italian Air Force,
explained the strange device on a trailer near the
WGC Met Office, which.occasionally pinged. Initially, some of us took it to be one of those odd
bits of sculpture which sometimes appear at
World Champs (eg the crocodile in Poland). In
fact it was SODAR (Sound Detection and Ranging), which could detect wind shears and suchlike phenomena. Aridthen Professor Pfenninger,
he of the b'lown 'boundary layers, explained
Laminar Flow Control Glider Airfoils in some
detail.
Of great interest was a presentation .relating to
the Braunschweig S8-13 tailless sailplane project. Conventional tailless aircraft either have
conventional wing sections together with considerable sweep and twist to provide stability
(thUs producing an inefficient spanwise Iill distribution) 0r, like the Fauvel devices, have no
sweep but use wing sections with renexed
camber lines. This produces stability and a

desirable spanwise load distribution at the
expense of fairly dreadful profile drag characteristics. However, with modem aerofoil design
methods, it is possible to produce a low-drag
section with a very small pitching moment coefficient. It is therefore possible to design a stable
configuration with little sweep (about 16° in this
case), a good spanwise lift distribution, and vertical tail surfaces used as winglets. It is estimated
that the performance will be up to 10% better
than that of conventional Standard Class
machines.

Resonance tests and
flutter calculations
An immense effort has been applied to this
project by the Braunschweig Akaflieg, including
.using a Janus as a 'ree-flight test-bed for the
wing sections, building a one-third scale
remotely-piloted model and carrying out ground
resonance: tests and nutter calculations at
DFVLR as a result observing an instability in
the longitudinal motion 01 the model at low
speeds.
We were also addressed on the "FL SOO" High
Altitiude Soaring Project, an organisation which
pr~es to go rather high in American waves.
The jargon of their presentation is largely borrowed from the astronauts and seemed, rather
breath-taking by European standards: "Clearance for take-off, the ground roll commences
and lill off fOllo.ws. The aerotow is merely formation flying with a\wo hundred foot umbilical cord
between participants. low level rope break contingencies dominate the thought process· at this
time". Let's hope they achieve success In the
Terminal Manoeuvring Phase Energy Management (NASA-ese for getting the approach right).
Purple prose apart, they do seem 10· have
achieved a very thorough organisation: we await
results.
The Congress terminated with a splendid closing dinner, accompanied by flowery speeches in
all known languages and 'Strine as well.

0'

BOOK REVIEW
Jilnes An the World's Aircraft 1985-6 edited
by John W. R. Taylor, Published by Jane's Publishing Co Lld at £64.
'11 is an· incredible encyclopedia of aeronautical
information from official reCOlds, correct on
October 1, 1985, as well as covering; full details of
aircraft, honiebuilds, microlights, hang gliders,
sailplanes, airships, balloons, RPVs, missiles
and aeroengines. It.is sad to see that the UK
entry has nothing to offer in the sailplane section
though it ,is represented in every other branch of
aviation.
John Tay10r presents his owrl view of the state
of the art'2nd has some per1inenkX>servations to
make about the economics and poIiticso!military
aircraft procurement. There is a beautiful colour
frontispiece photograph of the record breaking
Wallis autogyrooverflying the replica 01 the
Wallbro monoplane of 1910.
B. HI. BRYOE-SMITH
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W. G. SCULL

Any

club Which doesn't own its site but has
a long-term lease might oe described as having
the ''fat, dumb ~and happy" syndrome. Fat
because they are probably not paying a reaWstic rent, happy because the club's costs and
finances are -;tl1at mucn easier andl dumb
because they are not making any appropriate
provision for the lateful day w'hen the lease
expires. Even clubs with a long history of 'security but on a short-term basis - even one
month's notice to quit - are to a degree lat,
dumb and happy, but might be better described
merely as complacent.
Only il you look at the problem of clubs really
desperate lor a site do you begin fo appreciate
the nature of the problems they face.

Starting from scratch

_

Where do you start looking for a site?
Twenty or 30 years ago the answer was a disused airfield but these are now difficult or
impossible to find and, in> any case, do not
afford the facilities they once did due to disappearing or decaying, runways. T,he only alternative is "open" land which may vary Irom good'quality farming l<;Ind to moorland 01", in one
case, ,a reclaimed' National Coal Board tip
(which is recovered with top, soil and grassed).
Whatever Ihe lype of land one problem is
finding a plot 01 the right size. The size is not
necessarily determined by ,the chcJb'-s present
needs but should, ideally, take into. accounl the
potential for growth, (In this context the growth
01 Clubs which have bought their sites might
warrant a special study.) Land for sale comes,
typically, ifl farm-sized units which, if yOll only
want 50 or 60 acres, probably means that you
have to buy the lot and then sell what you don't
need. If this doesn't give an outright problem ef
cash it certainly will mean heavy borrowing, to
finance the initial-purchase-to-sell-tl1eremainder phase. Since typical sites are costing in the order of £80-£WO 000 the problem
should be obvious!

Finding a site
Since you are unlikely to find a suitable dis,used airfield the alternative is a search for suitable land. Even if the remit is land to lease or
purchase the search is an enormous task. The
story Of club$ which have Iried this is a sorry
one. Searches over an extensive area - say a
25 mile radius (or even a whole county) - may
yield 'a handful of possible sites each of which
may be eliminated when looked at more closely
01\\ grounds of size, shape, cost, quality or
drainage, to say nothing of environmental considerations. I1 is interesting to note that a circle
01 25 miles radius encloses an area of almost
2000 square miles; 60 acres is 1/10 of a
square mile so a site is 1/20 '000 of tile searcn
area - like looking lor a needle In a haystack!
The stories tord by the, Dorset Club (presently
at Old Sarum) and Albatross (without a site al
present) bear witness to the enormityo! such a
lask. If you are looking for a site to Irent or
lease then too search is made more difficult
because of the need to find a friendly landowner. The Ohannel Gc. and Albatross GC are
two that have been lucky in this respect.
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WHY BUY A ,SITE?
The number of clubs owning their own sites has risen from ten
to 19 in the last six years and there are three clubs actively
negotiating to bUy a site - not necessarily as sitting tenants.
The financial benefits of buying might be arguable but "what
price long-term security?" Here Bm Scull, BGA director of
operations, ':ooksat the pros and cons of site purchase.
Planning permission

_

Even if a suitable site is found there is still
tne hurdle of planning permission. This phase
is Iraught with possibilities. Not that planning
officials themselves are Unduly difficult - usually quite the reverse. The problem lies in
understanding the system and nice though it
might be to have a planning consultant among
your members this is not usually the case.
Successful planning applications stan, it
seems to! me, witl1 local goodwill - the residents around the site and probably the local
parish council. This is essential because once
the locals. have wind of the project ,they will
undoubtedly make representations to the planning committee and the first barriers go up. To
my <:ertain knowledge the aspect was well
managed in the cases of the Marchington and
the Burn GCs. IEven the choice of name
reflects this - the clubs seeking to asSOCiate
with or be recognised by the local, village.
The details of planning procedure are not
relevant ta this art.icl'e but the hurdles are.
Recent BGA involvement in a couple of issues
has reminded us of the minefield that a club
may be faced with, For example, a permission
9ranted in the face ,of strong local opposition
may well have a series 01 conditions imposed.
These seek to, limit the extent of gliding (and
partiCUlarly aerotowing,) activity to ensure some
peace for the local reSidents in the mornings,
and/or evenings, during church services or
even on bank hOlidays. In an extreme case the
limitations - say only one tug or five aerotows
an hOur - may restrain the development and
financial viability of the club which may be
criticall if buying a site.
Ptanni'ng, conditions may be appealed
against either within six months of the permission being granted, subsequently on reapplication or on appeal to the Secretary 01
State lor the Environment. 'These appeals may
be in three f()(ms - written ,appeal, hear,jng or
a public inquiry. In !he latter an Inspector; and
maybe an assessor, near evidence from both
sides and eventually' recommend whether per-

miSSIon wUI be granted and what conditions
may be inposed. To, stand a chance at such an
inquiry good legal and specialist representation
is required - the oppositio~ will certainly have
it!
We are fortunate in having a selection of
skills around the gliding movement to assist in
this area. but we need to know 01 your problem
before we can help. The better way of avoiding
these problems is to buy the site you are on
now!
A club may be at a point of no return when
as a result 01 local opposition or failure to comply with conditions the' matter gets to ,the
inquiry stage. The trigger point may have been
one club member frustrated by unreasonable opposition telling him or her to

"******* off".
Commitment

_

If you don't think the problems of finding a
site and getting planning permission are
enough then you will find that commitment to
the principle of site purchase is an equally big
issue. Tne reason for this should be obvious;
quite a proportion of any clUbs' members will
only have been gliding for a year or three. Anyone new to the sport will not know your club's
past problems nor the work that has gone into
trying to find a site. You can't expect them tor
The committed or "hooked" gliding person may
have the fat-<lurro-and-happy syndrome. Only
the committed few (the 1I'est of the membership
think they should be committed thal is) have
the vision, drive and initiative to pursue the
ultinate ,goal 01 buying the site.
One of the stock excuses is "we couldn't
possibly afford that!" It's a bit like a young married couple saving lor the deposit on Iheir first
house - each time they reach the figure it's
gone \JP - if you see what I mean. Yet, if the
commitment is there then anything is possible.
A marvellous occasioo, f()tt me at ,least, was the
IUnanimous, support for a proposedl site pur(Continued on next page.)
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This year I have been lUCky enough 10 visil
QUfte a few of my favourite gliding sites after a
considerable absence.
I was impressed by the confidence so many
of the clubs now have. Ten or fifteen years ago
many were only just beginning to be secure.
For example, although there were new gliders
then many club fleets still had second-hand
machines, some of which were fairly latty.
Launching was mostly by worn winches, with
privately owned lugs operating 011 the side.
This year' felt Ihere had been a big change
almost everywhere. New glass gliders almost
outnumber the rest in some places. Glass
two-seaters are in a very high proportion of the
clubs, and occasionally a really high performance two-seater. Most impressive of all is
decent launching equipment, mainly tugs, with
winches doing less of the work.
For all these advances, however, a look at
the Association's statistics show that although
we have improved our lal1nches and hours, our
crashing of these more expensive gliders is al
best unchanged, but very much worse taking
expense or cost into consideration.
In considering why this shou Id be I noticed
an argument put 'forward by people who 1
thoughl were old enough and experienced
enough to know better. The suggestion is thal
high energy two-seaters are not necessary for
training
today's environment. No one will
disagree with this statement If local soaring of
K-8s and K-18s is lheobjective. But if you
believe as I do thal our training today should be ,
to make safe ard competent pilots in today's
new gliders, then the suggestion in my opinion

n

is rubbish.
(Continued from previous page.)

chase given by 83 Dorset GC members (total
d 100 members) at a recenl EGM. As I said
before given the commitment. ...

Finance
The we-couldn't-afford·that state of mind
mentioned earlier is largely refuted .by Ihe
actual evidence of recent site lPurehases. The
average investment per member is between
£500 and £900. If these figures can be
achieved 11 puts the purchasing power of a
centre such as Lasham in the order of

'HORSES IFOR COURSE,S
Vic, a gliding enthusiast for 37 years during which he has held
club and BGA Executive office and is currently chairman of the
Shropshire Soaring Group, casts a look at the state of our
clubs and makes some· suggestions about objectives and
equipment.

If I were to suggest that the RAF, in the
interests of better training, were going to reintroduce the Tiger Moth as a basic trainer that in the end it would produce better Phantom
and Harrier pilots, that Tigers spin ,better and
make il easier for instructors - yoo would know
I was out of my m'ind. I will not tax your credulity
any further.
In the UK approximately 450 pilots a year
qualify to Bronze C slandards. Roughly hail of
'these go, on to complete a SWver C, and ,in the
process a high proportion are exposed to high
energy single-seaters, a proportion of these
withoulany training on high energy aircraft at
all.
Some seven years ago the BGA with its
advanced training programme recognised the
approaching problem, which was at that time
developing'. Today it is becoming more serious
as the crashery multiplies. Why more ser·ious?
Because insurers are demanding an everincreasing proportion 01 the hull value as premium. Brokers will delight in taking the same
per,centage from ,a higher premium. They, for
sure, have no interest in holding down the
claims. The responsibility is ours.
In many clubs it is difficult, if not impossible,
to satisfy all the priorities with which club management are faced. I see three conflicting
objectives present in most club situations. Not

£500 000.
The problem c:J raising and managing such
sums 01 money is considerable; keeping it may
be even more difficult if a site purchase ,is not
Imminent. "Why can't we buy some decent club
gliders?" But, once again, if the commitment is
there anything, is possible. Read the stories of
the Cotswold, Borders and East Sussex GCs in
S & G if you want convincing and ask the BGA
for a copy of their publication "Financial help for

Gilding Clubs".
At the present time there are three clubs
hotly pursuing site purchase which, it they are
successful, will bring !he total of club-owned
sles to 22. The clubs in question have memberships 01 41, M and 101. The most recent
sle purchase is the South Wales GC with 103
members at a cost in the order of £80 000.
Why not join the ranks and secure glidillg's
future!
April/May 1986

PIGGOTT
-

-------

Wind cones made in MinistryofDefence
Hypalon", also in nylon and cambric.
Landing Marker Sets in bright orange.
National, Advertising Flags and
Banners.
Canvas. Covers for all requirements.
Flagstaffs supplied and erected in
Steel, Aluminium, Fibreglass and
Timber - suitablelor WindcOl1es.
Towing Cable Drogues.
PIGGOTT BROTHERS & CO. LIMITED
Stanford Rivers. Nr, Ongar. Esse. CMS 9PJ

Tel 0277 363262

all these objectives can be served by one decision.
The first objective for many clubs is to maintain, or perhaps increase, revenue. This takes
no account of the training needs but is totally
related to paying' for permanenl staff and overheads ie to keep the place open· seven days a
week, and 52 weeks a year. No other objective
is considered. The cesult is that we find half the
population 01 tRe UK being half trained to the
detriment of overall standards.
In some clubs there is a second objective to provide free flying for that proportion of the
members whose main and often so'le interest is
to fly al 'Someone else's expense, ie pseudo
instr,ucting and passenger carrying. Many of
the enthusiasts for this activity do no! put. anything else into the club, certainly not flying fees
from their own pocket. They will, however, sincerely believe that they are ma~ing a great contribution to club funds.
The last, and mosl important objective is
often sadly taken lor granted and neglected. It
is to train competenl pilots to fly today's new
gliders not bn/y. well, but with more emphasis
on safety of the airera't.
The first two ,6" these objectives can be met
by using K-13s, Bocians and Blaniks, even
motor gliders. But these aircraft do not and
cannot demonstrate the characteristics of high
energy modern gliders. As a result, they instil
techniques and habits which have to be eliminated later on. Quite a few pilOts change their
ways only after breaking their high energy
single-seaters. Another demonstration of the
same problem is the way so many clubs have
rolled Iheir new high energy two-seater into a
Qall a few weeks after putting it into service.
Surely the message is clear.
High energy two-seaters are needed! Yesterday's trainers need training and real experience before theY are let loose in the new aircrall to train tomorrow's pilots. If we serve the
first and second objectives exclusively at the
expense of the last, by buying what are now
very expensive wooden parachutes, we will
:Iose the opportunity 10 make some cOlltrililulion 10 our most serious problem. Whose interest Shall we ·serve? Yesterday's instructors or
tomorrow's pilots?
We need "Horses for Courses", and we
need them now!
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IAN STRACHAN

THE
JANUS CM
lan flight tests this
self-launching two-seater
and asks "Shall we go round
the 500km triangle today?"

~

glider is at the launch point, maps prepared, declaration and barograph signed,
photographs taken. A big triangle looks "on".
How many times have you been in this position?
But how many times do you actuaRy complete
the task? One complication is that this glider is a
two-seater and our local pundit has just consented 10 show us the ropes. But how many
times have you been round a task of any size in a
two-seater? And practised with one of the
experts well away from base?
This two-seater is a Schempp-Hirth Janus and
its claimed 42~:1 performance should ensure
that we go a long way. Even so in the UK on a big
triangle in a two-seater there must be a good
chance of landing oul. But this Janus is different.
It has a minimal chance ·of landing out, and a
maximum chance· of completing the triangle. It is
the self-launching Janus OM with the fUlly retract·
Ing S9hp Retax 535A engine which, when folded
away, gives a performance just like a normal
Janus carrying, ballast equivalent to the engine
weight. "Engine ballast" can be significantly
more useful than waterbanast, particularly when
SUbsiding into that soggy field somewhere in the
back of the beyond having just remembered that
your retrieve car keys are in your pocket. Ted
Ayling was kind enough to let me fly the Oxfordshire SportfIying Club's machine at Enstone.
Suitably qualified pilots can hire it and if necessary fly with a qualified back-seater, on an
hourly, daily or weekly rate. How about trying that
SOOkm triangle, or taking a look at that Welsh
wave?

Cockpit Layout. Engine controls are on the right
and include rpm and temperature gauges, Ignition switch, a pylon extend/retract rocker-switch,
and buttons for the electric starter and for testing
the two ignition circuits for rpm drop. There are
also circuit breakers for battery and generator, a
red light and voftmeter showing electrical power
and a green light when conditions are ready for
starting. The green light is on when the pylon Is
fully up and the propeller brake released, and
until these two conditions are satisfied the starter
motor is ,inhibited. 11 is therefore not possible to
start ir, the wrong configuration and as an addi-
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tional precautiOn the electrical pylon drive is inhibited when the ignition is on. Engine controls not
shown in the photographs are a fuel cock, throttle
and choke levers on the left side of the cockpit,
and a fuel gauge and prop brake lever on the
right. Other points of note are the temperature
gauge is for the engine coolant, this engine being
water cooled (see the sman radiator at the base
of the pylon), and that a fuel booster pump cuts in
automatically whenever the iginition is on.
Take-off and climb. Take-off was straightforward using So of flap, giving a ground roll on
tarmac of about 200yds into a 1Okt wind. Rate of
climb averaged over the first 1000ft was·
SOSft/min, with two twelve stone pilots and 30
litres of fuel out of the max of 44 litres. Although
the speed for best rate of climb is given as 49kt, it
was safernear the ground to climb at 60kt to give
more margin In case of engine failure and also to
obtain a better \'lew over the nose. Attention has
10 be paid to the sideslip string as the Janus has a
natural tendency 10 wander directionally at low
speeds and Ihis seems more pronounced when
under power. There is little stall warning with the
engine running, but at full power the nose high
attitude at the stall is very marked. At the stall it is
not difficult to induce wing-drop but recovery'
using forward stick followed by aileron is rapid.
Retracting the Engine. Retracting the engine
involves throttling to cool the engine for about
one minute. Because there is no cylinder head
temperature gauge, unlike the air-cooled
Rotaxes in the PIK 20E and DG-4oo, engine
cooling cannot be assessed directly. The ignition
is then switched' off and the prop is stopped by
gentle application of 'prop brake. You fly the
machine with the left hand, keeping the right on
the prop brake lever and your eye on the mirror to
see the prop.

The second 'clunk' tells you
the engine doors are closed
and you are a soaring glider

A photograph of the Janus showing the general layout, with DI*

retraction. I wondered if' by re-positioning the
prop on its drive belt it could be ensured that the
desired vertical position was on a compression
cycle thereby making achieving the vertical
easier. It you missed the vertical position the first
time round there was about a further 150ft height
loss for each 1S0° cycle of the prop. The answer
was a positive use of the prop brake wen before
the vertical.
The DG-400 is easier 'in this respect with lis
electrical sensor of prop verticality and the ability
to perform a near-automatic retraction sequence. Mind you, height loss in getting the engine
away is not critical because you can anticipate it
by taking extra height while under power, or if you
make a mess of it, just restart the engine, climb
and try again.
Flying with the engine retracted. Once the
engine was retracted the glider was simply a
Janus with its superb soaringlper1ormance. Time
for 4So bank reversals averaged only 3.2sec with
SO (soaring) flap, and 3.1sec with land flap;
remarkably good figures for a big glider and subThe front cockpit panel.

At SOkt, the prop will slowly turn towards the
vertical. There is a very useful bright red circle
painted on the front of the engine which, when
covered by the prop, ensures verticality for safe
retraction. Before the prop reaches the vertical
you apply the prop brake and then nudge it off
and on a few times, watching the red circle in the
mirror. When the red has disappeared behind the
prop blade, pull the prop brake lever into its
notch, then push the downward side of the rocker
switch on the engine panel, thereby retracting
the engine. Hold the switch down, and 11 sec
later you hear two "clunks" about one second
apart: the second "clunk" telling you that the
engine doors are closed and you aref10W a soaring glider.
This complete process took 37sec and
involved a height 'loss of only 100ft from the
height of throttling back. However, on this Janus
If you went even Slightly past the vertical with the
prop, infuriatingly it then proceeded to flick over a
compression andl the angle became unsafe for

THE JANUS OM

quoted for the Janus CM, to be consistent with
the withdrawal of the' aerobatic clearance. After
all, if you are allowed to pull5g, surely It is safe to
loop, indeed if you have just pulled 5g with wings
level you mayhsve to loop to recover safely from
the ensueing attitude!

lrek PIggoIIIIld Ba Henrlksson aboard.

stantiaRy better than the 4.2sec quoted in the
Flight Manual which 1suspected is therefore lor a
non-motorised Janus with full waterballast (and
therefore more inertia in roll). However using lull
aileron and full ,rudder there is residUal sideslip
and thjs Is one of several indications that the
Janus Is slack directionally and ought to have
more fin area or a 'Ionger tail moment arm.
Other points about flight without the engine are
that aerobatics and spinning a~e nol permitted,
presumably because the weight of the engine
increases the wing-root bending movement
compared to the normal Janus. Indeed if the
engine is actually 'removed then these activities
are alowed. However, on p31 of the Flight Manual, ag clearance of 5.3 tQ -2.65 appears to be
given with no qualifICations or warnings. Theseg
figures are the standard German CertifICation
Authority ones lor semi-aerobatic gliders and so
many also appear in your glider's Flight Manual,
but no explanation is given on how to reach
- 2.65g (it you were daft enough to want to) in a
glider not deared for inverted manoeuvres, and
on the +5.3 figure surely a reduction should be

Re-starting the engine. The most crucial point
about any motor glider is the CQnvenience of
re-starting in the air. You set the fuel, choke and
throttle before the decision is made to erect the
engine. Having positioned for a possible field
landing, you press and hold-in the "erect" side of
the pylori rockerswitch. You can hear the electric
,motor worl<ing and after 7sec by using the mirror
you'can see the engine oorning up. You lower the
nose to maintain speed. After about • 5sec the
engine Is fully up althOugh this has to be guessed
because there is no "dunk", and nopanel light as
in the OG-400. You release the prop brake,
check that the green "start" light is on, switch on
the ignition and press. the starter button. After
20sec and a 120ft height loss YOl) are successfully under power. All the final starting actions are
accomplished with the right hand and so there is
no 'changing hands during the drill as there is
with the PIK 20e. These actions, once regularly
practised could be made on the downwind leg to
a selected field or, if the field is· big, as late as on
high finals as long as due care was taken to keep
the option of' a safe field landing if there was any
problem with the motor.
Range Under power. Range on full fuel of 44
litres, is given as 280km if running the engine
cootinuously, and 470km using the "climb-andglide" or "saw-t'ooth" technique. With the latter of
oourse you are under power for only about onethird of the time. I found that, at max continuous
rpm, speed stabilised at 9Gkt, and the Flight
Manual gives 76kt at ~-power. You can therefore
motor the Janus to yOUr area of best soaring, to
that big wave, to the Alps, or simply to circumvent
ATC restrictions.
Desirable extra features. It is, hQwever, disappointing, that there are two areas where useful
facilities have not been provided, one of convenience and one of safety. F,irst, there is no
'steerable'1ailwheel and no,tipWheels, even small
ones. So the machine cannot be taxied other
than in a very halt-baked way - the flight manual
'refers to taxying "with one wingtip dragging on
the ground". Tip wheels can eaSily be put on by
.an owner but a steerable tailwheel Is more diffICult. Schempp ought to look at the very simple
way the PIK 20e tailwheel works even if they
don,'t wish to ,go the whole hog as the OG-400
has done with a semi-recessed steerable tailwheel.
The second point is more serious. There is no
engine control panel in the rear cockpit. The
instructor in the rear not only has :no control of
iginition, engine erection and retraction, he
hasn't even a mirror to see what's going on. Now
lor my sins 'I am also a power instructor and I
have never flown a ,tandem-seat training
machine in which vital safety controls are not'
duplicated in the rear seat. The Janus CM needs
In the rear cockpit .a minimum of ignition, pylon
,movement, prop brake and mirror (it already has

throttle and choke). ArId itthe instructor is in the
rear, intercom and head$ets are also essential
when under power. Ted Ayling is carrying out
mods on the Oxfordshire Sportf!ying machine to
enable it to taxy and'alSO to allow thEi instructor to
operate the engine from the rear; he has already
fitted an amber light in the cockpit to show when
the pylon Is fully up. Clearly, though, these.mods
are better done during build at the lactory.
There Is no "parl<ing brake" setting on the
otherwise good wheelbrake handgrip on the
stick, which in itserl Is much better than the
OG-400 which applies wheelbrake through the
airbrake lever thus Increasing the risk of lakingoff with airbrakes unlocked. I believe that an
motor gliders should have a .parl<ing brake for
safe engine runs, and the simple flange fitted to.
the PIK 20e at the bottom of the handgrip is all
that is needed. All the inter10cks on tile Janus
engine circuits (and the OG-400) are very
ingenious but I query whether they are all necessary. Particularly, engine restarting IIn the air
ffitJSt be made as simple as possible. I see no
reason why the ignition shoU'ldnot be pre-setON
before the pylon is moved, as it ,can in the PIK;
the starter cirroits are not live until It's fully'upso it
would be perfectly safe. Also, When you are
restarting at low altitude you don't want to be
fiddling about with prop brake levers; surely the
prop brake ,can, be taken off automaticaRyas the
engine comes up. What yoU' want is the prop
brake to be pulled on by a cam as the engine
retracts; an the pilot Ihen has to do is use the
cockpit lever to stop the prop before retraction.
The principle when designing the starting system
should be to enable as many controls as possible
to be pre-set when the pilot senses a risk of
landing 01,11 (say at 1500ft), leaVing Ihe final
actions of starting, (say at 700ft downwind or
250ft 00 finals if the field is large) to be as simple
as possible.
For the futl,lre. ArId when is a manufacturer
going to design a completely automatic "single
action" re-start?· All you should need to do to start
in the air is make one switch, and lhengeton with
flying the glider into the field. All controls s~ as
fuel, throttle, choke and 'ignition whould have
been pre-set beforehand. Engine erection and a
IPte-set time of starter motOfi would all be automatic, and as you heard the engine burst intoJife you
would ,check that all was well and then climb
away. With aIhold-in relay for Ithe erecl circuit and
a limer for the starter, this would beachieveable
nOw in the Janus CM and OG-400. Y<>u would dO
his via a special, gated "automatic start" switch,
the other controls and switches being retained
for more routine starting on the ground, and il'il the
air as a secondal)' method. How about it, all VOU
manufacturers and bright engineers? I also have
a plan for automatic pylon retraction too...
And to go back to the beginning, we were at the
launch point and the cu have just started pepping'. Shall we go round that SOOkm triangle
today?
Referencea. 00-400, 5&0, 'December '984, p262;
PIK 20E. 5&G, August 1990. p167, and Soaring,
November 1980; 5F-27M, 5&G, December 1971, p469,
and October 1973, p368; "Manufacturers, AWake''',
SaG, A\J9ust 1972, p32;3.
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JOHNCADMAN

T'HE VEi TUS
TURBO
The best compromise so far?

The

argument will probably go on for years "It's neither a glider nor a motor glider" I can hear
the purist lobby proclaim, and "What's the point if
you can't take-off?" the motor glider brigade will
exclaim with emphasis. However, it is interesting
to look back through old S&Gs and note that
every so often there have been attempts 10
design a glider with a sustainer (get you home if it
works) engine.
You only need a very small horsepower and
the engine can be light and simple to operate.
The main advantage would be to get you home
when the weather goes wrong which nearly
always happens.when you are furthest 'rom YOl,lr
baSe airfield and wtlen your standby crew are
away wasting their time on holiday In Majorca! there are facets of our sport which can cause .he
grey haired ones In our ranks to waver a little.
When it comes to a cold, wet, long and tale.
retrieve, fighting one's way through our overcrowded road system, the pleasure and beauty
of the earlier flight tends to become hazy and
somewhat less desirable.
Other more or less important advantage$
include the ability to reach a patch of weather
whicll is "working", exploration of oonditions in
areas which lend,to be ignored because inadvettant landing is too hazardous and the fuller I,lse 0«
wave oonditions. (All these advantages have
actually been sampled in the first seasonof flying
488 and have meant iA practice mal'ly more pure
gliding hours than wO\,lld otherwiSe have been
possible.)
The Ventus is a superb aircraft and I have
been continually surprised by its long legged,performance. There are some reservations on handling, particularly in the landil'l9' configuration
using the landing flap setting. The ailerOll power
is iO$ufficientlowards the end of the lat1ding run
to prevent a wing drop in light wind conditions Of
when there is a crosswind component. There are
techniques to overcome this problem and' the
one I found: best was to set the flaps at "0"
(neutral) and then during the "are out (or just
before); use full airbrake. This effectively applies
landing nap setting to one-lhirdof the wing ~n
and if the air speed is correct there is negligible
"oat.
The aircraft also requires more than l,lSUal
concentration to By accurately but this is really a
relatively marginal matter. The airbrake$ are
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John in the Ventus.

powerful but strangely diff~rent to the Mosquito
system although they look geometrically identical. Certainly new approach and landing techniques have to be learnt converting from a Mosquito to the Ventus.
I have tried a circuit and landing with the
engine extended (propeller wind milling) and
provided one organised a modicum of extra
heig~ fOt the final approach there was no pronounoed effect on the handlingl characteristics

A photograph showing the position of the
engine.
for this phase of a flight. I do not anticipate landing the aircraft in this ·configuration will increase
the tlazards· usually associafed with a field landing. Performancewise it could be described as.a
fairly abrupt switch to a K-8,
The el'l9ine operation is simplicity itself with
the cockpit controlS well arranged, Engine
deployment aRel. retraction is electrically powered andloperated by a three-way switch on, the
engine cootrolunil. This unit consists of a circular
insert in the instrument panel 3lin in diameter
which houses the deployment switch, tne
(shielded) ignition switch, a green lightfor engine
locked up and a green and red light to indicate
engine rpm. Green normal above 4000rpm, red
beiow normal less than 4OOOrpm (and you have

a problem). l"he only othercontrol is the fuel cock
on the right side of the cockpit which incorporates
a thumb operated priming pump. No throttle control, ie two speeds, stop and nat out!
Starting the '8ngine il'lvolves deployment at
abol,lt 45kt \AS. The oompression relief valves
are automatically set open, and the engine revs
are increased by raising the airspeed to about
70-751d at which ,point the compression relief
valves automatically close - there is a distinctive
change of engine note wt:len this occurs. The
ignition is then switched on and the enginebursts
into life. The noise level is quite high but reasonably acceptable. If the fuel line has not been bled:
properly baYor'e take-off there can be one or two
l1'lOrT1entary engine 'cuts - very disconcerting
when it first happens but vigorous pumping with
the thumb pump ,puts things right and one can
proceed to the next phase of the flight whiCh Is to
reduce speed for the best dimb (55kt) which will
give a still air rate of climb of a little under
200fVmin. Flying at 75kt results in 'level flight and
can be .considered max cruising speed. 86kt is
the recommended VNE with engine running.
Max range is 500kni on four gallol'lSol four star
petrol!
TO retract the engine switch ignition off, close
the fuel cock and reduce the airspeed to something close to40kt (+2 flap). The engine rpm will
slowly decay and within 60sec the engine can be
partly relracted to lie back at abOUt 45'. This will
stop rolation of the five bladed prop. in a matter of
a few seconds. The book of words then recommends that this position is held for a ·fiJrther half
minute to reduce the lemperature of the cylinder
block before completing retraction. A small
oockpit mirror allows ,observation of most of the
retraction sequence up to about5f1' layback.
One cannot aclually see the final: phase,
including the engine bay doors actually closing.
There is however a reassuring thump when the
engine reaches its retracted positiQn and having
heard this the doors themselves will almost certainly be closed. A curious psychological effect,
after the engine retraction is complete, is the
feeling that the air flow noise levels are higher
than they were before the engine was used B(ld
therefore the doors must have failed to close
SAILPLANE'" GLlOING

THE VENTUS TURBO

property. This has proved tQ be a pure figment of
the imagination and is probably due to the fact
that the air flow noise level on this particular
aircraft is 8 Nttle on the high side even when
evetYthing is tucked away out of sight. It should
be noted that the installation of the engine is
reallyexcellent and the layout seems to have had
most of the bugs ironed out of it already resulting
in a 1horCllJ!tl1y practical engineering arrangement (488'8 production number is 35).
The Ios9 of height resulting from the starting
procecUe can vary between 300 to 400ft and
this gives rise to an interesting question. At what
height should one try to start the engine? Brennlg James wrote to S"&G some time ago suggesting that starting a motor grrder in flight should
be commenced with a reasonable amount of
ground clearance and he was advocating something in the orderof2000ft. I would agree with this
basic philosophy except in the turbo's case I
have found that 1500ft is reasonably comfortable
although the decision point can be lowered to
1000II agl if there is a Grade 11800ng area close
by.
Of course with the engine han'vnering away
the excitement of a low scrape is eliminated although they are usually somewhat higher than
the pilot's animated description (whilst propping
Lp the bar) would lead one to believe. You've
heard it - "I had to change the direction of my
circle to avoid the church spire!" - sort of thing!
But tor those of us who are approaching the
CBtegory of geriatrics anonymous, close encounters with Mother Earth beCome progressively
less entertaining, even if they end in success.
AI this introdUces a new decision making element to cross-country flight which has in a way
replaced the excitement of a low level fight for
survival. Maybe the ground isn't too close when
considering an engine start at at 1500ft but there
have been many oocasions when one had to
decide whether or not to go on just a little bit
further because there was an "obvious" source
of lift a mile or so ahead. Thus, quite often the
1500ft rule beoomes an adrenalin generator with
simHar perception intensifiers flOI'mally only
associated with a low level save.
A further option is always available - leaving
the engine in and go for the purists' solution. I
bind myself makil:lg this decision during Enterprise '85 when I opted for a distant source of hill
lift which would have ruled out the use of the
engine if it hadn't been working and working
strongly at that
To be honest I am not completely convinced
that the ~ has sufficient advantages to outweigh Its cisadvantages -I am really one of the old
(plrist) school at heart - but my traditional c0nscience is greatly eased by the thOUght that this
type of aircraft requires close involvement with the
gIdng movement because one has to have a
conYenlional form of launch. The greater independence of the motor glider must surely tend to
lead to smaI pockets of C1ctivity unconnected with
club operation and possibly the BGA as well. I
would hazard a guess that we will be seeing many
more Ventus BTs in the near future and it will not
be long belere other manufacturersfollow suit with
their variations on the theme. Schempp-Hirth
would oertainly seem tG be the first to get the
engineering of this concept just right.
April/May 1986
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KENYA
Max Bacon has recently
visited the Njoro Country
Club first described by
Geralyn Macfadyen in the
June 1984 issue, p128.

After several years of attempts to get gliding
organised in Kenya, progress is at last taking
place. Richard Pollard, manager of the Njoro
Country Club (situated about 100 miles northwest of Nairobi), has for the last year been working flat out to prOVide cross-country flying
facilities from his 7000ft altitude airstrip.
So far Richard has built an unusual but effective winch which provides 1200ft launches for his
K-13 and is steadily rebuilding the assorted fleet
of gliders left by previous owners. Progress in
January 1986 was that a K-13, T-21 and Tutor
were serviceable, a Swallow nearly ready after
some fuselage work and a Blanik was still some
way from being flyable. With only two local
workmen to help him, Richard has worked long
and hard to reach this stage and is now seeking
ways of acquiring a glass-fibre two-seater fUlly to
exploit the soaring conditions. Other developments he is working on include re-engining a V8
auto towcsr and formalising arrangements for
aerotows.
Njoro jsa very good soaring site within the
Kenya Rift Valley with c10udbase usually
14000tt asl and is adjacent to peaks of
9-10000ft. Soaring conditions are good
throughout the year and it is easy to get away
from a winch launch.
Gold, and Diamond distance flights are practical despite the rugged terrain as there are many
landing strips throughout the country.

Njoro is about ten miles from Nakuru, the third
largest lown in Kenya and all main roads are
tarmac. Accommodation at the NjoroClub(about
300yds from the airstrip) is better than most UK
gliding clubs but booking is essential. Charges in
January included, daily membership 100/-.
winch launches 100/-' and solo flying 36Q'-/hr.
The Kenya shilling was 24/- to the poUld sterling.
.
Anyone wishing to combine a holiday in the
scenic splendour of Kenya with soaring In the Rift
Valley should contact Richard Pollard at PO Box
323 Nakuru.

NORWAY
Martin Judkins tells of
excellent and varied flying

LSl

July I went north to visit friends in Oslo. I
had previously sampled the spectacular Norwegian scenery by an earthbound holiday
nearly six years earlier and the thought of gliding there was very tempting. I contacted Angus
Monroe. an English ASW·20 pilot. who took me
to one of the Oslo Flyklubb Seilflygruppen's
evening meetings held in a converted cellar
used for SOCialising and fettling.
I was fixed up with a lift for the Friday evening - the intention was to fly down but low
cloud precluded this so we had to make the
two hour journey by car. The airfield - the Ole
Reistad Seilflysenter - is a small municipal
one just outside Notodden in the Telemark region, about 110km SW of Oslo. When we
arrived the remnants 01 an Instructors' course
were enthusing about the wave that afternoon.
The end·of~ourse festivities left events for the
rest of the evening shrouded in haze! Sunset is
about 11 pm and it never gets really dark - a

Richard Ponard's twin engined high altitude winch in action at Njoro, ph6tographed by Max.
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SOARING (OXFORD) LTO

0491·37184

SAILPLANE
& ENG.
SERVICES LTD.

~@.!it.@ df.@..!it.If@.t1~fit1 @
ASSOCIATES LlD
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WHEN ONLY
THE BEST WILL DO
WHICHEVER

WAY YOU LOOK AT IT:
UKE THIS

C's of A
REPAIRS TO GLASS-FIBRE
STEEL TUBE & WOODEN AIC

WRITE OR PHONE:

KEN BLAKE
BUXTON 4365
SAILPLANE & ENG. SERVICES LTO.
HOLMFIELD ~O., BUXTON. DERBYS.

* * *

G109B

* * *

OUTSELLS THE REST: FIND OUT WHY.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

PERRY'S
WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN WIRE AND
FIBRE ROPEs/CABLES
Let us try and reduce your running costs
by quoting fOr your requirements 01:

Towing Wires/Cables
Advise length. size and construction

Ropes
Advise length, size and type

Galvanised and Stainless Steel
Fastenlngs
Thermal Clothing
Your enquiries will be welcome.

PERRY CLAMPS LIMITED
Original Luftwaffe Grey Goatskin flying jackets from £115 inc. VAT. Beautiful quality.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

a'SDOI

90' Church Street, Blrkenhead
Merseyside L41 SEa
Tel 051·&47 57-51 Telex 627826
Contact Antony Sedgwick

By popular demand. a

prodlXrtion run-

Approved for PZL and Winter
Instruments

ask for details of this sturdy single seater.

ALL GROB OWN~RS:
WE HAVE SPECIAL INSURANCE RATES
RING OR WRITE FOR DETAILS

For details and demonstrations of tha above,
contact tha SOLE UKlEIRE AGENTS:

JOHN ADAMS
SOARING (OXFORD) LTD
Lower End, Ewelme, Oxon
0491-37184
Telex 83147 Attn Soaring
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ELECTRONIC VARIOMETER AND
NAV COMPUTER SYSTEMS ARE

THE BEST
THE MOSTADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
OFFERS YOU

- Excellent accuracy
- Unequalled TE compensation
- Excellent response
- No calibration or altitude errors
- Maximum durability
- Easy InstallatiOn, only pltot and
static needed
- Optional dial LC readout as
Illustrated

FLETTNER THE BEST
ROTARY
VENTILATOR

GLIDER
INSTRUMENTS
Repairs and overhauls
carried out

* * * G102
* * *
new
* * ** * * * * * * * *

PESCHGES

Barograph Calibration centre
Write or phone:

Prevent dampness.
humidity, and heat
build-up In your
trailer.

LESONALTHE BEST WAX POLISH FOR
GLIDERS
Glider sealing tape
Electrical and pneumatic switches
Silicon tubing
Locking ties

M. G. Hutchinson
'Tanfield'
Shobdon
Nr. Leominster
Herefordshire HR6 9lX
Tel. 056-881-368
(answering machine)

Contact:

TED LYS

BOB SZUlC

54 TOR BRYAN
INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM4 9HN

46 GREAVES AVE
WALSALL

I

Tel: (0922) 30810

Tel: (0217) 352418

SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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fact which the Norwegians certainly make the
most cj - and I did learn the secret of summoning up good weather. Some of the old
Norsk cU$toms still linger on and at about
2.3Oam we duly paraded in the middle of the
runway to make offerings to the Great Thermal

God!
He was obviously pleased fot the next day
turned out 10 be a gOod one. The Oslo club
shares the faalities at Notodden with a few
other small clubs and some light power traffic.
The airfield is in a valley and has a single tarmac runway, aligned 120°/300. with a lake at
one end - which made for one interesting
downwind take-off! A road crosses the runway
about a third of the way along and only the
smafler part is used fot Club flying which is all
aerotow. The Oslo club has a Bfanik, K-8, two
Gt03S, an Astir 77 and a Std Jantar. I was
impressed by the level of instrumentation - all
had multi-ehannel radios, averaging varios
mor flight director.
Incidentally, wooden trailers are banned in
Norway - perhaps a sensible rule considering
the state of a lot of wooden trailers over here!
My "host", Tommy Ekeberg, took me for a
flight in one of the G 1O3s to have a look at the
area. And what a view unfolded as we climbed
out cj the valley! Under a 5000ft cloudbase, the
mountains, averaging about 3000ft, stretched
In all directions as far as the eye could see. To
the NW, the almost conical peak of Gausta
rose to 62OO1t. The area is dissected by fertile
valleys, filled with small lakes and even smaller
fields. The mour-.ains are wooded and rocky
and although many of the fields would have
been big enough to land in, virtually all were
urder crop. Cross-countries are carried out
very cautiously over there! The locals ensured
me that outlandings were possible (I didn't
believe them) but clearly a lot of local knowledge is required to find some of the surroundIng small airstrips.

Plentiful and vigorous
therma/s boosted by the high
ground and nearby smelting
plant
The terrain around Notodden is such that

ridge and wave lift can be found in nearly any

wro

direction. Thermals are plentiful and vigorous, boosted by the high ground and the
nearby Norsk Hydro smelting plant seemed a
reliable thermal source.
Monday turned out to be my best day with
Bkt thermals to 7200ft which allowed me confidently to explore a very large area in the Astir. I
had another enjoyable flight in the Jantar on
Tuesday and when wave appeared in the even·
Ing I just managed to get a launch before the
llpm last-launch deadline. The wave seemed to
be sverywhere and was giving gentle 2 to 4kt
climbs to 56OOf1. I landed after 9pm - a very
relaxing way to spend an evening and a
memorable way to end my visit.
Although there is no clubhouse, facilities are
more than adequate wiih fOur-berth rooms, all
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with fridge and COOker. There are meals at a
cafeteria or, more usually, at the restaurant In
the airport building which provides huge
"home-cooked" meals at very reasonable
prices (for Norway!) Aerotows cost Kr12/100m
plus Kr35 "start fee" which works out cheaper
than many British clubs. Flying fees are Kr31
min (about 27p) which is expensive and most
club members opt for paying a Kr2000 lump
sum at the start of the year, after which all flying is free. There is gliding every w~ekend
throughout the year as wen as weekdays in the
summer. More details can be obtained from the
Oslo Flyklubb Seilflygruppen, Postboks 15,
1330 Oslo Lutthavn or the gliding centre manager, T el 036 11520.
The cost of taking a car and trailer to Norway
is little more than the Channel ferries and there
is not much driving to do at the other end. The
site is small, well run and very friendly and they
would certainly welcome more visitors.
Although the area around Notodden is not the
classic fjord terrain which one associates with
Norway, the scenery is still very beautiful and
the flying is excellent and varied - all the
ingredients for a good holiday. I shall certainly
be back!

IRELAND
LlNDSEY ASTLE writes
about the safari to Co Kerry

l e r y year in late September a group from the
Dublin GC go on safari to Co Kerry and are joined
by several members of the Ulster Club and Pat
Piggott and myself from Coventry. The fortnight
is organised by their CFI, Dan Begley, and his
wife, the aim being to ridge and hopefully wave
soar the hills and mountains in and around the
Dingle peninsular.
We autotow off anyone of three possible
beaches using our own cars and a length of
parafil. All three beaches, Fermoyle on the north
of the peninSUlar, Inch on the south and Rossbehy on the south of Dingle Bay, have roughly
two miles of hard packed sand on which to tow
when the tide Is out. The prevailing wind is from
the west and one or other of the ridges available
will work if there is an element of north 01' south in
it.
It is possible to ridge soar from Inch the 11
miles or so east to Castlemaine in the right conditions and I am told on one occasion someone cliff
soared a similar distance west to Dingle. Flying
from Fermoyle can be less straight forward, as
the ridge here can be affected by the one in front.
Rossbehy is the least explored of tile 1hree sites
but cliffs fonm a WOrkable ridge in the right wind
most of the way to Valencia. Ho.waver,1 only
know of one flight made alOng this mute.
There is a story that a Spaniard once asked an
Irishman if there was an Irish equivalent for the
word "manana" to which the reply came' that
there was nothing indicating that degree Of

urgency. Well, it is true1hat it can be slow getting
people started in the morning but once flying
begins it continues come hell, high water or
darkness. With the runway flooding as it does
every 12 hours or so, flying with a set of tide
tables can be as important as flying with a map.
A few miles back from Inch there is a field that
is landable and at the back of Rossbehy there is a
some-time football pitch but before landing on
the tatter It is adVisable to radio the ground crew
to organise a round-up of the local cattle. Apart
from these two, the fields are unifonmly small,
steep and surrounded by dry-stone walls.
So far as the wave goes, it seems that if there
is wind there is wave, generated by either the
mountains north Or south of Ihe bay. Unfortunately coastlines facing the Atlantic often have
more than their fair share of cloud and only the
occasional slot shows through. With cloud at
15000 and mountains at 3400ft the slot needs to
be pretty constant to go up through it. Happily the
cloud is not always there and on one particular
occasion two years ago glider after glider pulled
off tow, turned over the bay and contacted the
wave. A number of pilots got their Gold heights
that day. Not bad off an autotow!
All airspace above 4000ft is controlled in Ireland but this is handled with a typical Irish flexibility. If a pilot finds himself climbing towards this
ceiling, he "holds", radio's back to the beach and
someone drives to the nearest phone to contact
Shannon Air Traffic Control. On only one occasion that I know of has clearance to keep on
climbing been refused.
There is a little used airfield at Farranfore, a
few miles inland from the Bay - "Kerry County
Airport". For someone with Ihe means and initiative to organise a tug there must be great possibilities. The last Wednesday in September was
a typical example. The whole of Dingle Bay was
covered in low cloud an<I drizzle, $0 Pat and 'I
took a drive to Farranfore. The sky there was
beautif'ully clear with wave bars everywhere we
looked.
To compensate when the weather fails, however, there is always excellent company, stout
and food. The members of the DuO/in Club are
extremely hospitable and welcoming. It can be a
lovely holiday and if you fancy something different why not try it.

*

*

*

Further praise of Ireland _
Mark Thompson has also written enthusiastically
abou1 flying in Ireland having twice crossed the
water last season to fly the tug on courses at the
Ulster GC at Bellarena and to fly with the Dublic
GC at Gowron Grange, Eire. He comments on
the friendliness of the people and the flying possibilities at the Bellerana site on the shoreline of
loch Foyle at the fool of the Binevenagh hill with
its 1200ft ridge.
He also visited the all Irish Nationals at the
DUblin GC's site and again found a great welcome and although the flying record is good with
regular wave, the weather at that time was poor.
Like Lindsey, Mark fecoml'lieoos considering Ireland if you are thinking of a gliding holiday this
year.
8t

ANNUAL RECORDS

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Retum Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle'
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle
1000km Triangle
1250km Triangle

12894m
14102m
146O.8km
1254.26km
1646.68km
1306.85km
195.30km/h
176.99km/h
159.64km/h
158.40km/h
145.32km/h
133.24km/h

INTERNATIONAL GLIDING RECORDS (COrrect aa at 6.2.86)
SINGl.!E-SEATERS
P. F. Blkle. USA
P. F. Bikle, USA
H-W. Grosse. W. Germany
B. L. :Drake, :D. N. Speight, S. H. Georgeson, New Zealand
T. L. Knaufl. USA
H-W Grosse. W. Germany (in Australia)
I. Renner. Australia'
B. Buntli, Switzerland (in South Africa)
H-W. Grosse. W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse. W, Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse, W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse. W. Germany (in Australia)

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Retum Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300l<m Triangle'
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle'
1000km Triangle

11600m
13489m
993.76km
993.76km
1052.74km
1112.62km
177.26km/h
152.2km/h
146.69km/
138.7km/h
129.54km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle
Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
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25.2.1961
20.2.1961
25.4.'972
14.1.3978

SO'S 1-23E
SGS 1-23E
ASW-12
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 3
ASW-17
Nimbus 3
00'-400
ASW-22
ASW-22
ASW-17
ASW-17

14.H.1985
20,1,2. '983
6,1.1985
3.1.1979
9.12.1980

MULTI-SEATERS
S. Josefczak and J. Tarczon. Poland
L. Edgar and H. Klielorth, USA
S. H. Georgeson and Helen Georgeson. New Zealand
S. H. Georgeson and Helen Georgeson. New Zealand
E. Muller and K. Senne. W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H Kohimeyer. W. Germany (in Australia)
E. Sommer and I. Andresen. W. Germany (in USA)
E. Muller and O. SchAflner, W, Germany (in Australia)
E. MOller and K. Senne. W. Germany (in South Africa)
E. Muller and K. Senna. W. Germany (in Australia)
H-W. Grosse and H Kohimeyer. W. Germany (in Australia)

Bocian
Pratt Read
Janus C
Janus C
Janus C
SB-lO
Janus C
AS 22-2
MU 2
AS-22-2
SB-lO

5,11,1966
19.3.1952
31.10.1982
31.10.1982
26.12.1983
28.12.1979
26.7.1984
10.1.1986
13,12.1981
4.1.1986
21,12.1979

9119m
12637m
949.7km
748.37km
1126.68km
847.27km
139.45km/h
138.71km/h
133.14km/h
110.53km/h

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne Burns, Gt' Britain (in South Africa)
Sabrina Jackintell, USA
Karla IKarel, Gt Britain (in Australia)
Jeann Shaw, USA
Doris Grove. USA
Joann Shaw. USA
Susan Martin, Australia
Inge Muller. W. Germany (in SW Africa)
Susan Martin, Australia
Pamela Hawkins. Gt Britain (in Australia)

Skylark 3B
AstirGS
LS-3
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
Nimbus 2
LS-3
Venlus B
LS-3
ASW-17

13.1.1961
14.2.1979
20.1.1980
17.8.1983
28.9.1981
5.8.1984
2.2.1979
8.12.1984
29.1,1979
17.11.1984

8430rn
10809m
864.85km
864.86km
617.43km
126,28km/h
123.33km/h
93.7km/h

MULTI-SE1\TERS (WOMEN)
Adela Dankowska and M. Mateliska, Poland
Mary Nurr and H, Dl,Jncan, USA
Tatiana Pavlova and L. Filomechkina. USSR
Isabella Gorokhova and' Z, Koslova. USSR
Pelagia, Majewska and'V. Malcher. Poland
Adelit Oankowska and E. Grzelak. Poland
Inge MOller and C, Muller, W. Germany (in SW Africa)
Adela Dankowska and S. Piatek, Poland

Bocian
SGS 2-32
Blanik
Blanik
Halny
Halny
Janus C
Halny

17.10.1967
5.3.1975
3.6.1967
3.6.1967
14.5.1980
1.8.1978
7.12.1984
4.5.1980

BRITISH NATION"'!. RECORDS (Correct as at 6.2.86)
SINGLE-SEATERS
O. ,Benton
H. C. N. Goodhart (in USA)
Karla Karel (in Australia)
HI. C. N, Goodhart
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
C. N. Varley (in Australia)
M. T. A. Sands (in USA)
M. A. Carlton (in, South Africa)
E. P. Hoclge (in Rhodesia)
E. Pearson (in South Africa)
B. J. G. Pearson(in South Africa)
M. A. Carllon (in South Africa)

Nimbus 2
SO'S 1-23
LS-3
Skylark 3
Nimbus 3
Mosquito
Kestrel 19
ASW-17
Std Cirrus
Nimbus 2
ASW-2O
Kestrel 19

18.4.1980
12.5.1955
20.1.1980
10.5.1959
7.5.1985
23,1.1982
10.5.1983
24,12.1980
30.10.1976
30.11.1976
28.12.1982
5.1.1975

2~.4.'983

4.1.198'
14.~2. 1982

Height Gain
Absolute Altitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
300km Goal and Return
SOOkm Goal and Return
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle

10965m
11SOOrn
949,7km
579.36km
1127,68km
840,2km
153.3km/h
152.7km/h
143.3km/h
146.8km/h
141.3km/h
109.8km/h

Height Gain
Absolute Height
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal and Return Distance
TriangUlar Distance
300km Goal and Return
500km Goal and Return
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle

9836m
10607m
472.43km
472.43km
692.02km
762.72km
105.44km/h
113.08km/h
137.22km/h
112.59km/h •
108km/h
104.01km/h

MULTI-SEATERS
T. J. Wills andB. Iggulden (in, New Zealand)
T. J. Wills and B. iggulden (in, New Zealand)
M. R. Carlton and M. French (in South Africa)
M. R. Carlloo and M. French (in South Africa)
M. R. Carlton and ,C. Greaves (in South Africa)
C. M. Greaves and C. 'Simpson (in South Africa)
M. R. Carllon' and ,C, Greaves (in South Africa)
M. R. Carltoo and C. Greaves (in South Africa)
M. R. Carlton and Leonie Lawson ,(in South Africa)
M. R. Carltoo and C. Greaves (il1 South Africa)
M. R. Carltoo and C, Greaves (in $Ql)th Africa)
C. M. Greaves and C. $impson (in South Africa)

Twin Astir
Twin Astir
Calif A-21
Calif A-21
CaWf A-21
Janus
Calif A-21
Ca~f 1'-21
Calif A-21
Ca~f A-21
Calil A-21
Janus

13.1.1982
13.1.1982
18.12.1979
18.12.1979
23.12.1978
28.12.1977
19.12.1978
23.12.1978
27,12.1978
17.12.1979
21.12.1978
28.12.1977

Height Gain
Absolute Attitude
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Distance
Triangular Distance
300km Goal and Return
SOOkm Goal and Return
100km Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
7SOkm Triangle

9119m
105SOm
949.7km
528km
545km
814.01 km
107.5km/h
102.6km/h
110.8km/h
125.87km/h
120,69km/h
110.53km/h

SINGILE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Anne Bums (in South Africa)
Anne Burns (in South Africa)
Karla Karelr (in Australia)
Ann Welch (in Poland)
Anne Burns (in Soulh Africa)
Karla Karel (in Australia)
Karla Karel(in South, Africa)
Karla Kllrel (in Rhodesia)
Karla Karel (in Rhodesia)
Karla Karal 'in Australia)
Karla Karel (in Australia)
Pamela Hawkins (in, Australia)

Skylark 3B
Skylark 38
LS-3
Jaskolka
Std Auslria
LS-3
ASW-15B
ASW-158
ASW-15B
LS-3
LS-3
ASW-17

13.1.1961
13.1.1961
20.1.1980
20.6.1961
6.1.1966
9.1.1980
1.1.1975
16.10.1975
2.11,1975
12.2,1980
20.2.1980
17.11.1984

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

ANNUAL RECORDS

UNITED KINGDOM RECORDS (Correct as 8t 6.2.86)
SINGLE-SEATERS
10065m
D. Benton
11031m
D. Benton
718km
T. J. Wills
579.36km
H. C. N. Goodhart

Height Gain
A/lsQtIle Altitude
Straight Distance

Goal Distance
Goal & Retum
Distance
Triangular Distance
3001un Goal .& Return
50aun Goal & Retum
l00km Tliangl&
2001<m Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Trilflgle
50aun TriCVlgIe
60aun TriCVlgIe
750kmTriangle
l00km Goal
200km Goal
3001<m Goal
400km Goal

500km Goal
Straight Distance
lOO1<m Triangle
Triangle
400Iun Triangle
l00km Goal
300km Goal
400km Goal

mm

Strai~ Distance

50aun Goal & Return
l00km Triangle
200km Triangle
3OOm1Triangle
400Iun Triangle

mm Goal

1. Goal & Return
2. Distance
3. Triangular
Distance

Nimbus 2 18.4.1980
Nimbus 2 18.4.1980
Std Libelle 1.8.1976
Skylark 3 10.5.1959
Kestrel 19
Jantar 2A
ASW-22
DG-202
Nimbus 3
Nimbus :3
Nimbus 3
NimbUs 3
NimbUs 3
Kestrel 19
Jantar 2'"
L6-4
Vega
Kestrel 19
Std LibeUe
Skylark 3

22.7.1976
28.5.1985
18.8.1983
12.5.1984
13.8.1983
148.1983
28.5.1985
1.81984
31.5.1975
10.6.1976
28.5.1985
12.5.1984
12.5.1984
24.4.1976
7.6.1976
10.5.1959

STANDARD CLASS
718km
T. J. Wills
119.7kmlh 1. J. Wills
92.2km/h A. J. Stone
91.7kmlh S. J. Redman
150km/h
T. J Wills
131.1km/h T. J. Wills
73.8km/h T. J. Wills

Std Libelle
LS-4
Std Cirrus
Std Cirrus
LS-4
Std Libelle
Std Libelle

1.8.1976
18.4.1981
16.8.1976
31.5.1975
12.5.1984
24.4.1976
7.6.1976

15m CLASS
718km
T. J. Wills
79.1kmlh J. D. Benoisl
119.7km/h T. J. Wills
93.49km/h B. 1. Spreckley
102.2km/h R. C. May
95.88km/h D. S. Wall
1,27. 1km/h A. H. Warminger

Std Libelle
ASW-20
LS-4
ASW-20
ASW-20
ASW-20FL
Vega

1.8.1976
9.4.1983
18.4.1981
14.7.1979
1.8.1984
29.5.1985
12.5.1984

UK 750km DIPLOMA
C. Garton
801.3km
761 km
D. S. Wall

Kestrel 19 22.7.1976
9.5.1980
ASW-20L

801.3km
770.5km
114.5km/h
93km/h
123.2km/h
108.6km/h
117.14km/h
114.3km/h
106.9km/h
88.11km/h
77.98kmlh
150km/h
127., km/h
132.8kmlh
73.8km/h
90.7km/h

770.5km

C. Garton
C. C. Rollings
D.S.Wall
M. B. Jefleryes
R. Jones
Ri. Jones
R. Jones
R..!ones
R. Jones
C. Garton
C. C. Rollings
1. .1. Wills
A. H. Warminger
A. H. Warminger
T. J. Wills
H. C. N. Goodhart

C. C. Rollings

Jantar 2A

28.5.1985

Height Gain
AbsokJIe Altitude'
Straight Distance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return Oistance
Triangular Distance
1OOkm Triangle
300km Triangle
SOOkm Triangle
750km Triangle
o=Subject

8923m
10408m
652. 68km
532.38km
l008.89km
1024km
178.11km/h
165.51km/h
159.3km/h
162.29km/h
139.96km/h
5044m
6650m
952.53km
646.42km
617.95km
756km
128kmlh
129.72km/h
109.96km/h
98.97km/h

429.6km
81.91km/h
83.5km/h
96.5km/h
8587km/h
86.6km/h
88.4kmih
965km/h
113.3kmih
107.4km/h

M. B. Jefleryes and P. McElarney Silene
J. R. Jeflries and N. Foster
Callf A-21
J. R. Jeffries and G. Love
Callf A-21
R. Jones and M. Hackell
Janus C
B. Fitchell and A. Miller
Janus
D. S. Wall and I. Hargrove
Janus C
J. R. Jeffries and Gillian Case
Calif A-21
D. B. James and K. O'Riley
Gull 2
R. Miller and B. Tapson
Janus C
P. R. Pentecost and A. H. PentecostJanus C

6740m

Absolute Altitude

7650m

Straight Dislance
Goal Distance
Goal & Return
Dislance
300km Goal & Return
100km Triangle
200km Triangle
300km Triangle
400km Triangle
500km Triangle
100km Goal
200km Goal
300km Goal

SINGLE-SEATERS (WOMEN)
Height Gain
7833m
Allson Jordan
AbSolute Altitude
8701m
AJison Jordan
Straight Distance
454km
Anne Burns
Goal Distance
309km
Anne Burns
Goal & Return
Distance
334.2km
Ruth Housden
300km Goal & Relurn 6Okm/h
Anne Burns
100km Triangle
80kmlh
Anne Burns
200km Triangle
Anne Burns
69.3km/h
300km Triangle
Jane Randle
76.8kmlh
400km Triangle
Anne Burns
60.6km/h
500km Triangle
76.1km/h
Anne Burns
100km Goal
83km/h
Rika Harwood
200km Goal
85.5km/h
Anne Burns
63.9km/h
Anne Burns
300km Goal

Capstan

2.11.1972

2.11.1972
Capston
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970
Bergfalke 3 14.8.1970

Astir CS
Astir CS
Skylark 38
Skylark 3B

7.7.1985
17.8.1975
22.4.1974
10.8.1984
9.5.1979
1.8.1984
31.5.1975
27.5.1957
11.5.1984
7.5.1984

8.10.1978
8.10.1978
10.5.1959
12.4.1958

Libelle
29.5.1982
Nimbus 2
25.7.1975
Cirrus
14.6.1970
Std Austria 22.8.1964
Kestrel 19 18.8.1976
SHK
5.8.196 7
Nimbus 2
31.5.1975
Olympia 2B 27.5.1957
Olympia 419 2.6.1963
Skylark 3B 12.4 .1958

MOTOR GLIDERS (+Also British National Record; +British National Record only)
SINGLE-SEATERS
Straight Distance';652.7km
B. J. Willson (in Australia)
PIK-20E
10.1.1983
415.1km
Goal Distance+
B. J. Willson (in Australia)
PIK-20E
11.1.1983
100km Triangle+
I. W. Strachan
76.5km/h
PIK-20E
11.8.1984
200km Triangle
I. W. Strachan
48.2km/h
SF-27M
23.8.1976
300km Triangle +
I. W. Strachan
83.1kmlh
PIK-20E
19.8.1984
500km Triangle+
71.75km/h B. J. Willson (in Finland)
PIK-2OE
22.5.1980
100km Goal
I. W. Strachan
85.7kmlh
SF-27M
16.7.1971
Height Gain-r
100km Triangle"
l00km Goal
200km Goal

MULTI-SEATERS (fAlso BRITISH NATIONAL RECORD)
R. I. L10yd and J. Fox
SF-28A
4355m
35.6km/h
P. 1. Ross and H. Daniels
SF-28A
76.2km/h
P. 1. Ross and K. Win field
SF-28A
66.3km/h
P. 1. Ross and P. Fletcher
SF-28A

INTERNATIONAL MOTOR GLIDERS (Correct
Height Gain
Absolute Mitude
Straighl Distance
Goal Distance
Goal and Return Distance
Triangular Distance'
1OOkm Triangle'
300km Triangle
500km Triangle'
750km Triangle'
l000km Triangle

421.5km
4215km

MULTI-SEATERS
J. R. Monteith (USA)
and M. Mahon
J. R. Monteith (USA)
and M. Mahon
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden
J. S. Fielden and Valerie Fielden

Height Gain

as

22.10.1982
27.6.1976
22.8.1976
18.7.1976

at 6.2.86)

SINGLE-SEATERS
G. Cichon, W. Germany
G. Cichon, W. Germany
B. J. Willson, Gt Britain (in Australia)
F. T. Andersen, Denmark (in Australia)
F. Bueb, W. Germany (in South Africa)
O. Wegscheider, W. Germany (in South Africa)
B BiinzN, Switzerland (in South Africa)
B. BunzN, Switzerland' (in South Africa)
B. Bunz·li, Switzerland (in Soulh Africa)
B. Bunzti, Switzerland (ill South Africa)
B. Bunzli, Switzerland (in South Africa)

NimbUs2M
Nimbus 2M
PIK-20E
PIK-20E
Nimbus 2M
ASW-22M
DG-400
DG-400
DG-400
DG-400
00:400

27.5.1979
27.5.1979
10.1.1983
20.1.1983
7.1.1981
6.1.1986
9.12.1985
22.12.1984
24.12.1985
12.12.1985
28.12.1984

MUl.TI-SEATERS
M, Nieble!' and G. Kraus, W. Germany
K. Doser and .J. Prasser, W. Germany
W. Binder and ,I( Heimann, W. Germany
G. JacobS and G. HU11el, W. Germany
L. de Preter (Belgium) ilnd O. Sohn (W. Germany) (in South Africa)
W. Collee and K.-Pummer, W.Germany (in South Africa)
W. Collee and E. Doerr, W. Germany <in South Africa)
O. Wegscheider and A. Ascher, W. Germany (in South Africa)
O. Wegscheider and K. Zoulek, W. Germany (in Soulh Africa)
W. Collee and K. Pummer, W. Germany (in South Africa)

G-l09
Dimona
Janus M
SF-25E
Janus CM
Janus M
Janus M
Janus CM
Janus CM
Janus M

26.9.1982
8.11.1982
16.5.1980
28.4.1976
29.12.1981
31.12.1979
15.1.1980
12.12.1980
5.12.1980
31.12.1979

to homologation

New records have to exceed the old ones by; Distance 10km. Heights 3%. Closed c.ircuit speeds 2km/h. Goal speeds 5km/h.
For.records, no side 01 a triangle may have a length less than 28% of lhe total distance oftlle 'course, exceptlhallor triangles 01 750km or more ror International and
BritISh NatlOllal Records, or of 500km or more for UK Local Records, no side may have a length lesS than 25% or greater than 45% of the lotal dstance.
Conversion Factors; Multiply km or km/h by 0.621 to get statute miles or mph. Multiply km by 0.54 to gel nau1ical miles Of kts. Multiply metres by 3.2810 oel4eet.
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IGA &GE IERAL NEWS
ENTERPRISING TASK WEEK
Yorkshire GC is organising a task week from
August 23-31 with the task setting based on
the principles of Competition Enterprise, the
prime aim being to get the maximum flying time
out of each day.
Scoring will be based on distance flown and
enterprising flights with a bonus for landing
back on site (there will be no speed points).
Various TPs will be set to ensure every pilot
will be stretched and have the option to fly in
areas where the weather seems better.
Sutton Bank offers strong thennals, sea
breeze fronts, many miles of soarable ridges
and excellent wave (some of our best heights,
up to 30 000ft, have been gained around this
time of year).
The ootry fee will be a bottle of wine and
costs will be limited to normal club rates for
membership and launches, For more details
contact Jon Hart on 0532 401445 (weekday
evenings).

certificates. Certificates were issued as
followS: A endorsements 1625 (1859), B
endorsements 230 (243), Bronze C 419 (446),
Silver C 261 (296), Gold C 75 (76), Diamond
. goal 100 (1 (0), Diamond height 48 (59) and
,Diamond distance 61 (26),
A certificates were applied for by 839 (1000)
holders of the ATC proficiency certificate.

INTER-UNIVERSITY TASK WEEK
This year Aberdeen University are the hosts for
the Inter-University Task Week which will be
held at Aboyne from July 12-19. It is open to
University and Polytechnic teams and for
further details contact Robin Cutts, secretary of
Aberdeen University GC, Aberdeen University
Union, Broad St, Aberdeen AB91AW

STRUCTURE OF THE BGA
The membership structure of the BGA is now
made up of 86 full member clubs, three of
whom have affiliated clubs as follows: Anny
Gliding Association with two clubs, RAF Gliding
and Soaring Association with 11 clubs and the
Royal Naval Gliding and Soaring Association
with three clubs,
Operations. During the year ending
September 30,1985 (1984 figures in brackets),
member clubs (civilian and combined services)
flew a total of 152 995 (145 526) hours and
1 024357 (1 180 943) kilometres cross-country
from 406 929 (457 120) launches from club
sites. Club owned gliders total 487 (435) and
privately owned gliders 12n (1180).
84

Name

Club

1/316
1/317

P. A SwoIIer
J, L Rolls

lasham (in Spain)
Lasham (in Spain)

12.8
8.8

DIAMOND GOAL
Name

Club

1985

2/H63

R.

Cambridge Univ.
Two Rivers
Bristol & Glos.

28.5
6.9
2,8
7,7
16,8
13.12

2/1~65

A TOUCH OF CLASS
Imagine landing in a field and within 12 minutes
enjoying, a hot meal of perhaps tur1<ey currey or
chicken casserole. It isn't a fantasy. You can
now buy self-heating Hotcan meals, enough for
one, al £2.25 but a 'lower price 'can be arranged
for clubs.
There is a choice of six menus and the cans
are brought to 5<Y'C in the can, using the
reaction of limestone aAd water. We have tried
two and been eX1remely impressed with the
flavour and' the convenience of the method.
They have a shelf life of up 10 two years.

GLIDING
CERTIFICATES
CongratUlations to Jim Cook of SGU for
simultaneously achieving SilVer height, Gold
height and Silver distance from a winch launch
at Potlmoak on December 15, a day when
sunset at that latitude was 4pm.
Several pilots have asked how Diamond
distance (500km) and Diamond goal (3DOkm)
might be achieved together under the current
FAI Badge rules. Naturally a properly
completed: 500km triangle or goal and return
meets both requirements, t>ut what about
,quadrilaterals and optional TPs or TP
sequence?
First of all rememoer that Diamond goal calls
for ill goal and return, or a triangle with TPs
rounded in the pre-deleared sequence;
departure and finish points must be the same,
and you must complete the task. Secondly,
Sporting Code rule 2.2.1 stipulates that only
one declaration qe the latest) is valid for each
flight.
You can therefore declare a 500km
quadrilateral which includes a 300km triangle
or O/R, and this would count for Diamond goal
provided the sequence of TPs is clearly stated
in your declarations as 1st, 2nd, 3rd (not just 1,
2 and 3), and provided you complete the full
task, You cannot hedge your bets by missing
out any TPs to abbreviate a SOOkm task to
300km; even if you returned to the departure
point you would not qualify for Diamond goal.
In other words, if you set out to achieve both
Diamond distance and goal, you won't be
eligible for the latter unless you qualify for both!
Gordan Camp, FAI certificates' officer
Correction: We regret that in the Silver Badge list
in the October issue, p243, No. 7028 was given as
P. G. Dent. It should have been P. G. Gent.

1965

No,
2/1~64

MOGAS OPERATIONS
Dick Stratton, BGA chief technical officer, has
issued a memorandOOl (TNSl1/86) which deals
with the effects on aeroengines of Mogas with
a small per~tage (1 to 3) of alcohol added to
il. Some fuel companies are tnreatening to
produce Mogas of this type and if you
experience any of the symptoms listed below
you should investigate the condition of the
carburettor lIoat, which may be 01 a type of
moulded cellular polymer based synthetic
rubber which is susceptible to alcohol.
1. Flooding.
2. Rough or rich running (black exhaust).
3. High fuel consumption,
Note also that some fuel gauge transmitter
floats may also be made of moulded cellular
rubber.

DIAMOND DISTANCE

No,

2/1~66

2/1467
2/1468

MaskelI
M, A. JohnllOn
G. G. Szebo-Toth
C, N, Walfis
R. R, BeeZ!lt'
P, J, Jewel

Lasham
Pegasus (in France)
Booker (in Auslralia)

DIAMOND HEIGHT
No.

Name

Club

3/712
3/713

J, E. Cruttenden
J, P. Beardmore

Lasham
Coventry (in France)

1985
25.10
28.4

GOLD BADGE

No,

Name

Club

1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137

G. K, Payne
D. A. J. Wylie
J, W. Evens
R. Maskell
A. G. I. DOOds
R.Dixon
J. P. Beardmore
G. G. Szabo-Toth

1.11
2.11
30,9
28,5
2.11
11.10

1138

J.t,. Rotls
T. W. Stoker

Booker
SGU
Cabrldge Unlv.
Cambridge Univ.
SGU
Lasham
Coventry (in France)
8tis101 & GIos
(m France)
Lasham On Spain)
Ouse

Name

Club

1965

G. K. Payne
E. J. Melville
J, W. Evans
J, E. Crut1enden
J, N. Mills
N. 0, Cot1erill
G, R. Brown
R.1. Hey
R,Dixon
J, P. Beardmore
R, E. Speer
J, L Rolls
J. C. Gibson
J. D. Cook
T. W. Stoker
P. A. Lewis

Booker
SGU

1139

1985

28,~

2.8
24.7
15.12

GOlD HEIGHT

Cambridge Univ.
Lasham

Shalboume
Avon Soaring
Booker
Bristol & GIos,
Lasham
Coventry (in France)
Easl Sussex
Lasham (in Spain)
Blackpool & Flyde
SGU

Ouse
Lakes

1.11
2.11
30,9
25.10
25.10
6,10
7.tO
11.10
11.10
28,~

25.10
2<1,7
5,9
15,12
15,12
15,12

GOLD DISTANCE
Name

Club

1985

D. A, J. Wylle
R. Maskell
M. A Johnson
A. G. I. DOOds
G. G Szabo-ToIh

SGU
Cambridge Univ,
Two Rivers (in France)
SGU
Bristol & Glos.
(in France)
Lasham
pegasus (In France)
Booker (in Australia)

2,11
28,5
6.9
2.11
2.8
7.7
16,8
13.12

G. N. Wallis
R. R. Breezer
P, J. Jeweli

SILVER BADGE
No,

Name

Club

1985

7146
7147
7148
7149
7150
7151

A G. Cleaver

pegasus
in USA
Fulmar
SGU
Midland
Booker

14.9
9.11
15,6
15,12
15.6
11.12

J, W, Courchee
C. F. McCal
J. D. Cook
J. G, Pa>rton
P, J. Jewell

Please send all contributions to S&G to
the editorial office, 281 Queen Edith's
Way. Cambridge CB1 4NH and not to the
BGA office.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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OBITUA'RY

BGA ACCIDENT SUMMARY

_

Compiled by KEITH MITCHELL,
Chairman, BGA Safety Panel

Freddle Wlseman
Glider
Type

Ref.
No.
117

Freddle WJSeman taught me to glide and I was
very sad 10 Ieam of his death on Christmas
Day,
He left Cambridge University GC to start the
Ridgewell Ostley GC on the old Ridgewell
wartime airfield. With endless enthusiasm and
hard wOO< he showed countless number of
people how to glide -launching the gliders by
his famousoomblne harvester,
I am sorry I have only known him over the
last decade but I am preased to have so many
happy memories. The first malf an hour soaring
with Fred In the T-21 , fJed dressed in his well
worn berret and boiler suit and the pleasure we
had together after a successful day's flying.
Fred was a poetic and fluent writer and
during his illness wrote a book. I look forward
to the time it is in print.

K-13

BGA
No.

§>
E
g

2830

S

Pilo~Crew

Dale
Time

Summary

Place
Age

Injury

~Hrs

22.7,85
13.45

Challock

P2

49
25

N
M

430
0

Ins1nlctor ftying appJOSch at 65k11n turbulent condillona Savere lUrt>ulence caused right wing 10
drop during round out. Wings were levelled but a
heavy landing resuKed.

P1

?

M

28.5.85
17.00

BurlOn on Trent

32

M

210

Unable 10 soar during lead and follow exercise,
Poor fteld selec1lon and poor circuli planning
resulted in overshoot. and airCisft ran into unseen
baJbed wire lence, Wire ran up over canopy belore
breaking through at middle,

Vanlus B

2968

S

31.7.85
14.30

Lavanon

45

M

620

Pilot conlused wind direction and touched down,
downwind. downhil just short of a hedge wKh
which the glider coDlded immediately aKer touch·
down.

120

00·202

2736

M

31.7,85
14.20

Twenon

50

N

475

During slightly heavy field landing underside of
port wing touched down causing minor damage to
the leading edge and ailaron,

121

Twin Astir

3128

N

21.7,85
1400

8k:kmarsh

PI
P2

67

?

N
N

90
0

Twin Aslir was.on final approach. ftylng Into rain
squaW moving ac~ IIaI(j when a Blanlk ovanool<
Irom !he left rear quaner and passed out "'sight
undemeath. Astir tool< avoiding action and gliders
lilnded .clear 01 each other. TOWardS and of ground
run left wing 01 AsIIt louched ,ground inducing a
g<oundlOop.

118

SportVega

119

2244

WtO

14.7.85
12.55

Dannstadt
West Gennany

47

S

155

Gilder waa _
10 leave 1ha ground during tt1e
winch launch a' a .ary steep angle and 'wallowing'. The left wing drOJlll<K\. was cOrrected, !hen
dropped again. ,Glder leII to the g<ound ~om about
150ft (Starting 10, ~n? AKM)

Skylar1< 3a

914

S

147.85
15.10

Stamlord

P1

31

N

52

AKer local soaring for 35 to 40min the pilot found
he was low and wOuld ha.. 10 land out. A poor last
circuit was made 110 a field. ~ gilder struck the
ground in the undershoot field and bounced over 8
large ditch, striking a 'bush on the way and break·
ing Ihe fuselage just ahead 01 Ihe lailplane.

124

K·8

2260

M

67.85
'330

Selbourne,
Hanls

Pt

48

N

62

Pilot was lorced 10 groundloop glider aKer his Iirsl
cross·country ntghl to avoid running into an elec~
lric fence at the and of field landing ground run,

125

AslirCS

2185

M

217.85
12.50

Lasham

P1

38

N

58

Pilot did not reaiise how lired he was and bounced
on landing. The second landing was heavy, and a
fuselage mainframe was damaged.

126

K·18

2245

S

17.85
1220

Camphill

PI

60

N

450

First lIighl on type. Pilot did nol seak briefing,
Badly executed linal tum with brakes open in
severe wind gradient. Hit ground n steep at1itude
with starboard wingtip and Ihen nose.

122

Mosquilo
H.303

123

1

OlIve Barker

BGA

MAIL ORDER

Sketch of BGA employee faced with an empty sheet of
paper and a deadline for producing yet another advert
extolling the virtues of buying books from our mail order
catalogue.
Well YOll've heard it all before - you know it makes
sense I

Order your copies of Delafie'let, Piggott, Wallington and
Welch, read all about it in April and then go out and fly it
in May. Need I say more?
Order these items from

BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION
SALES DEPT., FREEPOST, LEICESTER LE 1 7ZB
or ask us to send you our complete sales list

April/May 1986

Telephone 0533 531051
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HOggfeS
(Marjo<ie Hobby)

U.K. Agent for 'Strong' Lo-Po
BackPack parachutes.
Delivered U.K. £564.00 (Feb '86)
Batteries: Barograph Foils: Maps
U and ~ mill all U.K.)
Scales: Protractors: Calculators:
Knee Pads: etc.
Films: Wing Tape: Gliding
Postcards: Posters: Books
S.A.E. for full price list
(incl. book list)

144, Lythwood Road, Bayston Hill,
Shropshire SY3 OLW
0743 723885 (Ansafone only) or
0252 615365 evenings

,

ReI.
No.

Glider
Type

PiloVCrew

Dale
Time

Place

Summary

Age

Injwy

PVHrs

Desborough PI

46

N

41

53

N

POW'er
900

0
127

Olympia 463

128

Super Cub Tug

128

1155

M

7.7.85
13.00

GATRG

S

23.6.85
16.15

Kingsclere
Gallops

PI

?

S

23.6.85
16.15

Kingsclere
Gallops

PI

20.6.85

45

16.15

Mideham. PI
Nr. Newbury

2.8.85
10.25

Channel
PI
Gliding Club P2

20
30

2.8.85
20.00

Dallachy

P1

3.7.85
15.34

Nympslield PI

Jantar 19

Solo pilot on lOcal flying soared with some succes•. bul lost visual conlacl wilh the airlietd end
after a search, decided on B field landing. Fiek1
chesen, W81lhought10 be hay. bul was evenllJaHy
discovered to be standing corn. Elevators' were
damaged.
Tug, struck earth bank on take-oll. while attempl-

ing aefotow retrieve.

667

PHot abandoned launch when 'lug was seen 10 be
heading tor In earth blv1k at the lell hand side of
the gallops. Glicler pilol attempted 10 bring the

N

546

I Whilst making a field landing. glider touched down

N

270.

N

?

43

N

49

Pilot thought 'he was too high on downwind leg.
art<! opened airbrakes on base leg. Brakes stayed
open during final tum with glider sinking rapidly.
tried 10 slretch glide by raisinQ nose. and Slalled
inlO field short of boundary. Experienced witness
thoughl glidef was slighlly tow on downwind leg.

63

N

423

Pilot did not lighten slraps belore landing and
landed on a rough lhough not prohibiled part 01
airfield. During ground run the pilot's heed slruck
the canopy. breaking oul a hole 01 some 30sq in.

49

N
1

gilder

I

129

ASW-2Oel-

3133

M

130

Blanik

2009

M

I

131

K-8

...

1563

,
,

Std Cirrus

The magazine can ~e obtained from mos,t Gliding Clubs in
Gt. Britain, alternatively send £9.50 postage included for
an annual subscription to the BritiSh Gliding Association.
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way. Leicester.
Red leather-cloth binders specially designed 10 lake copies of the
magazine and gold-blocked wilh the litle on the spine are only
available from the B.G-A

1617

M

Cable back-released a' abo\Jt 40ft on winch
launch. P, failed to take over in time to prevent.
heavy landing which collapsed thl undercarriage.

I

132

to resl on the gallops. but ll'oundlooped.

'I, wing firsl and groundlooped.

,
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Price £4.25 including post and packing.
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BGA,
No.

OVERSEAS AGENTS
CANADA
T. R. Beasley'. Soaring Supplies. PO Box 4851.
St. Laurenl. p.O. Canada. H4L 4Z5.
SOUTH AFRICA
Peter Eich. PO Box 82707. Southdale 2135. Johannesburg. Transvaal.
HOLLAND
Aerbpre55 (My Ceelen) P Stockmanslaan 53. 5652 RB Eindhoven
USA and all other Countries
Payable in enher Sterling £9.50 or US $15 but International Money
Orders preferred, direct to the British Gliding Association.

..

fly BGA this year

o

0

0

0

Our top soaring instructors are ready and waiting to help you improve your flying - teach you their secrets!
First, one-day field landing and navigation courses, in April, in our Super Falke.
Then, seven-day Competition training courses in April and May:
nine-day Soaring and Cross-country courses in May and June:
seven-day Mountain and Wave soaring courses in October.
You bring your glider, we show you how to make the most of it! Opportunities, too, for field landing training, dual cloud
flying, dual cross-country, and solo flying in our ASW-19.
And the big attraction! Lead-follow flying cross-country. We will coax you to your limit, never push you beyond it!
Field Landing, (one-day courses) - April 7-12; April 24-May 2, Various venues.
Competition Training
- April 14-20, Lasham; May 5-11, Booker.
Soaring & Cross-country
- May 17-25, Lasham; May 31-June 8, Husbands Bosworth; June 14-22,
Sutton Bank.
Mountain & Wave Soaring
- Oct 5-11; Qct 12-18; Oct 19-25; Oct 26-Nov 1, all at Feshiebridge (near
Aviemore)

Hurry, for full details from BGA, Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, LEICESTER. (0533-531051)
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ReI.

Glider
Type

No.

BGA
No.

W
~

0

133 , ' 1<-8

134

1653

M

Date
,me
6.8.85
15.40

PiloVCraw
Place

Summary
Age

InjUry

PVHrs

35

N

8.5

Nympsfield PI

Pik>t with limited SOlO 8J1tperience. having completed a 2tv nighl, noted that rough and turbulen'
cordilions had developed since lake-off and
coped well with circuit and approach unlit during
hoId-off at abouI a foot above fhe ground, the
glider was balloooed by a gust 10 10ft. A heavy
landing followed.

1<-6<

2411

M

21.7.85
13.37

Trevellas

PI

64

N

55

Cable baclweleased a' about 350ft. Pilot a«empled to land downwind, ove",hol and landed in
rough heather and gorse. Damage to underside of
fuselage.

135

K-8

?

M

25.7.85

Cartton

PI

24

N

9

After a normal approach, the glider ballooned. The
pilot over-corrected, and a heavy landing followed,

136

K-23

2995

.M

5.7.85
15.00

Dunstable

PI

45

N

6

Prior 10 his first nighC in lhe K-23, and following a 13
monlh tay off, the pilol had three aerotow cheel<
flights and a briefing. Aftar along ground run wilh
near zero wind and al a height of less than 10ft the
left wing dropped and Ihe nose wheel slruck the
ground. A normal climb followed, but release was
ditfK:ult as damage affected release. InSlructor
check naw pilot and found no faull, he then flaw
another K-23 and confirmed "soggy" handling 01
early aerotow. (It's happened before. A.K.M.)

I

I
137

Kesllol t9

t850

S

7.7.85
t6.oo

Dunstable

PI

34

N

663

During aerotow take-off and aher nC>nT'IW ground
Tun, the glider swung almosl9O' to right. Tow rope
then began to pun nose to left and ellhis point the
hug released the rope. Glider conlinued to rise and
tum to left, eventually striking ground lail first and
breaking rear fuselage.

138

80cien
1S-21l2e

.1437
2206

M
M

29.7.85
t9.37

Naseby,
Clipston

PI
PI

61
47

N
N

1454

The dual aerotow took off on air experience nights
in overcast conditions with drizzle at times. The
tow conlinued with patchy st cu at low level
increasing untU sight of the ground was occasion~
any lost. Glider on short rope released et t 800ft
and Ihe second glide< released soon after. Both
gliders found their return to the airfield obstructed
by cloud, so descended in clear patches unlil clear
01 cloud al about 700ft. Each landed, with very
minor damage, in lields some two miles apart

138

K-18

176?

S

22.8.85
t2.25

Booker

Pt

5t

N

52

Slrong sink was encountered at 700ft one mile
from airfield. Pilot attempted 10 reach airfield.
When he realised he would not make if, helried to
land in crop. Spun in.

140

Olympia 463

1275

S

25.8.85
t4.5O

Enstone

PI

22

M

150

Pik>l returning from a cross-country night encounleredheavy sink end selected a field. Then. finding
lift, he decided he could reach base. Further sink
was encounlered when two fields from the boundary. The aircraft struck a tree on the airfield
perimeter with left wing, rolated, and struck the
ground sideways.

141

Ubello

1637

N

7.7.85
16.30

North
Humberside PI

53

N

2066

During short field landing pilol chose to run Inlo
standing crop to avoid possible damage Irom verges of a farm roact Flekt selection left loo lale.

142

FaikB

?

M

21.8.85
11.35

Trevellas

PI
P2

67
45

N
N

55

At lake-off speed the stick was pulled lully Dock.
P1 tailed to regajn control and aircraft stalled from
about 5ft. Tyre burst and propeller tip damaged.

143

00·101

144

K-6<

I

80

0

2826

S

19.8.85
15.55

SUllon Bank Pt

42

M

775

Winch launch at hill top site. Pik>t lowered nose
and released. then cable parachute innated and
passed over slarboard Wing. Pilot heard cable on
wing and increased speed to 80-851<1 in anlteipa~
lion of cable tautening. As glider dived below hill it
decelerated sharply to 5O-55k1, and was lorced
into a skidding right lum lowards hill where il
crashed into Irees allhe base of the hil'. Cable had
jammed In aileron slot. Winch driver had cut cabJe
as soon as he saw parachute 90 over wing.

I 2929

M

6.8.85
t4.3O

Suften Bank PI

55

N

825

After 2hrs local soaring pilol decided to lend as
storm was approaching. Strong turbulence
encountered on circuit and approach. Pilot stateS
gust on ground run caused wealher-cock 8I'lCt
groundloop. Senior instructor stales that aircratl
did not complelely rouOd out and bounced, and
Ihen dropped a wing and groundlooped.

'.,

.~

SHK
K-7

t623

N
M

21.8.85
19.00

Currock Hill PI

57

N

90

?

Poor circuit wilh insufficient speed on approach for
conditions, resulted in port wingup touching
ground followed by swing into K-7 at launch point.

146

T-42 Eagle

828

S

16.8.85
15.30

1.5 miles
PI
N of
P2
8eaminster

25
21

N
N

150
t55

Field landing. No drift noticed during circu~. On
approach Pl reaiised he was ovorshoolWlg and
induced a groundloop. Wind hed backed 120' in
sea breeze.

147

K·7

1304

M

7.7.85
16.00

Feshiebridge

28
34

N
N

270
?

Decided k) slopllying in deteriorating weather but
persuaded 10 do "one more". Canopy became
misted and covered' with rain and winch launch
failed al about 30ft. Stalled and landed heavily
while PI waslrying to regain runway with visibilily
only through clear vision panel.

146

I

146

T·21e

668

S

t6.7.85
t5.07

Feshie~

!>ridge

P'
P2

PI
P2

58
16

N
N

5OOO+? Instructor failed IQ appreciate freshening wind and
- its effec1 on retum 10 $irfiefd. Heavy sink causoo
undershoot\ wingtip touched llee. lop and aircraft
fell ·to ground. Queries on vafidily of inSlruclOr'S
rating, hrs, etc.

AprIl/May 1986

HAROLD DALE

COCKPIT
ERGONOMICS
Harold, of Bartdale, Human
Factor Specialists, points out
the danger of confusing
control levers and lists the
recent accidents related to
this problem
In the October 1982 issue of S&G, p211, I
wrote abOut the problem of confusing control
levers and described some research Into ways
of making the levers feel different. The piece
did not seem to raise much interest, leaving
me with the impression that most glider pilots
believe themselves to be rather superior beings
who are incapable of being so stupid as to pull
the wrong lever,
The BGA appear to have made some move
to reduce the risk of confusion by introducing a
standard colour coding for airbrake, flap,
undercarriage, trim and cable-release controls.
This should reduce the error rate when cockpit
checks are being carried out on the ground,
where the lighting will be good and when the
pilot is free from time-pressure, The crucial
point, however, is when the pilot is in the air,
with a bright sky outside and little light inSide
the cockpit and when time is at a premium, All
controls look grey in a dark cockpit when the
eyes are adapted to the light level of the sky
outside. So the colour coding will be of little
help when it matlers most.
Scanning through the accident reports for
recent years confirms that these errors do
occur from time to time, The relevant reports
are reproduced on this page. Fortunately none
of the accidents has resulted in injury although
two led to serious damage to the glider, From
the hours of the pilots concerned it can be seen
that such accidents are not confined to
novices. As might be- expected the problem
appears to be related to aircraft type, the
ASW-19 being Involved, in three cases.
The numbers of accidents related 10 control
confusion is 001 high. Over this period a tolal of
51'8 accid'ents were recorded, so the incidence
is only about 1%. The. prOblem with accident
reduction, however, is that there are many
ways of having an accident, so any particular
, factor will only make a small contribution.
What is noteworthy abOut accidents due to
,control confusions is that they are related to
coc~pit design.. Therefore something cal'l be
done to minimise them in advance, while on
the ground and free from any pressure,

1982
Report No. 19, ASW-19, 77Ohrs. Damage M,
injUry N.
Pilot was doing cockpit check prior to making
firs! nght on type and on reaching "airbrakes"
thought to himself "The ASW-19 hasn't got. a

87
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retractable undercarriage". He then pulled the
U/C lever which is mounted on the same side
of cockpit as airbrake lever and undercarriage
collapsed.
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Ref.
No.

Glider
Type

BGA
No.

f"

PiIo~Crew

Date
Time

Summary

Place

Cl

Age

InjUry

PVHrs

149

Olympia 463

1373

M

29.8.85
18.40

lasham

PI

57

N

46

Pilot wes making an obseNed Sleep approach
using side-sJip and airbrake. The side-slip was
stopped at about 75ft but the nose was not low·
ered. and the airbrakes were opened fully. Gtider
descended fully S1a1led. and 'hen enlered a spin.
fortunately only 10-15ft from ground.

150

Foka3

1090

M

17.8.85
14.30

Slelching"'" Pl

31

N

148

Pilcllocal soaring new out of gliding range 01 airfield. failed 10 oonlacl lift and selected a field. A

1983
Report No. 38, ASW-19, 195hrs. Damage S,
injury N.
Second flight on type. Lowered U/C and with
airbrake lever on same side, pilot selected
what he thoughlwas full airbrake but in fact
raised UlC. With excess speed and the upwind
boundary rapidly approaching an attempt was
made to put lhe glider 00 ground. A wing dug in
and the glider cartwheeled.
.
Report No. 56, Blanik, 152hrs. Damage N,
injury N.
On approach selected half flap thinking it to be
half airbrake. Attempted to open full brake and
flap lever jammed by downwind (downward?)
pressure normally used with airbrake lever.
Assumed airbrake malfunctioning, touched
down with excess speed, took off and turned
through 90° to avoid hedge and landed crosswind.

lence of posts and wire running across the middle
of the field was not noticed until crossing the
boundary hedge on linal approach. Towerds lhe

end 01 the ground run the por1 wing hit

a fence

POSI.
151

K-13

1627

910

22.8.85
14.58

Usk

PI
P2

27
45

N
N

514

-

On instrucltonal winch launch glider's right wing
was low causing glider 10 drift to the right. Inslrut·
tor managed to level wings atter glider was airborne but starboard wing struck branches of tree
on edge of air1iekj. Glider rolled inverted ., about
15ft end sank 10 ground slin inverted. Substantial
damage to wings and fuselage.

'52

K·23

2999

S

12.8.85
14.00

Holton-inlvinghoe

Pl

58

M

112

Soaring course pilot selected grass lield smeller

'han edjacen' fields cl slanding crop. but in seffing
up approach became disoriented end made f"",1
approach downwind. With high ground speed.
round out was half way across the chosen field

and Ihe aircraft stalled inlO the standing crop of the
overshoot field.
153

Venlus B

2743

M

14.9.85
15.36

Dunl1fab&e

PI

37

N

150

After ridge ftylng IQ( two hours the pilol decided 10
land. but ran inlocurl over and low levelturtlulence
he had nol anlicipated. Glider sank inlo QOI'l8 on
top 01 the ridge. Holes in fuselage and demage la

154

K-8

2718

M

9.9.85
14.46

Challock

PI

18

N

0.3

On Ilrst solo made good circuit and approach end
rounded out correctly but dived into the ground
Irom abou' 2ft. Thought glider was ballooning.
(Why not solo in K-13? A,K.M.)

155

Dart 15

1268

WIO

22.9.85
17.45

North Hill

PI

34

M

630

Pilaf abandoned winch launch when speed
decayed. Nose was lowered, but air speed did not
increase due 10 low altitude and wind gradient. An
anempt was made 10 round out but gltder struck
ground at an angle of 30'.

156

Mosquito B

2378

WIO

22.9.85
14.15

Lothersdale PI

39

M

630

Cross·counlly hHI soaring over quite rugged lerrain. Could not see way out of valley when unable
to soar and below hill top height Boffom 01 the
valley was unlandable. so selected field on upper
third 01 hill. Triad 10 soar hil up to last minute. and
ended up Undershooting field and slalling into the
dry stone wan on downhill boundary. Wind direc·
lion affected by wave and valtey. Speed perception aftected by slope.

Winlhorpe

57

N

49

Having experienced strong wind gradient on two

wings.

Report No. 141, ASW-19, 170hrs. Damage S,
injury N.
First flight on type. Pilot briefed on possibility of
confusing undercarriage and airbrake operating
levers. In circu~ pilot lowered undercarriage
and then raised it believing he was operating
airbrakes. SidesJipped, overshot landing area
and landed up at high speed, groundlooping.

1984
Report No. 22, Kestrel 17m, 314hrs. Damage
M, injury N.
Pilot landed normally, using flaps and tail
'chute. As speed of ground run dropped off and
left wing touched the ground the pilot, reaching
for brake lever, pulled flap lever by mistake.
Aircraft ground looped 90° and ran downhill,
com ing to rest with the nose against a stone
wall.

I--

157

2223

S

27.7.85
?

PI

previous lIights, pilol selected approach speed of
55kt On linal approach alrbrakes were opened

and speed dropped suddenly. Brakes were closed
and the glider was dived in an anempt to gain
speed and pull up over boundary fence. Speed

was insufficient and aircraft stalled onto the fence.
158

Report No. 27, Pegasus, 50hrs. Damage N,
injury N.
Pilot carried out normal downwind checks but
took hold of U/C rather than airbrake lever.
Realised her mistake but was forced to land in
field adjoining airfield.

K·7

Kestrel 19

1944

M

27,7.85
17.18

Winthorpe

P1

41

N

402

During pre·landing check undercarriage was low.red and locked. After a noonal approach and
smooth touchdown the wheat retracted during the
ground run and the glider slid on its belly 10 a stop.
Inspection revealed Ihatlhe undetC8tnage aclual·
Ing lever had fractured along a walded horn tha!
maintains lhe locked down position.

s= serious; W/O= wrlle-ott; M:::: minor; N:z nil.

ALTON HOUSE HOTEL

27 Modern Bedrooms all with En Suite
Facilities, Swimming Pool, Tennis Courts,
Restaurant, Bar.
4 Miles from Lasham Gliding Centre

* Completely refurbished during 1986 *
* Ample free car parking *
ALTON HOUSE HOTEL, Normandy Street,
Alton, Hants. rei: 0420/82369
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YOUR LETTERS
FlYING BACK INTO POSmON

Dear Editor,
"Back to Basics" by Derek Piggolt contained
aD the OK stuff, however in the December
8IIic1e, p271, it appeared to be a bit sketchy as
far as the main' problem is COIicefned, namely
how to tIy back into position. Derek wrote: "It
Involves initiating a smaU turn towards the tug
and then reversing neatly as the correct
position is reached. Until you can manage the
whole two unaided you will find it easier just to
bring the wings level and let the glider do the
rest,"
May I recall another and by far easier
method:
SLIP: ie just "think" shallow bank into the tug
and use opposite rudder as a break. Thus you
will slip into line astern in slow motion and upon
arrival neutralise controls and Bob's your uncle.
(Fig. 1)
Fig 1

Fig 2

f\-.

';

\ Reversal point

'0

""

.
SliP

S-TURN

\

Your suggestion to reverse neatly as the
OlllT8Cll106itioo is reached Is a bit vague. Do
you refer to a vert ShallOW S-tum? When using
U11s method it is important to execute the
nwersal before reaching (he line astern
position in order to prevent overshooting and
haVing to start all over again. S-turns are for
the experts and unless flown exactly they get
you into that rather unpleasant and possibly
dangerous pendulum motion with the student
pilot always one stroke behind. (Fig. 2)
W. VENNER, Goch, W. Germany.

Derek Plggott replies: You are quite right. I
did cover the problem rather too briefly.
However, !his was not entirely accidental. I find
that unless the student has already done a
considerable amount of normal flying, only the
lIinpIest advloe Is of much help In the early
stages of aerotowing. Stabilising the position
and allowing the grlder to fly back into line must
be the easiest way to stop the often violent
oscIlations In the early stages. Briefings and
explanation have very little real value to the
beginner, and it is almost a waste of time to try
10 get them to fly back nto position with an
S·tunl. That requires a high degree of skill and
ICCUI'8te timing to get the glider back into line.
Because of this, I avoided a complete
deecription of how to get back and I agree that
tha text was Inadequate and did not describe
8X8CUy what is required. But neither, I think, is
• much good telling a beginner just to slip his
way back. Unless he has a great deal of
8ide8lipplng experience, it is almost certain that
April/May 1986

he will start with a oo-«dinated sticlc: and
rudder movement before stopping himself and
applying the opposite i'Udder. This happens
with almost every pilot leaming to sideslip
although, unlike areotowing, in normal flight he
is under no abnormal stress,
In many of the gliders during even a mild
sideslip the rudder loads will change as the
rudder tends to OV$rbalance and this will
certainly add to his confusion. Although
slipping into position is effective with most
types and is easy for the skilled pilot to do, it is
almost always a mistake to teach
unco-ordinated flying as, it can so easily lead to
very ruddery habits. In the case of ruddering
back into position, whioh is still advocated by a
few misguided instructorll, it definitely leads to
ruddering problems In normal flight. Also it
doesn't work unless the lateral stability of the
type Is fairly strong', The problems of towing are
mastered by most students suddenly indicating
that it Is a "knack" - the knack of almost
anticipating the movements of the towplane
and immediately responding with the correct
movements and without overcontrolling.
Probably any student having real trouble will
have solved it after another two tows using the
very simple advice given in the article. Even
this Is quite difficult to get over to the student
when he Is doing an actual tow. Once the pilots
have leamed to tow reasonably smoothly, I find
that they are able to master flying back into
position correctly and this seems to me a better
method than slipping back. I do hope you will
accept this explanation and find it helpful.

sail and disappear beyond the horizon. There
is often a sailplane making his noiseless circles
under the clouds.
When I look at him, deep in my soul I hear
the forgotten melody of a waltz and I think
about my love of soaring and how I would like
to have pen-friends so that I could discuss with
them my love of clouds, the shining sky and
gliders. Perhaps I will have a bit of happiness
and this letter can be in your wonderful
magazine. So please write to me dear friends!
MIKE NOWICKI, 87-132 Pedzewo, woj. Torun,
Poland.

THE APPROVED TALCUM POWDER

Dear Editor,
Platypus' store of gliding lore (what a
felicitous phrasel) is Quite extensive, but by no
means as accurate as mine. He tells an
, apocryphal tale about the retrieve of an
Olympia 463 conducted with a trailer already
full of glider and goes on to say it that it actually
took place eartier at the Mynd with an Olympia
2. (See the December issue p270.) Let me tell
you that it really happened in 1949, so it must
haVe been one of the original Olympia Is, and
the participants were the then Lord Lieutenant
of Shropshire as pilot and the then Captain of
Imperial College Gliding Club as retrieve driver.
Quite within living memory, the former has
been flying a Vega and the latter Is now employed by Lockheed Georgia. contemplating
rather bigger aircraft. The writer will confirm
that thEl "oaf in question" - just for once - did
not belong to Cambridge University but to
REQUEST FOR BRITISH CALENDAR
Imperial College,
You, the innocent reader, may have thought
Dear Editor,
that Platypus had exhausted the
I wonder whether other readers were, like
pharmaceutical aspects of soaring flight. (Also
me, disappointed to discover that the 1986
in the December issue.) By ,no means, for in
calendar on offer from the BGA was in fact
former times the chemical reSQl,l~S of
American. I am sure an all British calendar
Kirbymoorside were recruiledby Fred SlIngsby
could be produced; even using just the covers
on at least two occasions, The story of 1he offer
from SaG would make a fine calendar (October
of the dye used ,to mark sheep as a potential
excepted!). Maybe this year ...
water-paint for competition numbers in the
LUKE CRADAN, Stevenage, Herts.
days when they changed every comp is rather
dull and about as tortuous as this sentence.
Barry Rolfe, BGA admInistrator, replies: We
But the tale of the talc is otherwise.
have previously produced British gliding
A long time ago (the mature Q$ntle reader
calendars but unfortunately the demand has
will recall, and see p301 ofthe December
never been high enough to allow an economic
S&G) it was thought that WW3 could be won
print run. Therefore we were pleased to
on the playing fields of England by projecting
co-operate with the SSA in making available a
Slingsby Grasshoppers hither and yan,
1986 calendar which at least featured four
impelled by keentexhausted/bored/strong
excellent European photographs.
pupils, hauling on bungys. Slingsby'S had the
contract for the Grasshoppers, which were
really primary A-frames with "Cadet" wings.
PEN-FRIENDS WANTED
But what about the essential bungys?
The Air Ministry, or whoever dealt with such
Dear Editor,
matters In the early 195Os, put out a
For the first time in my life I have been lucky
specification. From now on, the tale may well
be apocryphal but I seem to recall that it was
enough to own a copy of S&GDecember-January 1980- so would like to send
told by Fred Slingsby himself; it Is however just
my late but hearty congratulations to the BGA
possible that the passaQ$ of about 35 years
on its 50th anniversary (now already 55!),
may have embroidered it a little. The bungy
I am 33 years-old and live in Poland on a
itself was easily come by; but the rest of the
little farm among the forest by the Wisla river
specification foresaw that it would baconwith hills on the north side. In the summer I like
signed to some MU, there to languish and
to look at the blue sky where the white clouds
perhaps even perish before ,being despatched
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to an English playing .field or perhaps even to
Foreign Parts. So, the bungy was to be wound
upon a drum of some specified minimum
diameter - also easily come by - and, whilst
being wound upon the drum, it was to be
delicately sprinkled with talc. Not just any old
talc, perfumed, as for babies' oottoms, .but
Approved Aeronautical Powdered Talo with a
Release Note, a substance which no longer
existed.
Nothing like this had happened since WlNt ,
when bungy was commonplace stuff for the
springing of undercarriages - as indeed it still

CANOPIES
Perspex replacement
units for most glass
and wood gliders. All
canopies are
moulded stress free
with a new technique
and with superb
optics.

Size range - from
as wide as a Motor
Falke to as long as
a K-13.

Immediate fitting
service if required.

BOB REECE, Rematic
SchoolHouse
Norton, Nr Worcester
lel Worcester
(0905) 821334

is fOf the remaining Austers and suchlike.
Slingsby's desired the contract and were not to
be defeated by the lack of a Release Note. By
devious means not revealed iby Fred, they
acquired a genuine WW1 Release Note for
powdered: talc: It looked like a Dead Sea scroll
but a Ilittle phOto-copying even In those preXerox days produced a sufficiently convincing
facsimile.
So the Approved Bungy was duly wound
upon the Approved Drum, carefully sprinkled
with talcum ,powder from the local chemist,
'babies' bottoms for the application to, backed
up by a perfectly genuine historical Release
Note.
Did any cadet come to grief. because the
Release Note pre-dated the talc by 35 years?
A moral somewhere, perhaps.
FRANK IRVING. London

SOLID CABLE WELDING

Dear Editor,
May I express my heartfelt thanks for all the
replies to my request for information on solid
cable welding.in the December issue, p295.
I have been highly amused by the "legend of
the full trailer" over the last few issues. (See
October, p224 and December, p270.) I believe
this has happened at every club throughout the
UK with the exception of Lasham. Had it
happened there Derek Piggott would of course
have written a book about it.
My own variation of this is that a Skylark
landed at Doncaster. The owner club (who
shall be nameless) sent an Olympia trailer. The
antics of the crew trying to fit a glider with a
three-piece wing into a trailer designed for a
two-piece wing was worthy of both Dad's Army
and Basil Fawity.
MIKE USHERWOOD, Huntington, Yorks.

TO ANSWER YOUR QUESTION . ..
Dear Editor,
Platypus wonders, and he's not the only one,
how does a lady deal with a call of nature,
miles high in a non-loo glider? (See the last
issue. pt6.) ,I did go into coosiderable detail on
this subject last year, as the problem presented
itself in a K-21 flying P2 with Wiltol1-Jones
round a' task at the Book.er Regionals. The
Editor, however, did oot consider the SUbject
suitable for a family magazine. and ,deleted the
details. Platypus can get away with anything. It
isn't fair!
I've always admired the elegant simplicity of
the plumbing arrangement enjoyed by the
opposite gender. As the little girl said, "That's a
handy thing to have on a ,picnic." Never mind.
We have advantages too, one of which is sheer
endurance. And, over the years, if I had any
pride or modesty, I .have lost them both. The
last time I ended up under pressure of
necessity, having entered at 800ft the smoke
from a large stubble fire, the subsequent ride to
SOOOft was so terr,ifying that I had to land at
Bicester and dash to the 100. "You could have
made it back to Booker" the Sergeant said, as
he hitched u.P the ,K-1 Jor a relight. I didn't

a
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care. It cost a £6.50 launch fee to spend a
J>enny at Bicester loot it was worth lit.
Best story at Booker on this theme was told
by a modest chap who went to Aboyne fOf a
Diamond height. There he was, ina sleek glass
glider, oxygen mask and moon boots, serenely
riding ttle wave to a glittering flpog&e in the
heavenly blue. Reminded, after a time, that
humble needs must be met, he neatly uSeQ
and knotted up a plastic bag and cast it to the
winds and thought no more about it. Some time
later, he came down at last and landed. Perf.ectty decent landing, so why was everybody
looking strangely at his glider?
"What is that funny lump on your yving?" they
asked, and he realised, blushing, that the funny
lump ·of yellow ice on the wing of the glider was
a bag of frozen pea, brought l>ack intact from
20000ft.
In the United States they advertise something handy for pilots. They call it a "Human
Element ,Range Extender". They do some
funny things over there, especially in California.
Warm climate. Lots of wide open spaces.
There is, can you ,imagine, a freedom-lOlling
bunch that ,practises parachuting in the
altogether. No kidding, they had it on the telly.
. Back ,to basics. Of course the sensible glider
pilot should include on the checklist a lastminute pee before strapping in. J used to
wonder why certain Booker pundits knelt in
prayer beside their gliders befor.e launching.
Hadn't thought of them as reverent types.
My own favourite ploy is a quiCk trip to the
Perimeter hedge. behind the O8F, confident that
the. remarkable' vision of my exposed posterior
wm not distract the pilot .on approach. The
student intent on landing Ms eyes only for the
glideslope. And I've never had any complaints
from instructors either. From the perspective of
the passing pilot. YOu may think you're big, but
you're not so big. A speck with two legs, a tiny
black dot on the ground, rlQ bigger than an ant.
The sky is so big and we are, despite our pride,
minute bipeds. So dOn't worry abovt it.
So much for pre-f1ight checks on the ground.
Once aloft, strapped in for a Shr flight on a
turbulent day, what can a pOOr gir1 do? In 1971,
Sheila Soott flew alone over the North Pole in a
Piper Aztec lwin; She had to manage With
Tupperware! What on earth did Amy Johnson
do? And imagine arrivil'l9 at last, simply bursting, to be met by twenty thousand people!
History does not record the humble. details of
how these brave women coped, but times :have
changed. If yOIll would like to know how this
particular pilot solved that particular problem.
you'll just have to buy my book. £6.60 from the
BOA, including postage, and they'll send it in: a
plain brown wrapper.
MARY MEAGHER, Oxford

ANOTHER TRANSLATIONl

Dear Editor,
Surely both translations of the Howard family
motto "Vo/o non Va/eo" quoted by The ArmChair Pilot in the last issue p17, are wrong? I
thought it meant: '" wish I didn't need
tranquilisers" .
TIM GODFREY, London
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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WEAK UNKS AND FLYING CABLE 'CHUTES

Dear Editor,
Following my description in the last August
issue, p181 , of being let off lightly when the
cable 'chute fouled my tailplane after the weak
link had operated (AcciOOnt Ref No. 85/16,
reported in the same issue, p186), I have a
couple of oornments arising from subsequent
correspondence/events/thoughts.
In asimilar incident elsewhere (Accident Ref
No. 85/56 reported in the December issue,
p292) the slrOpl'cbute again appear to have
fouled the upper surface of the tailplane. We
had seen such damage before but assumed it
to be due 10 unreported ground (mis) handling
(see John Stone's letter in the December issue,
p294). I am now wondering how many such
IncIdenls remain undetected and therefore
\IlI'ecorded.
Putting the weak link above/behind the
'chute as Messrs Batty and Mills suggest in
their letters in the October issue, p224, and
December, p295, respectively, may exchange
"my" problem with a flying 'chute for a number
ofolhers.
1. With the weak link well above/behind the
'chute, the latter will remain attached to the
cable when the weak 'link operates. Then,
trailing as much as 10m of strop rope with a
metal attachment flailing, it will be ready to foul
a passing aileron or tailplane, particularly if the
'chute billows.
2. Moving the weak link down to just above
the 'chute gets rid of the flailing strop rope
when the weak link operates but with it goes
the 'chute lop-load. The untensioned 'chute will
now be very volatile, prone to billowing and
fouling the glider.
3. If, desp~e hose covering etc, the strop/
cablefchute wraps around the mainwheel, a
weak link located above the 'chute will be aft
of, or wound into the ensuing tangle; either way
Kwill be rendered inoperative. A hang-up is
extremely dangerous at the best of times and
anyone nol convinced of this should read Nigel
Pringle's account (December 1983 issue,
p256) and Derek Piggott's comments on the
problem there and in his "Back to Basics"
series (the last issue, 1).14). A glider launched
w11h the cable attached at the mainwheel (or
llkid) tends IQ climb near-verticall'y and may be
overstressed to the pOint where the wings fold
up, unless there is a weak link to save il. If the
gilder does get to a safe height, and the cable
released or guillotined Dy the tow car/winch
driver, it then has to contend with several
hllldred$ of feet of cable dragging along the
ground. If this gets fouled and pulls down the
gilder, only 8 cable break is likely to save the
situation 10 once more having a useable weak
Ink is crucial.
4. On sites shared with powerful 'ets, their
vacuum cleaner action requires that anything
ctopped on or near the runway be qUickly
traced and removed (for reasons .of life, limb
8Ild site tenure). A 'chute attached to the strop
and failing slowly, following weak ,link
operation, can be readily tracked; a free-falling
piace of rope or cable Is another matter.
Over the )'ears I recall hearing or reading of
anumber of accidents or hairy incidents (the
ApriIlMay 1986

difference usually being fortuitous) due to
cables fouling wheels, skids, tailplanes or
aileron/wing gaps. I suggest that putting the
weak link above/behind the cable 'chute will
increase the frequency of such occurrences
and their severity. If it was ordained that I had
to tangle with a cable 'chute, my preference is
most definitely for the free-flying variety; please
keep the weak link below the 'chute!
TONY GEE, Godalming, Surrey
PRAISE FOR MYND WINCH
Dear Editor,
Peter SalisbUry's letter in the last issue, p36,
failed to stress the really superb turn-round
time of the Midland GC's winching set-up.
I was introduced to it in 1962 when it was in
its infancy and it was astonishing how quickly
beginners picked up the system. Where else
can a system offer two K-211s pretty well nonstop, launching on a five minute circuit day?
No mUlti-drum set-up is going to compare
with the launch rate over the Mynd's terrain
and l,om convinced that on airfietd sites it would
also, show a more rapid launch.-rate. There is
no possibility ot cable over-lays which can
happen on the multi-cable set-up if the retrieve
tractor doesn't steer a dead straight course,
The Mynd system will also reduce the wear to
the grass in wet conditions.
The clever use 01 a VW car engine currently
run on LP gas driven through a standard VW
transmission into a cable winding gear has
been mechanically proved tor over 20yrs what surprises me is that more clubs haven't
also adopted this highly effective system.
I only wish I, could get to the Mynd more
often to, appreciate the "fastesllnthe West!"
M. J'. WILSHERE, Watford, Herts.
HANG GLIDERS
Dear Editor,
I liked the opening to 'Harold Vales' item
about hang gliders in the February issue, p35.
He managed to include a surprising amount of
valuable data in a single, column. We all need
to know about the flying characteristics of those
we share the air 'with.
I've taken SaG tor a number of years
because It helps me understand cockpit glider
characteristics. It's also enjoyable and has
often helpecl '0 improve my hang gliding skills.

There is much in common between the two
fonns of aviation.
Both fonns of glider are flown by pilots
attempting to understand and use the elements
to fly, whereas other aviators put their faith in
power and seek to avoid the very conditions we
enjoy and exploit. In my experience, this generates considerable kinship between us, and
makes for very interesting conversations. I
have never met a glider pilot whose company I
didn't enjoy.
Harold has had to simplify his description of
hang glider characteristics. There are a lot of
different hang gliders flying today, so
generalisations are difficult. Almost as difficult
as generalising about cockpit gliders! Most
modern high performance hang gliders begin to
go into "mush mode" at 18mph. (They do not
stall radically if slowed down gently, as there is
no tail to continue flying when the main wing is
begining to go.~ They are capable of speeds of
more than 5Omph, but the glide angle at this
sort of speed is ,poor - still useful for getting out
of those excessive areas of sink though I The
sink fate and handling, qualities are much better
in the mid 20s, and the air slips pleasantly by.
At more than SOmph you can begin to wish for
a cockpit!
There is an area above our heads that
restricts vision. It's"not much of a handicap, as
when we are thermalling upwards we are circling' with enough bank to reveal where we are
goingl. I doubt that even another hang glider
could remain hidden, above' for loog.
The comparative speed of a cockpit glider is
such that it would not 'be able to stay in our
blind area for a significant time. A hang glider
can only oulclimb a cockpit ,glider where there
is rising air that only the hang glider can get
into. It may t>e the more power'ful part of a
larger thenmal, of, course. When both gliders
enter the 'same big' thermal (they must be due
soon!) the lighter craft Iias less 'inertia and will
respond to the rising air more quickly. That is a
brief advantage. SuPerior sink 'rate soon makes
up this mifference.
There is no blind spot to, a hang glider pilot's
rear, except during the landing flair. A positive
effort is reqUired to turn and look back. I
suspect this is another similarity between the
two sports?
DAVID BEDDING, Chaffont St. Giles, Bucks

NEW!

C OF A OVERHAULS

from JSW SOARING

TO ALL TYPES OF SAILPLANES
BY BGA INSPECTOR

Flight planning folding ruler:
- miles & kilometres
- turn point template
- metric conversions
- cross-country check list

Only £2.50
Also JSW Calculators
£5.50 & £9
'Dolphin' Vario conversions
£30 & £48
Vario test kits
£2.50
£8
Soaring Game (48K Spectrum)
+ tubes, connectors, valves etc. for
fastidious fettlers!

clo LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY.
LASHAM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS.

I'

JOHN SMOKER
9ANSONWAY
BICESTER, OXON
Tel: Bicester 0869 245422

RESTORATIONS
and repairs to wooden gliders
of all ages a speciality
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Copy and photographs for the JuneJuly Issue of S&G should be sent to
the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's Way,
Cambridge CB1 4NH, telephone 0223
24n25, to arrive not later than April 8
and for the August-september issue to
arrive not later than June 10.
GILLlAN SRyeE-SMITH
February 12

ANGUS (Arbro8th)

Mike McGreavey was thanked at the AGM for
his hard work as chairman. Our annual
dinner-dance was a great success thanks to
Norma's organisation. Awards were presented
by our new chairman, Mike Davidson, as follows: club ladder, Ron Smith, with Martin Davis
as runner-up, and best up and coming pilot,
Karen Rodgers.
Mike Davidson and Ron Smith had good
wave flights in December reaching 9500tt and
7500tt respectively.
M.K.
AQUILA (Hlnton-in-the-Hedges Airfield)

Our overriding concem at the moment is the
proposed Upper Heyford special rules zone
which threatens a number of local clubs directly
and practically every cross-country pilot to
some degree.
However we struggle on giving our winch a
refurbished pay-on gear on one side and hopefUlly weatherproofing the cab. Our second K-7
is being re-covered and our hangar workshop
security is improVed with a new door.
R.D.
AVON (Bidford on Avon)

Our membership has doubled in a year and
with course bookings looking healthy a mega
year is in prospect. We have another autumn
eXpedition to Feshiebridge from OCtober 4 to
November 2.
The arrival of our pool table in the clubhouse
was celebrated with a tournament. We look
forward to seeing old friends from other clubs
during the year and welcoming new ones.
Finally, congratulations to John Jones our
first solo pilot in 1986.

0.0.
BANNERDOWN (RAF Hullavington) .
We had a successful Christmas party and kept
our tradition of flying on Christmas Day.
At the AGM in January trophies were
awarded as follows: Navigation trophy, Ben
Bennett; Best Flight trophy, Colin Masters for
his 300km in the Skylark 3; Best Ab-initio,
Rachel Barns; Most Progress trophy, Derek
Findlay who became an assistant Cat, did a lot
of instructing and flew a 300km and Club
Member of the Year was Pete Butt for ground92

work and' instructing. JOhn Bum was presented
with a RAFGSA Cer1ificate of Merit for ten
years' continuous service to the RAFGSA. The
Aspirants' Irophy went to the RAF Locking contingent, Whose ab-initiOs are trained al Bannerdown, for being the statkln with the greatest
number 'of solos In the year.
We had a successful week in January when
a contingent from Cranwell flew with us. On
December 24 Geoff Stinchcomb stayed up for
35min for a Bronze leg and congratulations
also to John Char1ett-Green, eFl, on going so10
in the Motor Falke. We welcome Martin and
Wep(fy !Durham.
Met, lDawsoA, John Joiner, Trevor HQPe and
ColiI'! Masters !lave completed a RT licence
course and aroused so much interest, another
course is being ofgal'!ised. We are installing CB
radios in tile retrieve trucks to give us winch/
bus/retrieve communication.
V.R.D.

The third event was the arrival of a Nimbus
26 - the most expensive glider we've ever had.
The syndicate is I'lQw saving I,JP for the insurance.
V.H.
BOOKER (Wycornbe Air Patk)

After an' exhausting 1985 which saw the new
hangar and new clubhouse sorted out to
accommodate the bigger fleet and worse
weather, respectively, we look forward to the
odd foreign trip such as Aboyne.
By the end ()f January the postal barrage of
MPs. in the battle for Upper Heyford resulted in
over 120 members expending nearly a quarter
of B million words, with 40 personal visits and
some 200 stamps.
Our courses are nearly full, so if 'interested
write soon.
M.F.C.

BICESTER (RAFGSA Centre)

BORDERS (Milfield)

For the first time for years we flew on Christmas Day and had a party and fireworks display
to see in the New Year.
Congratulations to Duncan Smith, Wolfran
Kahl, John May and Liz Tabor on going solo
and to Bob Birkett who has soloed in the
Chipmunk to become our newest tug pilot.
At a lively AGM, the Novice trophy was presented to Paul "Muppet" Welch; the Delafield
trophy to Gary Buckner and the Daniels' trophy
to Bruno Brown for his unselfish and unceasing
work on the new airfield bus.
S. &J.

A new hangar is top of the shopping list for our
new Galewood site. At present mains water
and electricity are being installed and drainage
problems are still being tackled. Permission
has been granted for a small caravan for club
members.
We continue to put a great deal of effort,
both practical and financial, into the project and
hope to be using the site this summer, so anyone passing to and from Scotland will be welcome to sample this excellent soaring area.

BLACK MOUNTAINS (Talgarth)

An important recent event was the formal hearing in December into the planning restrictions
imposed on our operations by the Brecon
Beacons' National Park. We are still waiting for
the outcome but thank the BGA for its help and
Bill Scull in particular.
Despite some very wet weather we fly
whenever possible and Sunday, January 12,
was the best day with strong westerly wave.
Numerous pilots stopped their climbs at
14000ft through lack of oxygen. Mike Costin
had the best climb to 20 000fI and Johnathan
Kingerlee the most enterprising, collecting a
Diamond height and then flying downwind to
Enstone. (See also Enstone report.)
WD.M
BLACKPOOL & FYLDE (Chipping)

We have had three rare events during the last
six months. Bob Pettifer, CFI, gained Gold
height recently over the site, which was just
reward for the many months of patient negotiations between us and NATS, and our gratefUl
thanks to Bill Scull for his help. Happily, in
theory, we may now get Silver height at any
time - a phone call to Manchester ATC (who
have been most co-operative) will open up AI
to FL140.
Then we were presented with a plaque by
the Scouting movement in thanks for the air
experience flights given over the years to
scouts and guides who attend nearby Wadicor
camp.

T.P.
BRISTOL & GLOUCESTERSHIRE
(Nympsfield)

We flew during the February snow on some
lovely clear scenic days. The Cs of A are progressing well and the new winch is being fitted
with Tost parts to give it two drums.
We have a summer expedition to Gap,
France, are making preparations for the 15
Metre Class Nationals in June and our new
manager, Gordon Bishop, has made a good
start.
M.B.
BUCKMINSTER (Saltby Airfield)

It's about two years since our last report. Last
season wasn't good but six pilots went solo
and Hamish McDonald and Peter Coleman
completed their Silver Cs. Our pilots also did
well in Regionals but our Inter-Club League
performance can only improve.
Rob Cook took over from Bruce Cooper as
CFI. Our thanks to Bruce, whose job took him
away, for all his efforts.
A group of keen new members are converting a bus for launch point use, fettling the club
Skylark 3 and helping with the new winch.
Three of them have bought a K-6E which is our
first new syndicate for several years.
Another group have taken the club's Astir to
Sutton Bank for an extended stay in the hope
of finding wave.
There is a renewed interest in winch launching and Bill Munns is supervising the building of
a new twin-drum winch. An impor1ant aim is to
provide cheap, efficient launching for novices
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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and early solo pilots. The cross-country pundits
wll stillalJ"lCh behind the Scout and we hope
Ihey wit also fly in the Saltby Regionals from
August 2-11). Frank Cox and the comp committee have put a lot of work into this week and we
would like to see you here!
R.N.C.

CHANNEL (Waldershare Park. Nr Dover)
We are pleased to have gained planning consent for Waldershare Park as a permanent gliding site.
We have nine new members since Christmas. Winter projects haye included completing
the first Falke hangar, giving one of our
ex-RAF Wilde winches a Daimler engine and
doing the new three year Cs of A on both the
mob' gRders.

LS.
CHILTERNS (RAF Halton)
Wave has been contacted and there have been
extended soaring flights on our ridge. Roger
EDwood Wade and Trev Sadler have their 5hrs,
Roger in !he K·7, and congratulations also to
Les Fellows on his full Cat rating.
The informal winter lectures, covering a wide
range of subjects from ground handling to
c:ross-eoontry flying, have been most successful. Our newest private glider is John Allison's
T-21 which is eagerly anticipated by us all.
We welcome Jerl'Y Neild from Germany and
Sam Edwards "on loan" from Fenlands and
laY farewell to Tim Dickinson; our DCFI,
posted to Cyprus. Tim has given us much
enthusiasm and experience and will be greatly
missed.

T.S.
COTSWOLD (Aston Down)
Mo the AGM in January, Larry Bleaken retired
as chairman atter three years. Larry has been
with the clUb since the mid 1960s and was
responsible primarily for the acquisition of our
lite. We owe him a great debt of gratitude and
at our olllner-dance we showed our appreciaIon by presenting him with a painting by John
Coleman at himself flying a Dagling when he
went solo by mistake in Germany in 1950 after
one ground hop. We have a new committee
undefthe chairmanship of Ken !Joyd.
We art nearing completion of the last round
oflransaetions to rationalise our land holdings
and have started erectingl the hangar (12 ooosq
I) Ihat has been in bits fOf four years.
Last year we had more ,than 200 crosscountries with Jonathan Beard and Steven
Ferguson collecting Diamond 'goals; Dave
Mayo ftew Silver distance in September and
cross-countries and Bronze legs were nown in
November. Congratulations to Derek Darlow,
Mike Levitt and Mike Gribble on going solo and
to Oavid and Vanessa Mayo on their Bronze

Cs.
D.G.R. & L.M.B.
COVENTRY (Husbands Bosworth)
To provide more winter activity. mid-week flyis enoouraged, particularly TuesdayThursday, and we have cheaper flying rates for

no
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members working on the airfield before 8.30,
which has brought new enthusiasm and earlier
starts!
Our holiday courses, which start in March,
include aerotows and winch launches at a fixed
price. The task week is May 24-June 1.
New arrivals include a K-13 and a recently
qualified instructor called "Slasher" - we are
sure they will both be assets. For those who
want to keep their feet on the ground, we have
an aerobics class in the clubhouse on Sunday.
D.L.S.

CRANWELL (RAFGSA)
After o\Jr AGM in November the chairman's
wife, Penny Smith, presented the trophies.
We held a fund raising auction In the clubhouse when members donated various items.
Julia Shearwood and Dave Montgomery
have gone solo and Graham Pitchfork resoloed. We welcome back Liam McErlean who
is now secretary.
S.J.H.
DARTMOOR (&ento;)
We had an Interesting winter talk on the locally
designed SAH 1 light aircraft by the designer,
Syd Holloway, and test pilot, AVM Geoff
Cairns. '" is hoped to start a production line in
Plymouth within the year.
With our site deep in mud we have been flying from other club fields such as North Hill and
Perranporth.
As soon as the winter rains ease we will be
hard at WM dOUbling the width of our landing
area which should improve the launch rate.
Our dinner-dance was a great success.
F.G.M
DEESIDE(Aboyne Airfield)
Annual awards Included Steve Walker (distance), Chris Marren (height) and Dave Stewart
(best novice, including night rating - but that's
another story!). The height of 22000ft was
quite mediocre, achieVed by chance north of
the Cairngorms during a cross-country in
southerly wave. Many experienced pilots climb
only as necessary 10 achieve the task, often
leaving Z-3k1 even though this could take them
several thousand feet higher. Several pilots,
Chris included, have agreed that the cup cannot in future be won for a mere 22oooft, so will
have to devote at least some flying to the (tedious?) business of going high.
Winter flying has been less curtailed than
usual and we have operated off snow on several occasions. There has been plenty of wave,
though often mid-week. (In the depths of winter
we ny mainly weekends only.) How about a
220km triangle on December 22, the day after
the shortest day? Can any other club match
this?
K.A.H.
DEVON & SOMERSET (North Hill)
Cold and sun conspired to pop thermals like
champagne corks on January 25 when many
gliders were launched to 1500 to 2000ft by our
new winch, showing a 50% improvement in the
launch rate.

Hedging and ditching for the NE extension is
underway; a Sports Council grant decision is
imminent. A small extension to the main
hangar for improVed hangar packing is progressing.
Dennis Gosling, John Middleton, Frank
Smith and Carolyn Garnham have soloed;
Eddie Bromw.ell, Dave Brummitt ~nd John
Pursey have their Bronze Cs and Chris
Davison Silver C.
At the December AGM, John Fielden presented "Pop's Pot" fot the second task week in
memory his father who had' a I'ong
association with the club Including 24yrs as
vice-presideot; the first holder is Phil Hogarth.
Other awards were: progress, Stephen FilZgerald and. Jonathan Smith; height gain, Simon
Minson and lan Mitchell (Eagle); best crosscountry and first. task week, Tim Gardner; club
ladder, Dave Rellly (who else?); best competition, Gordon Peters and Tony Price and
two-seater challenge, John Barrow and lan
Mitchell (Eagle). Last year's "Wily Old Bird"
was tugmaster Ken Jenkins.
I.D.K.

0'

DORSET (Old SaTUm)
There is still winter flying at the weekends and
we've even had a "soaring" day caused by a
frontal wave sitting bang over the airfield.
Congratulations to Barry Thomas and John
Goddard on attaining their full Cats.
J.B.
Obituary - Jim L1negar

Sadly I must report the untimely death last
autumn of our secretary, Jim Linegar, Jim was
a member of the club for four years and was
qUick to involve himself in all the jobs that keep
a club going from painting our assorted
vehicles and caravans to glider maintenance,
and for the past two years as secretary. We will
miss him. Our sincere condolences to his
family, particularly to his wife Win.
JiII Burry (chairman)

EAST SUSSEX (Ringmer)
We have had some good winter flying days
with Steve Riley and Malcolm Sheppard completing their Bronze Cs, Godtrey Herrin has
treated himself to a DG-3OO, Alan Hall a
Ventus and a L-Spatz syndicate has joined us.
Due to a shortage of funds we have put off
our plans fOf a new clubhouse but have
planning consent to convert our workshop Into
a temporary one to replace the caravan. Our
thanks to Margaret Batchelor, Joyce Head and
helpers who are raising funds for the
clUbhouse. The New Year's party was a terrific
success.
We hope to have more courses this year and
air experience evenings. We have two
expeditions to Talgarth, the first in April.
J.S.
ENSTONE (Enstone AIrfield)
We have SUddenly found ourselves amongst
I the fortunate (?) few with our airfield up for
sale. The committee is working feverishly to
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EB75 LOW-PROFILE PARACHUTE
•

All-up, weight 6.9kg

•

IRVIN ltightweighl 1.24 canopy

•

Contoured, 3-pin side opening pack:
Length 550mm; Width .360mm;
Depth between 65mm x 80mm

•

3-point quickly adjustable harness

•

Full packing and servicing instructions

•

Suitable for Aircraft, Gliders and Helicopters

IRVlN
Also available
The IRVIN EB62
and EB73

For full details write to:

Sales Department, IRVIN Great Britain Limited, Letchworth, Herts SG6 1EU
Tel: Letchwarth (0462) 686262 Telex: 82198

5PEC~Hl~ST

5YSTErJI~

MIKE YORKE AND TIM NEWPORT-PEACE
32 fERN HILL LANE, CAMBERLEY, SURREY GU17 9HA
0276 33706/65876
Telex 966676 PMFAB G

* NEW *

TR7203 WATTS OUTPUT
ALL AIRBAND CHANNELS & VOR ATIS
3 USER MEMORIES
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
REMOTE SPEAKER/MIC
HEAVY DUTY BATIERY
VARIOUS OTHERS
CAA APPROVED

THE REPAIR SPECIALISTS

AlL AIRBAND COMMS CHANNELS
OUTPUli 2 WATIS MIN
2 WATTS AUDIO
CARBON AND EM MICS
FITS 2~" PANEl.. SPACE
CM APPROVED
ALL PRICES INCWDE VAT

ALL AIRBAND CHANNELS & VOR ATIS
10 USER MEMORIES & SCANNING
MANY ADVANCED FEATURES
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
NOT CAA APPROVED AT PRESS DATE
PHONE FOR OETAILS

*

*

--.SmowELL

•

NOW IN OUR 25th YEAR

~LPLANES ~

WE REPAIR: GLASS LLOYD'S
APPROVED

GL12A GLIDER RADIO

IC·A2 5 WATTS output £454.25

STEEL -

ALLOY -

WOOD
RAPID
SERVICE

TUG AIRCRAFT REPAIRS AND RE-COVERS
VINTAGE AIRCRAFT REBUILDS
FULLY QUALIFIED STAFF

SHEPLEY LANE, HAWK GREEN, MARPLE, CHESHIRE SK6 7JW

Tel. 061·427 2488

I

YOUVE GOT TO HAVE STYLE'

I

Without doubt the most established and experienced glider trailer manutacturers in the UK. The Biggest by being the best for
Quality and Service. Over 160 buill to date.
Selected for Ministry of Defence, RAF. Air Cadets Contract

"42 AMF Trailers at '85 Lasham Camps"

"PROBABLY THE BEST TRAILERS OF ALL TIME!"

ADD Auto Reverse and GRP. self colour mudguards now standard.
ALSO GRP Locking DV Panels, solo towing gear, trestles and our
su perb range of fittings to order.

NEWS Our continued development has now proven our new
Bonding isealing system which means no more loose rivets.
Even iess maintenance at no extra cost.

Call in, ring or write for details

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS
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0488 72224
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raise the required cash in the short time
lVaiIable.
On January 12 Jonathan Kingerlee gained
DIamond height at Talgarth and flew downwind
back to Enstone, arriVing with plenty of height.
The two Talgarth expeditions were also
rewarded with a Gold height for Tony Cox.
Jane Nash completed her full Cat rating to
become the ~est woman to do so and she
IIso found Gold height at Dishforth.
Anew look committee was elected at our
AGM wltn Ken Sparkes as chairman. Our
flanks tl Eric Giles who, retired from the post
aIIer many years on the committee.
Our new introductory course has produced a
numberofsb-initios and the Regionals' bookings n more advanced than ever before.
GoD. & R.J.P.8.

ESSEX (North Weald)
CM expedition to the long Mynd in December
produced some excellent flying including wave.
MaIk Newland-Smith landed at RAF Shawbury,
after turning ludlow!
Geofl Lynch completed his 5hrs at Dunstable
on JanU8/Y 12 and Ariane Dearden her Bronze
Ca year to the day she joined the' club. Tony
Hookway, AleoMalyon and Mike Stringer now
have their SLMG PPls.
I'm told that if I want a C of A on my glider I
must retrospectively mention that Pete Manley
(00-202) and Tony Manwaring (OG-200) flew
DIamond distances during 1985.
Sid Smith has moved away and is instructing
BI Nympslleld and John Buckles has retired
Irom Instructing after nearly 20 years.
We are replacing our aged club K-8 with a
new single-seater.

T-21 which we, look forward to flying when the
snow stops.

is one of the keenest for a long time and they
are even helping out with trailer fettling. Our
instructors have been busy with a succession
of weekend courses.
We had a successful expedition to Sutton
Bank before Christmas, taking the K-8 and
ASW-19. The ASW-19 is back at Talgarth but
we can't find anyone brave enough to go there
and fly it.
M.B.J.

J.P.
HERON (RNGSA Yeoviltofl)
We stopped glidingl for two months to wait for a
new hangar access road. With an Easter task
week at Merryfield, IIminsler we hope 10 make
up for 10$1 time. At least we had the opportunity
to work on the gliders and have gained two
more glass-fibre experts.
We aim to continue, the spurt of crosscountry and badge flights which began last
summer and to organise mo expeditions to
encourage our growing enthusiasm.

W.W.

.

HIGHLAND (DaIlachy)

--....,-:~-.-=....- - .
I

KENT (ChaJlock)
Our Christmas party at the clubhouse was a
huge succeS$ - Our Ihanks to Jean Austen and
her 'staff for the exce'Uent meal,
Some took advantage Of the strong southwesterly winds 1n December to fly the standard
ridge run to Rochester and ba~k, both single
and two-seaters achieving the flight.
Plans are underway to cerebrate our 30th
birthday this year. The club in its present form
was founded in April 1956 at Detling prior to its
move to the present site at Chanock.
Finally congt'atulations go to Richard Davies
on going solo.
J.W.

p.a

ESSEX & SUFFOLK (Whstfield)
Congratulations to our new solo pilots, Wally
King and Peter Cross.
Wrth two operational tugs again we are able
b loan one to Rattlesden on a regular basis to
give them aerotow experience from their site.

Robert Tail of Highland GC, who went solo on his
16th birthday and 1hel'l oonverted to the K-8, is
phQIographed with his father, Jim Tait, an instructor,
by the Northern &or,

R.C.A
FULMAR (RAF Kinloss)
We have a new winch which has allowed our
bus winch a well deserved service. We have
~oyed new hangar facilities this winter now
being enscooced with the car club,
Alan Clarke is still CFI and Carol Simmonds
lie deputy. We are having a bonus - an airfield
II1ut down for four months from July for runway

/8P8irs.

W.G.

HAMBLETON$ (RAF Dishforth)
we had some varied weather during our
extended tJytng over Christmas and the New
Year. Congratulations to Mick Bowman, Gold
height, Peter Wilson, Silver height and Bronze
leg, Damian leroux, on going solo, and Mandy
Walker on her marginal Diamond.
We had a successful western evening and a
IPIendid Christmas dinner. We are pleased to
welcome Leeds University's smartly painted
April!May 1986

HUMBER (RAF Scsmpton)
We congratulate Vinca, and Deanna Rooke on
going solo, Deanna beating Vince by a week she has now graduated' tQ the K-8, hotly
pursued by Vince.
Al the AGM in November Irophies were presented 10 TQny Smith (hardest worker); Andy
Gibson (af>-in1tio 10 achieve the highest
standard). who was awarded the tray and the
Vicar's pot for'the first completed Bronze C of
the year and Chris Gildea (for the fastest
100km). gained the CFI's 'trophy.
Kev Atkinson has taken over as treasurer
from Dave Cockbum who has disappeared
overseas. Our thanks to Dave for doing such a
~ job, We are hoping to arrange passenger
evenings and an expedition to Portmoak.
T.J.
IMPERIAL COLLEGE (Lasham Airfield)
Despite a '1on9 absence fromS&G we continue
to flourish. lasl October's intake of "freshers"

INKPEN (Airfield)
As If the weather hasn't done enough, leaving
us well down on launcheS last year; strong
winds lifted the Blanik against its peket ropes
SO hard the Wings were written off and a new
fin and rudder have had to be fitted.
We have :booked an extra tug and K-21 for a
large air experience party in April. Course
bookings are going well and the task week
starts in late July to which other clubs are
invited.
There has been an expedition tQ Talgarth
and congratulatioos to Bill Murray on completing his Gold C with a, height gain at Aboyne
in October, also to Andy Durbin, an expatriate
in the USA, who completed all three Diamonds
with a distance flight.
We hope to have a Motor Falke for a week in
July for the benefit of the Bronze candidates.
I.D.

I'

KESTREL (RAF Odiham)
Our chairman, Brigadier Peter Swinhoe, Is retiring from the S.erviCes and we welcome our new
chairman, MajQ/' Alao Thompson. Many thanks
to Peter tor aft' he has done on our behalf aur·
ling his term of office.
The autumn expedition to Aboyne resulted in
a Gold height tor ferry Jaggers.
In December we ran a very successful "inhouse" Instructors' course resulting In seven
gaining, their Assistant rating.
In January the K',23 was damaged on Iandiog and the pilot, "Andy" Causer, was taken to
hospital; we hope she will Soon recover.
The bad weather and other factors have so
affected our inoome our charges must be
raised 10 recover the deficit.
T~ K-6CF! (Echo 'Echo Whisky) syndicate
has disbanded but the aircraft remains at
Odiham haVing been purchased by Ramsay
Brown.
P.W.A.
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LAKES (W8Iney Airfield)
Our new clubhouse was completed In time to
. ensure the $lJCC8$$ the summer courses last
year. Our thanks as ever to the course cook,
Pauline Reeve.
Peter Lewis gained Gold height, Michael
Sacller went solo and Rod Murfitt won the club
ladder trophy.
We welcome Jim Cook and friends with their
Skylark 4 and congratulate Chris Dobson for
his achievements In his lovely Dimona. Bookings for the courses organised by Peter Lewis
are going well.
M.S.

0'

LASHAM (Lasham Airfield)
Despite the bad season, our flying results were
almost as good as in 1984. For example, full
flying members are up by 50 to 770 (inclUding
colleges), launches nearly the same at 32200
(inclUding 13100 aerotows) and club crosscountries only slightly down at 95000km compared with 102000km in 1984 with four flights
of over 600km.
Despite the weather we've had a crop of
solos, notably Derek Trice (Hilary Stewart's
father) after a very short period of instruction. A
number of members have been on expeditions
including Sam Mummery who sampled gliding
in India.
We miss Pete Disdale, a full-time instructor
for eight years and the last few as deputy CFI,
who left in the autumn. Our best wishes also to
Bob Bickers on a speedy recovery from motor
accident injuries.
A. J. R.
Obituary - George Truscott
It is with great sadness we record the death of
George Truscott at Lasham at the end of 1985.
George will long be remembered for his floral
creations in the clubhouse as well as for
numerous other contributions to club life.
He was a member for many years and flew
such exotic things as Swallows and hot-air
balloons. He will be sadly missed and we offer
our condolences to his sister, Frances.
A. J. Robertaon

LONDON (Dunstable)
Our van Gelder winch arrived with the snow,
thus preventing its Dutch chaperones from giving us any Instruction. The next weekend, even
without full power, it hurled a K-21 to previously
unheard of heights. We are now re-educating
ourselves in the new launch technique required
for this powerful beast.
We have a new tug pilot, John Edwards from
Bicester. We have been visited by members
from Duxford, Lasham and Booker for winter
hill soaring as well as one hardy North Weald
type who did his 5hrs, and Frank Pozerskls
whose ASW-22 has been wintering with us.
We have instituted PI training courses and
received over 4000 inquiries about ab-initio
courses following a national advertising campaign, so will experiment with 15 man courses.
Congratulations to Derek Sear on becoming
a regional examiner and to Roy Wall, Martin
Meyers and Warren Gibbs on first solos.
D.S.
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MARCHINGTON (Marchington Airfield)
The atrocious weather in 1985 is reflected in
our returns with launches well down on 1984.
Our congratulations to John Skinner on
going solo.
The January gales worked the upper bolts
loose on our hangar doors but fortunately Don
Stevenson was passing and spent an hour getting them closed.
Christmas present flight vouchers went like
hot cakes and gave a boost to our winter
income.
P.A.W.

MENDIP (Weston-Super-Mare)
Hilary Perry gained her Silver height on a BGA
course and Derek Halkyard his Bronze legs.
Our height record was broken in October when
Chris Crabb and Bob Merritt exceded 10000ft
from a winch launch, both without a barograph, Bob making 11 600ft.
A PIK 20e recently Joined our syndicate neet.
February started well with our north ridge giVing many Bronze legs.
When Phil Hogarth landed in a field he met
the farmer's daughter, Gill Coles, and they
have become engaged.

respectively and Norman Clowes hopes to
organise a 20 strong syndicate to buy a T-31
for fun flying.
.
Our dinner-dance in February was a great
success as usual. Our task weeks will be May
26-31 and August 25-31 when visiting pilots
will be welcome. The combination of eompetitive but fun tasks, low launch fees, a small daily
entry fee and no airspace restrictions make our
weeks enjoyable. We have camping and caravan facilities and some clubhouse accommodation. To reserve your place please write to the
CF:I, Tibenham Airfield, tong Stratton, Norfolk.

8.5.
NORTHUMBRIA
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R.P.

MIDLAND (Long Mynd)
Despite "Tuggy" Bradley's continuing efforts to
revel the airfield to a billiard table like surface,
this is not the reason why the next edition of
the South of England 1:500000 chart will show
the Long Mynd as being 100ft lower than it
used to be!
Present charts show our airfield as 15000
'but it's clear from large scale maps this is inaccurate. This has been pointed out to the CCA
who have determined the site is 1411 ft amsl.
The difference isn't large but it could mean
that aspiring Silver distance pilots now need to
fly 2.5km less under the 1'% rule from this site!
We flew a record number of hours in 1985.
Our task week is from July 19-27.
Congratulations to Mike Morris, Stefan
Ratayak, Soot! Mansell and Tom Jurdison on
going solo.
N.B.
NENE VALLEY (RAF Upwood)
At our AGM in December we welcomed two
new committee members, Jim Rignall and Mike
Haddock, and thanked Lee Parker, PR, who is
leaving for the USA. We hope to update our
club fleet with a glass-fibre glider and another
K-7.
We want to improve our facilities and have
hopes of getting offices and classrooms for
ground school studies.
Six have gone solo, Tim Wiltshire, Bill
Barnum, Mike Haddock, Launce Fox, Mike
Chandler and Paul. Our only female ab-initio,
sara Haddock, is progressing nicely.

W.8.
NORFOLK (Tibenham Airfield)
After winter planning, it appears the race is on
for the first 500km flight from our site. Tony
Walsh and Brendan sargeant have reequipped with an ASW-20FlP and ASW-20L

When Oavld MOS$ started gliding at the Norttunbria
GC as an eight year-old his grandmother promised
that as soon as he was allowed 10 carry passengers
she would be one 01 the ,first. .And in November 'David,
now 19 years-old, took his 85 year-old grandmother,
Mrs Jeanie Anderson, lor a flight in the club K-7
despite the lact she now has two artificial hips. The
photograph was taken after the flight by DaviQ's
lather, Tony.

The weather has given us very few flying days
this winter. We are therefore eagerly awaiting
spring with Wednesday flying and instruction
courses beginning again in April.
Martin Davies and Keith Macgreggor have
soloed and Norman Crawford has re-soloed
with Bronze flights by lan Blackie and Bruce
Grant.
S.M.H.

OUSE (Rufforth)
At our lively annual dinner, complete with Morris dancers, the awards were presented as follows: Club Ladder and Wilt Coulsey trophy
(longest handicapped distance), Mark Thompson; Novices Ladder, David Jones; Anthony
Foster memorial for most promising young
pilot, Moray and Meg Stark; Alan Simpson trophy (longest Silver distance), Neil Ashworth;
Buck trophy (best gain of height), George
Broadhead; Spanner award (for two crosscountries of 5 and 1 mile), Alan Meredith and
Chairman's award, Richard Challand.
Andrew Batters has taken over as CFI from
John Mawson. Our thanks to John who has
served two terms as CFI and has been our
chairman.
SAILPLANE & GLIDING
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Tom Stoker completed his Gold C with a
height galA in mid December when there were
several other good flights inclUding Gold height
IorBryan Taytor. Chris Edghill. Roy Nuza,
Brtan Robertson and Jenny Webster have
gone solo. Sadly Jaroslav Nyc, who was ready
to go solo but had been delayed for medical
reasons. collapsed and died from a heart
attack while on a skiing holiday in France. He
will be missed by many members and our
sympathies go to his wife, Carol.
R.T.
OXFORD (Weston on the Green)
Our original proposal to erect a hangar was
lUbmitted nearly two years ago and after
runerous meetings and the consideration of
bJrdi"er~t locations, work has at last started
IIld should be finished by the spring with a
gand q>ening planned. Our thanks go to Normlrl Machin and JOhn Giddins for their work on
Ill. project, with Jane Randle assisting in the
politics of the situation.
We had a successful AGM followed by a
disco. We have a new committee led by Chris
Emson as chairman. John Giddins retiring after
fw" years and SElveral years on the committee.
Since the autumn we have had to rig our
gI1ders daily which ,has affected our launches
but not ourenthuslasm. Four gliders were
taken on 1YI expedition to Talgarth but there
were a mumber of non flying days.
We have been writing to MPs regarding the
Upper Heyford zone which is the thin edge of
the wedge and mum be fought.
H.J.S.
PEGASUS (RAF GOters/oh)
We have flown during the winter with quite a
few launches on Christmas Day. Congratulations to Denise Ford on going solo.
Terry Ackerman and Richard Hill had enjoyable leaving pMies and we are also sad to say
goodbye to lan Smith and Mark Grace. Our
sympathy goes to BOO Bicker who is in hospilaI.
R.D.G.H.
PHOENIX (RAF BrOggen)
After long winter flying our Tost winch is being
serviced. We havQ a mini expedition to Blsperode, W. Germany from April 1-11.
Congratulations to Frank lindop, Paddy
YOlmg and Pete Smart on going solo and to
Sue Cavener and Andy Hyslop on flying SOkm
In September for their Silver Cs.

P.M.
SHALBOURNE (Rivar Hill, Nr Hungerford)
Mark Flower had Ihree flights on the morning of
his marriage to Jeanette in, the New Year.
The new quarterly review system shows that
In the first quarter lTom October 1 the launch
rate has increased by nearly 80% compared
with the same period last year. As well as better weather, a big factor is Improved ground
handling. The cash position Is correspondingly

healthier.
R.S.
~/May1986

SOUTHOOWN (Parham Airfield)
For the last two years we have successfully
used a Honda three-wheel ATC (All Terrain
Cycle). for towing gliders about our field and
have just added another one to the fleet; less
damage to the field and safer than tractors. We
are purchasing a second Pawnee and may end
up with a Pawnee only tug fleet.
The club gliders have been given Cs of A by
members in groups. Our red K-13 fuselage has
been re-covered with excellent spray work by
John Ward.
Congratulations to Henry McGuinness and
John Brandhuber on going solo, also to Paul
White for his 5hrs on a very cold north wind
ridge day. The year started very well with wave
days (over 5000ft), thermal conditions and very
good ridge days, one of these producing the
fastest time yet for our Harry Harting ridge run
of 128km in just under one hour.
R.W.
SOUTH WALES (Usk)
The mountains gave some autumn flying with
steady 8kt thermals off Ihe Brecon Beacons.
A small hardworking band have been
upgrading the clubhouse, installing a bar and
wood-buming stove. Now we own our airfield it
has become worthwhile improving our facilities
and we hope for an improvement in the quality
of our flying this year. One encouraging fact is
that we have a larger than usual group of keen
new pilots.
We have a K-10 coming to bring our training
fleet back to two two-seaters.
J.O.S.
SURREY & HANTS (Lasham Airfield)
There have been various winter expeditions in
search of ridge and wave soaring. In November
Ken Stewart and Andy Lincoln visited the
South Downs for trips to Devil's Dyke and
Lewes while October 7 and 11 were the best
days for the Portmoak pilgrimage with Gold
heights for Cynthia Chambers and John McCullagh and Diamonds for Vernon Spencer and
Paul Davis. Of course no Portmoak report
would be complete without an epic crosscountry by Alan Purnell - this time a 459km
tour of the Highlands on Ihe 11 tn.
Talgarth now vies with Portmoak in popularity and numerous g~OI,lps have sampled the
long ridge runs. Badge heights are harder to
come I!ly there, even so Dave Sawdon gained a
Gold and John Cruttenden a Diamond in late
October.
We have sold a Sport Vega and replaced it
with a Grob G1 O~ which has proved a delight
to fly and an ideal first glass machine.
We are sorry to ~e the valuable services of
Keith Lines after many years as technical
officer. We thank him for all his efforts and welcome his successor, John Bastin.
C.G.S.
SWINDON (Sandhil/ Farm)
After a year in the wildemess, we are at last
established on a site which we can call home.
The field is half a mile NW of Shrlvenham, on
the 64000. It is only rented at present but we
hope to follow the example of East Essex GC

and buy the site in due course.
We are very familiar with the area as we are
less than three miles 1T0m our old base at
SouIh Marslon. We are rapidly adapting to
winch launching techniques, after years of
launches from a 6000ft runway - we now have
two Dodge F100 towcars and a reel of Parafil
for sale.
Visitors are welcome at SandhiU Farm, with
the exception of powered aircraft, as we have
yet to obtain planning consent for power operations. If landing from the south. beware of Ihe
power wires 30ft above ground on the southem
field boundary.
P.M.
TRENT VALLEY (Kirfon-in-Undsey)
Roger Mills has retired as chairman and Derek
Housey as secretary and we thank them both
for their services. Dick Hannigan is now deputy
CFI.
Belated congratulations to Ruth Flint, our flying granny, Brian Hodgson, Richard Kemp and
Len Leonard on going solo; to Val Carter on
her 5hrs and Steve Crust, Roy DeU and Dave
Collins on gaining their Bronze Cs.
We thank Vin Marchant who. with helpers,
has spent many hours building a new winch
and coping with the problems of lifting a 2 ton
engine and gearbox.
Our annual dinner-dance is on April 11 at the
Four Seasons at Dunholme and our flying
weeks are May 26-30 and August 4-8.
L.W.
TWO RIVERS (RAF Laarbruch)
At the RAF Germany Gliding Association AGM
we were presented with the NATO challenge
trophy for members' efforts to keep the club in
top position for the third successive year.
Our fleet is immaculate, thanks to John Annstrong, and the gliders no longer look out of
place in our shiny new Cobra trailers. Our radio
controlled shuttle retrieve winch launching system is giving a fast and efficient launch rate.
EXpeditions have been planned to Sisteron '
and Romorantin in France and our Friday evening air experience trips are again popular.
We say ,goodbye to Trevor Brown, Sectt
Napie,. Hymie S1evens and "Spike" Shead
who retum to the UK and Roland who tlas
'retumed to PhOenix and welcome "Porky"
COnyers and 'Martin Pengally lTom Fenlands.
P.J.S.

ULSTER (Bel/arena)
The maiden flight.of the Monerai - the first to
fly In the 'UK and, we believe, in Europe toowas in mid-week. privacy on Janual)' HI, Mervyn Farrell soaring for an hour watched only by
co-buildeF Louden Blair, tug pilot Ilaurence
McKelvie and photographer Alan 'Sands. "It's
very light and highly controllable" test pilot FarreU reported on landing. (An article on the
Monerai will be in the next issue.)
Two days later the aircraft was rigged. on a
non-ftying day for Bill SCUll's Inspection when
he flew over as ,guest of honour at our annual
dinner which Mairo McI<iIIoo arranged. So
, minute is the diminutive Monerai's trailer it
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Glidervvork
C of A OVERHAULS
and REPAIRS
By L. GLOVER senior inspector

0==;;;1---=
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, Near Rugby
Tel. Market Harborough 880375
Lutterworth 57544

BUCKMINSTER
GUDING CLUB
invite you to fly in the

SALTBV REGIONALS
2nd - 10th August 1986
Entry Fee: £80
Details from: Mrs Sue White
Ivy Cottage, Wat,rend
HQ1me-on·Spalding Moor
York. Y04 4HA. 0696 - 61044

gliding hollidays
for both beginners and experu.
Professional instruction. full ground
crew. tropical aun and superb soaring.
together with excellent accommodation
and food, from £15 per day.

BLACK
MOUNTAINS
GLIDING
CLUB

STORCOMM

(TALGARTH)

TWO-WAY RADIO
Situated in the Brecon Beacons National Park
amongst the highest mountains in South Wales,
Talgarth has more soarable days than any other UK
gliding club. Longest ridge routes; wave In all wind
directions.
In 1985 the Club average flight duration was 11
hours. Surely the premier location for any soaring
course. Courses run from mid March to mid October
and include holidays. introductory and advanced
mountain flying cross country courses.

Bookings: Secretary, B.M.G.C.
Lower Penylan, Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT

100 hr INSPECTIONS
ANNUAL CHECKS
C of A RENEWALS
REPAIRS

'Volmet' 128.6 optional' on channel 4.
.. Full power transmitter w~h excellent
speech quality.

BOWKER AIR SERVICES LTO
Rush Green, Hltchin, Herts

Highly sensitive and selectiVe receiver
worl<s both distant and close range.
.. Extremely rugged and reliable.

Tel. 0438 355051

Tel: 04974-583/0874·711254

*

Full back-up service and spares
available.

George Storey
Tel. 09327 84422
H.T. Communications
P,:O. Box 4
SUNBURY ON THAMES
Middlesex, TW16 TT A

Two classes. Entry fee £85
including VAT
Launches at normal Club rates
Normally over-subscribed
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The Northern Regionals
will be held at
SUTTON BANK
26th July to 3rd August

Enter now. Details from:
The Secretary
Yorkshire Gliding Club (Pty) Ltd
Sutton Bank, Thirsk
Yorks Y07 2EY
Tel 0845 597237

129,.9.

CM and NATS approved.
All radios supplied absolutely oomplete
with easy fit oonnectors and all fittings.
Detailed information, priCes and lull
TechniCal Specilications FflEE lrom

FLY
THE NORTHERNS

Why not join us for some enterprising
flying in our Task Week - 23rd to 31st
August 1986. Contact: Jon Hart YGC.

TA7603 Air Set
TR7804 Vehicle Set
Each sel littecl w~h all lour gliding
channels 130.4, 130.125, 13O.t and

COMPETITION ENTERPRISE
Competitors and Crews
Holiday course members and visitors welcome at our scenic club.
Courses from £110 to £145 with
accommodation (flying extra). For
details write to Bristol and Glos
Gliding Club, Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3TX, or phone
0453860342.
.
Open all week April-October

Hire a luxury Full Service 2 bedroom Caravan with
H&C shower. fridge and colour TV.
Camp in sheltered comfortable surroundings with
modern facilities.
Bring your family, they will enjoy the Peace and
Beauty 01 Forest Glade whilst you enjoy your gliding.
Swimming Pool. adventure play area. Shop and
takeaway food.
5 minutes from North Hill, Riding and Fishing
nearby.
Telephone or write now for Special Terms for Enterprise.

FOREST GLADE HOUOAY PARK. C.E.
CULlOMPTON, EX15 20T
Tel: 040484 381. Evenings also

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

CLUB NEWS

cannot be seen from in front of the towing

Fiesta.
Other new arrivals are a PIK-208, replacing

the syndicate Libelle, and William McNair's
00-400 which he collected from the Maker's
pIanIend which is the second on the field.
Amajor C of A bash began in February,
ilcIuding fie tug which is down for a th~ee-year
Illfit. AN equipment should be back on hne for
OlI"traditional Nine Days at Easter. Aft are welcome - call 0232 790666 it you'd like to join in.
Aclub presence at the BGA conference at Harrogate is planned; Mike Miskimmln and Harry
Bc7t1e are swotting up f9r an instructors' course
kI April at Bidford while Ken Bell and Ron Lapslay have gone solo.

R.R.R.
WEST WALES (Temp/eton Airfield)
We stopped fOf part of the winter due to a huge
backlog of minor repairs, Cs of A etc. The only

ston and Marc LeGresley on going solo and
thanks 10 Pat fOf his invaluable MT help.

P.AS.
YORKSHIRE (SuttOr:l Bank)
On one of our better days during the long hard
winter Derek TaylOf gained 19000ft for
Diamond height.
A new 00-101 has been added to the club
fleet and our equipment is in good shape. In
addition to the Northern Regionals, we have a
task week, run on competition Enterprise principles, at the end of August. (See BGA News.)
We are pleased to be hosting the BGA Conference in March and hope everyone enjoys
their stay In Yo~hire. Our thanks to Helen
Hayes for her Of9.anisation.

iIIt/os' first two hours which cuts down training
*ne.) Two of our three K·7s have been converted to the K-13 type.
Another winch is being built and we hope to

aoon have four cables. There are plans to
extend tie hangar and provide a vehicle pit
and our engineering workshop will soon be
delivered.

GLIDER

Stlckplns
for lapels, lies, elc,

In9ct gold al £24 each
In Sil.ver at £10 each
Supplied in a presentation box. The above
price includes post, packaging and insurllnce. Please allow a maximum of28days for
delivery.
Cheq ues payable to:

Tel 033985 339
or 033985 236

Ilenl GUD..G CUlB
Chal/ock . Ashford . Kent TN254DR
Ring: Chal/ock (023374J 274 or 307

pleased b see visitors at our memorial dance
on May 16 - bring a tent and stay the
weekend.

John Ashcroft and "Stormy" Fairweather
gained Gold heights at Aboyne and Pete HowII\h and Steve Welsh are now instructors.
Congratulations also to Pat Hemsley, Bob Pre-

,,'May 1986

AS NUMBERS MAY BE LIMITED

DlNNET, ABOYNE, ABERDEENSHIRE

courses on NI informal basis and we shall be

W1d Roger HoUiday takes over as treasurer;
Bob UO','d, bar member and k~ worker on
gIder maintenance, has returned to Kinloss
and been replaced in the bar by Epny Darnbrook and our chairman, Alan ThQmpson,
whom we congratUlate on becoming a full Cat,
hes become chairman of Odiham and Pat
Hemsley has taken over at Wyvern.

BOOK EARLY FOR THE

AUTUMN WAVE SEASON

CRADLEY JEWELLERS

Our task week starts on Monday, May 26

committee. Phi! Wood has gone to Germany

FOR DETAILS WRITE
TO THE CLUB

87 High St, Cradley Heath. We" Midlands 864SHA
Tel: (0384) '35808

(why not come and join us) and the two-seater
competition on August 11. You can bring your
own glider and fly aJongside our holiday

Several postings have brought changes to the

ENTRANCE FEE
£15 PER GLIDER

Also

GLIDER PENDANTS

.. times.

WYVERN (RAF Upavon)

1986

24TH-31ST MAY

We now have a resident manager and property equipped office so we can be contacted at

D.S.

DEESIDE GLIDING CLUB

TASK WEEK

Af.J.G.

good ideas from members and ~ high 8?tivity
Iwe/. The Falke has a new engine and itS
wings refurbished. (The Falke is used fOf ~~

(£90-£140)
Everyone is welcome at our small friendly club at
Waldershare Park, near Dover. Farmhouse Accommodation available. Ring 0304 824888or084363234
or write for details to:
The Secretary, 22 Masons Rise,
Broadstair., Kent cno 1AZ

PL

problem is that four-fifths of ,our members
hilemate and no number of phone calls will
wake !hem. If other clubs have this problem we
would like to know what they do about it short
of imposing a military regime.
Two instructors are going on a course at Usk
kI February to get their full rating.

WOWS (PockJington)
The dismal winter has at least resulted in many

Motor Glider PPLs
and Conversions
and
Holiday Gliding Courses
for Beginners

The Name may sound a trifle excl usive,
but the Cambridge University Gliding
Club is open to everyone.
We winch and aerotow from Duxford
all year, most,ly al weekends, and
aerotow only from Cam bridge. We run
holiday courses from April to September for beginners and solo pilots.

For general
information write to

For Course
details write fa

The Sec reta ry
55 Moorfield Rd
Duxford
Cambs

Course Secretary
6 Camside
Chesterton, Cambridge
Tel. Cambridge 67589

Provides gliding holidays for both the
beginner and the more advanced
pilot, inclUding: professional
instruction in club gliders and full<
accommodation 0111 the airfield.
Provides year-round launching
facilities for its members to go
soaring in either their own or a
club glider.

£160-£200

4 or 5 day holidays courses
March-October
(All inclusive of professional insrrucfion.
accommodation, meals and VAT)
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LAUNCH/HIS YOU INTO. TN£ 2J~fCENTtlRY./
,
The practical experience of 25 years and
150,000 Launches hav 7 gone in~o the design
and manufacture of thiS new winch.
Keep your launch costs to a minimumenquire about the reliable Supacat Winch.

19601985'

•t

•

Supacat Ltd.
~ 108231 680379
Holcombe House, Hemyock, Devon EX t5 3PX

COME FLY AT
THE BEST

COVENTRY
GliDING CLUB
with the

• Good launch facilities
• Aero tow Winch
• Good field

• Beginners welcome
• Food· Accommodation·
Video & TV

-{:{ Why mess about· Come to the Best -{:{
COVENTRY GLIDING CLUB LTD
Husbands Bosworth Airfield, LuttelWorth, Leies LE1] 6JJ
1el: (0858) 880429 . (0858) 880521

HOLIDAY GLIDING COURSES IN
THE PICTURESQUE AND
FRIENDLY COTSWOLDS WITH
COURSES TAILORED TO SUIT
YOUR NEEDS.
FULL DETAILS FROM:
ALEXANDRA PENTECOST
45 THE QUARRY
CAM, DURSLEY
GLOUCESTERSHIRE GL11 6JA
Tel: Dursley 45631

Courses from May to September
Under BGA instructors, Beginners

w~lcome,

Trevellas Airfield is only one mile f!'Om
Perranporth's golden sands. one of
Cornwall's favourite family holiday centres,

RUTH B. PHILLlPS

HEREFORDSHIRE

MARCHINGTON GLIDING

GLIDING CLUB

CLUB

Shobdon Airfield, Nr. Leominster

Situated in the Midlands. Offers holiday
courses from April to September 1986.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wave • Thermal • Ridge
Minimum Air Traffic Restrictions
Hard Surface Runway
All Aerotow • 2 Two Seaters
Grob 109B Motor Glider
Caravan, Camping, Trailer Spaces
Canteen, Bar, Airfield Facilities
Full membership from £35
Please Enquire
• Holiday Courses • Visitors Weeks

SOAR YORKSHIRE
For your COURSE!

at

Perranporth, Cornwall

14'14a, KENWYN STREET. TRURO
0872 73892 (day) 087255 2430 (evenmg)

• WE HAVE THE BEST BAR ANYWHERE. REAL ALES

COTSWOLD GLIDING CLUB

CORNISH GLIDING CLUB

Good local soaring and cross-eountry,
Courses to suit your requirements.
Private owners welcome.
Please contact:
Course Secretary
Marchlngton Gliding Club
Marchlngton Airfield, Morton Lane
Marchlngton, NI' Uttoxeter ST14 8LP
Telephone: 0283 222046

SUTTON BANK

For yo'ur EXPEDI,TIONI

For your HOLIDAY!

We offer top class accommodatioll, instruction facilities and opportunities
RIDGE SOARING - 12 miles ill suitable "'Conditions
THERMAL SOARING - Club record 'is 582km from aerotow, 524km from the winch
WAVE SOARING - Club absolute record is 30 200ft. Club record gain is 29 500ft. Both from the winch
Our rates are amongst the best - £8.00 for aerolows to 200011. Visil us and stay in our fully licensed
residential clubhouse. Full catering avaitable In season. Self catering at other times.
COURSES - April to October
Visitors always welcome

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB, SUTTON BANK, THIRSK
Tel: 0845 (Thirsk) 597237
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OVE SEAS NEWS========
AUSTRAGUDE
SIx rJ the British team squad competeQ in
Ausltaglide 1986, held at Benalla, site of the
1987 World Championships. from January
19-31 to get soroe experience of flying In the
area. And considering they hired the gliders
available, oot what they would choose to fly,
they didi remar1<ably well with Dave Watt 51n
and 6Ih place tor Ra/ph Jooes (15 Metre) alid
Justin Wills (Standard Class).
Pam Hav..ldns, who claimed her 750km
lIiangle World and British National feminine
reconls in Australia the year before "and was on
fI retum visit, did extremaly well by coming 4th
In the Open Class.
hwasn't classic Australian weather with
mostly blue conditions, though there were ten
contest days with tasks mainly falling between
3OO·400km. Sadly the Frenchman, Eric
Slaud$au, ftying an LS-4. hit some power
cables on the approach to the airfield and was
k1ned but a miq-air collision resulted in both
pilots landing safely.
Leading results: Open Class, 1 I. Renner
(Austrarla) Nimbus 3, 6262.pts; 2 W. Grosskinsky (Germany). Nimbus 3, 6961; 3 M.
Gnes/T. Talbot (Australia) ASW-22. 5571 and 4
Pam Hawkins (GIBritain) ASW-17, 4772pts.
15 Metre Class, 1 K. Musters (Holland) Ventus,
8662; 2 A. Pettersson (Sweden) LS·3. 7571; 3
J. Kursten (Germany) Ventus, 7566.; 5 D. Watt
(Gt Britain) Mini Nil'ribus, 672-2; 6 Ralph Jones
(Gt Britain)Ventus, 6545p1S. Standard Class, 1
8. Brocl<hoff (Al,lstralia) Discus, 9024; 2 B.
Gantenbrink (Gemnany) Discus, 8765; 3 H.
Schramme (Germany) DisCuS, 6632; 6 J. Wills
IGt Britain) LS-4, '8013; 8 J. Oelafield (Gt Bri.
tain) Discus, 7666; 13 B. Spreckley (Gt Britain)
Cinus, 6747; 18 M, wens (Gt Britain), Jantar,

600Spts.

Please lend news and exchange copies of
jOurn.·ls to the Editor, 281 Queen Edlth's
Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England

SOVIET NEWS
The 47th Nationals, organised by the Kaunas
Sport Club in Lithuania, was decided from only
three tasks. In the Open Class 11 of the 15
men flew the LAK 12 "Lietuva", while the rest
flew Jantar 28. In the Standard Class the 13
women and 13 men flew Std Jantars except for
V. Machioolis who ftew the new Nida.
V. Shevchenko was the overall winner followed by the Ukranians, B. Dombrovski and Y.
Rudienski'. A. Xarak (Tartar Republic) finished
first among the women.
The LAK 11 "Lida" is a flapped 15m glass-fibre
glider with max LID of 40-42. produced at the
Prenaisk Experimental Factory by a group
under the direction of lonas l3ankaiuskas. It
was first flown last July and is now in production. 11 has a monocoque fuselage, a 'high
mounted tailplane and is very manoeuvrable.
Crossword solutions:
Down - 1 Purple; 2 Rudder; 3 Cloud; 4 Undershoot; 5
Scheibe; 6 Wingrip; 10 East; 14 Solo; 16 Lapse; 17
Astir; 18 Straps; 21 Tors; 23 Pal; 24 ETA; 26 Holt; 27 Air;
28 Sea. Across - 1 Parachute; 5 $llw; 7 Radio; 8
Dolphin; 9 Lee; 11 D8I1; 12 Uft; 13 Ears; 15 SHK; 16
t.eap; 18 Stall; 19 Cockpit; 20 Rat; 22 Open; 25 Shears;
29 Pirat; 30 Slack; 31 Torva.

GLIDER GAMES

41345986.

NEW RECORDS CLAIMED

The Swiss pilot, Beat BLinzli, has claimed four
world records, one in the single-seater gliding
section the .others in the single-seater Motor
Gfider catagory. All flights took place from Bitterwasser in South Africa.
On November 14 he flew a 300km triangle,
with Ilis 00-400 in the gliding configuration, at
aspeed of 176.99km/h. This was followed on
December 9 by a 100km triangle at
178.11km/h. Then on December 24 a 500km
triMgle was flown at 159.3km/h and a 750km
~Ie (date not stated) at 162.29km/h.
AI ftiQhls are subject to homologation.

JprlIIMay j 986

Glider Pilot 2 is available from Apex Software, Station Rd, New Penshaw, Houghton-Ie-Spring, Tyne &
Wear DH4 7PE. The cassette is £6.95, 5~in disc
£8.95, 3in disc £11.50 and upgrade version £2.00
(send old copy). (See also SaG June 1984, p131).

BRIAN WEARE
GLIDER WORKS
DUNKESWELL AIRPORT
HONITON, DEVON
Tels: Luppltt 338 (9-6 pm)
Honlton 41041 (after 6 pm)

TRANS-j:UROPEAN RALLY
This year's Rally, from June 29 to July 13,
I1arts at Colmar, France and follows the route,
Wasserkuppe, W. Germany, Grenoble, France,
Huesca, Spain and endingl in France at Angers,
Idstance of 22ookm.lt is an endurance test, a
qua~fication f<;>r the French Nationals and a
rally demanding a full range ,of skills.
The ,closing date for entries is April 15. For
further details write to JI. C. Penaud. Association V~livole Anjou Transeuropeenne. 10 Ave
de la grande Gree, F-49240 Avrille. France, Tel

chance to do a circuit of the airfield and also
provides thermals and TPs for short crosscountry flights. As the graphics are only barely
ad(lquate when at height, it was a good idea to
introduce a linal approach on request tor
beginners. I found it difficult to fl.y and it was
several days before I had the thrill Of completing my first circuit and landing on the airfield. I
still have not managed to make a gOQd climb in
a thermal as my lifetime technique 01 centering
i~ disappointingly unsuccessful!
This program is advertised ,as an instructional simulator and suggests we should enjoy
flying it all the winter. I have my doubts of its
value as a serious flight trainer, !in spite of its
(in my case repeated) displays of "Bro1<en" and
"Bloody" and even the lowering of the Red
Curtain at Death. However I believe many
glider pilots at all stages will find this program
much more 'worth while than zapping' aliens, or
even than shepherding young frogs across a
motorway and past crocodiles. I think they will
enjoy trying to master this rather triCky aircraft,
and I 1001< forward to hearing league results for
OIR flights!
JOHN SIMPSON

Glider Pilot 2 - Apex
Software
I have been trying to fly Glider Pilot 2, a recent
program for the 32K BBC Micro.
It is certainly different from three other programs I enjoy flying. These are Aviator by
Acornsoft, Cross-Country by Ricardo and
Aerotow by P. Dinsdale, These are all very
good indeed. each in its specialised way.
Aviator is easy for an experienced glider pilot
to fly, and I have even succeeded in giving
some dual to non-flying friends. Landing is difficult atlirst, as you need to learn a completely
new technique - I found myself landing by
using the altimeter, not a good trick!
Cross.-Country is my favourite. It assumes
you fly and centre perfectly and you are left
with the real armchair pilot's problems of which
thermals to tlse and what speed to fly. The
graphics are admirable. and life is not made
too easy for you.
Aerotow gives yOI1 a rough ride on aerotow
and is well suited for training in this important
part 01 gliding.
Glider Pilot 2 has made an valiant attempt
to ooeverythihg. It gives you a winch tow, a

MAJOR OR MINOR REPAIRS ON
WOOD, GLASS-FIBRE, OR METAL.
ALSO RESPRAYS GLIDERS AND
LIGHT AIRCRAFT

C of A OVERHAULS
B.GA, eAA., P.FA APPROVALS

WAIKERIE
Australia
A position 'is available for an experienced fibreglass (GRP) sailplane C of A
inspector and repairer. Experience
with fabric and metal useful but not
essential. Flying qualification an
advantage.
Favourable consideration for part time
work would be given to a partner with
suitable office or flying skills.

Apply to the Manager. Waikerie Gliding Club Inc., P.O. Box 320 Waikerie,
South Australia 5330. Phone: ISO 6185
412644.
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PILATUS B-4, full panel, radio, .udio, parachute, rigging
aids. trailer etc. All in .excellent condition. New Cof A. Glos
(04521 1406791

CABLE DROGUE parachutes for your auto towing or winch
applicetions. We can supply a strong proven design in
bright colours. Tel 0454 22755.

TM-61' RADIO. boom mike and speaker included. Offers to
Jon Han 0532 401445 (evenings).

OLY 460-<463 Series 1, woode" trailer, parachute, radio,
basic instrument., electric vario. l:3OOO ono. Dorricolt,
days (04203) 3033 eves (042031 41115.

V8-53, two-seater, completely refurbished. Excellent condition, Cof A June 86. Two full panels. £2500 ono. Tel 0642
765408 , 06977 2476.
'

Advertisements, with remittance, should be sent
to Cheiron, Press Ltd, 7 Amersham Hill, High
Wycombe, Bucks. Tel 0494 442423. Rate 35p a
word. Minimum £7.00. We can accept black and
white photographs at 0.00 extra. Box numbers
£2.40 extra. Replies to box numbers should be
sent to the same address, the closing date for
classified advertisements for the June/July issue
is 2nd May,.

FOR SALE
IMBECILES RECOGNISE this opportunity when you see ill
The Std Austria prototype No 003 at Nympsfield for £4000.
K, Aldridge, I Hawkesbury Rd, HiJlesley, Dursley, Tel 0453
844314 or ,toe club 0453 860342.
SKYLARK 4, full panel, radio, parachute and trailer. All in
superb condition, inc rigging aids for two-man rig. Cof A to
May 87, £4400 ono. Tel 03917 5463.
EAGLE, TANDEM two seater, basic instruments, glide
angle 31 :1, new K-7 canopy, closed trailer (requires repaint
but roadworthy) parachutes, C of A, £1995. Tel Office 0703
333822 Home 0329 221230.
FAUVETTE 905 SA, closed trailer, basic instruments, BGA
2768. £2500 ono. Tel 0790 52635 eves and weekends.
BLANIK, EXCELLENT condition, basic instruments front
and rear. Cof A. Very good tailor·made open trailer. £4500.
Tel Wellingborough 678595.
PIK 20E Motor Sailplane, 1 share based Warwickshire.
£3250. Tel 021 359 1934.
DART17A. exceptional condition, fully equipped. Rigs easily, towable tail trolley. New Wooden trailer painted to
match. £4800. Tel Mansfield 34002.
TALGARlll BASED 1S·32, 'I, share, own hangar. Trailer,
fUlly eqUipped cockpits, 720 channel radio and VOR, year's
Cof A and, insurance. Fantastic area. Daytime 045387 2252.
BLANIK. FIRST class condition, low hrs, Prefect, Excellent
example of this vintage type. New Cs of A if required. Also
two winches. Realistic offers Invited. Plymouth 77259&'
Saltash 6654.

IS 290 (19751. Good condition, nice panel. parachute. new
metal trailer. £6500. Based Camp Hill. Tal 061-707 2222
(eves).
NIMBUS 2. full panel, oxygen, parachute, balteries .nd
charger, big wata. tanks. AMF trailer. Tel Ken Hartley
08692 43030 weekends.

GROB G,102 Mk3b CLUB
Single seat fixed wheel, early solo or cross
country sailplane. Schleicher ASK-13 twoseater trainer,

SO 3-15T,

~ 5m

metal .nd GRP. 1:36. aI 48k!. Low hrs.

Details Chiltern Sailplanes
Tt! 04$4 445854
VENTUS 8 with lips. Le~s than 1'0 hrs total time since new.
Fabulous package including factory fitted full competition
panel, chute. baro, 720 ,ground and airborne radios, etc.
Plus new Cobra traile•. Owner retiring due ill health. For
further detail. or viewing tel Steve Wh~e 0494 36888.
RICO VA variomete. nelto director etc £210. Tel Tony
Manwaring 10279120964 or 013411113.
TRAlLER, ALUMINIUM, approx 30ft x 4.5ft. No filtings,
little used. Suit two"seate•. Tel 0608 810536 (eveningsl.
Offers over £1200.
ASW·2O, newest 20 in the country, excellent condition,
complete outfit. Tel D Walt 0628 25869 or A Kay 02406
2491.

•••••••••••••••

•••
••
•

••

••
••
••
••
••
•
•
••
••
•••••••••••••••••

K-7, RECONDI110NED and re-covered, new front canopy,
with new timber/glass trailer. Will sell separate. Tel 0763
89460 eves.

NIMBUS 28 (Comp No 95) almost complete panel; complete oxygen equipment; ell rigging aids; Merlin
aluminium trailer. Offers £1 5000 ono. Tel F Pozerskis 0536
710119 (home), 053685552 (workl.

TRAILER, OPEN German tubular steel with fittings for K-8.
£150. David Connaway, tel Langton Green 2527 or 09066
2137.

AUSTER JIN. new annual, half life engine, 720 radio, long
renge tanks, hangared, excellent condition. £5000 ono. Tel
0273 452733.

PAWNEE 235hp+Super Cub 15Ohp, current C. of A.
Equipped' for towing, view Parham. Offers invited. Angus
Buchanan, lodsworth 215, Storrington 2n7.

SKYLARK 4. Immaculate, cream with red flash. Full
instruments, brand new all metal fitted trailer. £4600. Tel
Clacton-on-Sea 0255 860598.

Instruments, barograph and aluminium trailer. All in excellent condition. Offers £3950. Tel (0983) 872966.
VENTUS B 16.5m. Day winner at Hobbs 1983. ExceUent
condition. Ready for competition, extensive superior
instrumentation. Full two-man rigging aids. one-man tow
out. The best wooden trailer around. £18500. Bill Davis.
0225 833459.
JANTAR 2A, sale or exchange for Standard or 15m Class
glider. M Aerts, Mark! 46, 2440 Geel, Belgium. Tel
014/580110 (eves).
OLY 463, full panel, parachute, barograph, radio, closed
trailer, aerotow hooks fitted, 11 man rig. Tel 051 6479023.
HOBBIES ANNOUNCE a Spring Sale. Many special bargains. For details tel 074372 3885, or write 144 Lythwood
Road, Bayston Hill, Shropshire.
K-7, 1968, full instrumented with radio, trailer (open).
immaculate condition. only 5500 launches. Details V MalIon, PSA, RAF Laarbruch, BFPO 43.
FOURNIER RF·5 motor glider in good condition, well
equipped. Offers around £1 I 000. For full details tel Bob
Miller, day 073822067, evening 0738 37084.
TRAILER, SCHLEICHER made, steel frame with glass covering, good condition, offers. Also 720 channel hand-held
transceiver £290. 01 349 2408 eves.
AUSTER 5, C of A. tow hooks, part exchange glider or
motor glider. Stamme crank cases and cylinder heads.
550x 5 tyre and tube. Parachute, Winter barograph.
Wanted K-7 fuselage, any condition. Tel Burton-on-Trent
(0283) 63054
EX-PETER scon Oly 419X. Complete with trailer, new C
of A £3500 ono. Tel 0260 274178 or 0625 73261.
OLY 460 hull and instruments £2100 or complete with
aluminium trailer, perachute, radio and barograph £3300.
0491 651696 or 08675 5736.
VEGA OR Libelle glider and trailer in good COndition. Tel
(office) 061 2263773 or (home) 0704 68826.

QUALITY ALUMINIUM TRAILERS AT ECONOMICAL PRICES!
Custom built, 15 metre ex-stock, or part built to your requirements for home completion

TRAILERS ex-stock,
include solar powered ventilators
and auto-reverse
0$015

For all your trailer requirements and your sailplane repairs and maintenance, contact:

Davld Schofleld, Schofleld Aviation, Unit 6C, South Marston Industrial Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire
TeI 0793-822300
Remember, we specialise in glider/light aircraft refUrbishment.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS

OOMPETITIONS

New "CROSS COUNTRY SOARING"

TIN AND TIMBER TASK WEEK

for 48K Spectrum

8t the COTSWOlD' GLIDING CLUB

Supplied with own map. Practise vour speed to fly,
navigation, thermal selection, skyreading, turning
point and final glide techniques. Choice of gliders
.nd tasks. Also available "FINAL GLK>E" for 1181<
Spectrum and BBC 32. If disk required, state 40180
Irack. Tape £6.95, disc £11.95
KEN STEWAR1,
Iona, Dakhllnger, Nr. Bord'on, Hants

KEEP IN "TRIM" WITH GLIDER PILOT 2

for 32k BBC Micro
Can you master our full feature flight simulator?
(Reviewed in this issue). Available now, free
NOTEBOOK memopad program with disc version.
Cassette £6.95,5-1/4" disc £8.95, 3" disc £11,50
APEX SOFTWARE, Station Road, New Penshew,
Houghton-I.Spring DIM 7PE

OLV 2B, good condition, closed trailer. New C of A with
purtha.... Wanled ground handling lail wheel for K-6. Tel
083364844.
PI( 20E in pristine tonditi(ln. Less than 35hrs total flying

lime. Excellenl instrumentation, C of A, irailer. Owner
worIdng abroad hence very low hrs, First sensible offer
l8Cures. Metheringham (05261 21250,

PARACHUTE SLIM-PACK; audio - suit PZL, Winter vario;
bsrogreph; direction indicator.; Banlam radio: Gellcell

ban.!'f charger adaptor £12. Purnell, tel 0252 615365.
1982 GERMAN, ASW-20L, immaculate condition, never
d8m1ged. 2llOhr. from 'new, Fully equipped, metal trailer,
fittings 10 • high standard. tow-out gear etc, Complete or
will consider splitting. Offers to Oougl Freeman, High
Wycombe (04941451824.
Rf.5B motorglider, Exeter based, 17m two-seater, 68hp
Limbach. Hoffmann feathering prop, 28: 1,120 com, ADF.
Shares £2000. Tel 0395 274624 Of 0392 38176,

Look beyoodlhe confines ot yourown Club-try this
friendly 7-d<ry "mini-comp". For lhose not ready or
wishing io enter Regional ComPll,

20th - 21lth July 1986
For further information:
Tal: Ruth Housden on 045 383 2061

SHK WHITE, yellow fuselage. Excellent condilion,
uncrashed. full instruments including, oxygen and A/H.
Wooden trailer. £5200 ono. Aay Hill 03.1 453 3109, Frank
Reilly 041 772 3765,
MODELS OF any aircraft made to order, gliders a specialily. SAE for leaflet and quote. Miller Aviation Models, Aed
Col, New Street, Gremsford!. Sudbury, Suffolk, C010 7PY,
England. Tel 0787 280425.
ASW-20L, 1/Sth share, based at Dunstable. Oxygen, Rico,
mechanical vario, T&S, A/H. radio, parachute, trailer etc.
Offers 10 03n 65046,
K-6E, COMPLETE with trailer and new C of A. £5000 ono,
SGU, Portmoak Airfield, Scotlandwell. Tel 059 284 543.

BOOKS
SAILPLANE & GLIDER 1935. 1936. 1937. Bound copies in
excellent condition. Offers to Box No. 589.

.ario. tel 0452 411048 or 412071.
MTRUMENTSIEOUIPMENT - ATRnOB radio, Bohli
compess, Peschges computer and varios, altimeter, min
T&S. "ve-Westminster (lround set. magnetic car aerial,
oxYgen cylinder and regulator, canopy lock IASW·20). 2
iNtam.tic cameras, towing out arm, ASW-20 canopy
covar. Tel 06324 470.
ISS04RE 0-11 Iris, 1961 ex-demonstrator, fully equipped,
closed trailer, parachute, barograph, audio vario, C of A
November 86. ideal first syhdicate plane. £4375 ono, Tel 01
367 3693 for details,
IIVIN PARACHUTE E8691977, £200, Ball variomodell00
plus .udio £50. JSW £>alphin suit Libelle £10. Pye Bantam
ltquires attenlion, oHers. 01 658 4591.
'MIN' stainless weak links, 900 or 1t.OOlb. Aerotow ropes,
Winch chutes. Astleys Ltd, Gosford St, Coventry, CV1 50J.
102031 20771 ,

• .::...
7tL.l
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gliders and lighlaircraft. Composite and ,raditional
structures. Previous experience .nd 8 driving
licence an advanlage though nol essential. Salary
commensurate with ability and experience.
Written CV to: CHILTERN SAILPlANES LIMITED
Book.. Airfield
Nr Merlow, Bucks SL7 3DR

DIETAND still enjoy food. Get halthy, filler and more alive
ready for the summer. Details from Maggie, Tel 0252
6'5365.

SPORl

ULSTER GLIDING CLUB

FLY ALONG the ground! Try landsailing, a unique sport.
OelailsALYC, 40Glenhurst Avenue. London NW5. Tel 0954
61146.

1986 HOLIDAY COURSES
ai Bellarena. a superb ridge, wave and thermal site. Great holiday venue - beaches,
surling, fishing, walking, golf etc. Tel Alan
McKillen, 0247 457794 (evening),

COBRA 15, SHK. Libelle or similar, Hilton, 0482 657460 or
0482 27111 ex! 265.
URGENT. CASH waiting for 15m glass, Must be vgc. Complete outfit required including aluminium trailer. rigging
aids etc. 0256 47J760.

SERVICES
STANDBY TUG Rallye Commodore 180 with pilot available at sho" notice. Tel 0676 33162.

EXPERIENCED TUG PILOT
needed for 8-10 weeks, June-August
1986 at Ulster Gliding Club's Bellarena
site. Nearby full-board accommodation arranged. Tel Laurence McKelvie,
0846281078 (day), 08462 81142 (evening).

HOllDA\'S
ABO¥NE, ROYAL DEESIDE, enjoy your gliding, fishing or
shooting holiday in a relaxed atmosphere. Home cooking.
log fires, central heating, electric blankets in all bedrooms,
Parties of up 10 10 catered for, Details: Mrs Armour,
Aboyne (0339) 2432i2465.

The Black Mountains Gliding Club
has woo its planning appeal.

Tel. 07592 3579

K-7's/K-13's ONLY
11'th - 15th August

April/May 1986

PERSONNEL REQUIRED
tor repair an<! mainlenance wor~ on gliders, motor-

ASTIR CS-77

Un/Que chance to acquire a very rara bird
Complete kit, under 300 hrs. Immaculate condition
including three year old trailer. Sole owner, never
syn~icated: Large COCkpit, famous safe handling and
soaring ~bl"ty and the Grob speed limiting air-brakes
give ordinary p,lots Ihe confidence to out-perform the
hottesl ships in comfort,
£11000 lone 01 new ones costs well over £18(00)
le' 0373 62438

fees

AEROGRAF

STOP PRESS

POCKLlNGTON
East Yorkshire Y04 2NA

£60 + launch

SITUATIONS VACANT
COURSE INSTRUCTOR 1986 Season. Full Cat. SLMG an
advanlage. G",od salary, Free accommodation if required.
Cornish Gliding Club. Course Secretary Phillips. 14a Kenwyn Street, Truro. Day 0872 73892, eves 087255 2430.

TAlGARTiH

TWO-SEATER
COMPETITION
[or

SPAIN- MICROLlGHT Flying Centre winter/spring courses
to PPLD. English CM instructor. Superb clubhouse,
swimming pool, tennis courts, ideal family holiday, excellenl accommodation. Lots of "fun" flying. Tel Wood 021
708 0545.

COURSE INSTRUCTOR required from May to end of September. Buckminster Gliding Club lld, Saltby Airfield,
Leics. Accommodation and remuneration by arrangement. Apply CFI, 27 Moray Close. Stamford, Lincs. 0780
52061.

PERSONAL

WANTEI)

TRALER, SUll Kestrel H or smaller glider, £449, Also PZL

WANT TO EXCHANGE HOMES?
A soaring enthusiast, wife and 2~ year old son seek
the IJse ,01 8 home in 80Qtland from 1518186 to
11/9186 in exchange'torUlI use of lheir home and 90
acre property near Calistoga, California.
Our home is very private yet bnly 13 miles from
the beaU1itul Napa Wine Valley and:two hours drive
trom San FranciSCO,
Write to: R. Hall, PO Box 477,
Midd'etown, CA 95461 or (707) 987-3741

1986

TALGARTH is fully booked with
expeditions until 4th May: Pilots
who a're not members DO NOT
ARRIIVE EXPECTING TO FLY
unless you have a booking.

Secretary, BMGC
'lower Penylan Glasbury-on-Wye
Powys HR3 5NT Tel, 04974 583

The Bafograph
- new electromic concept
- no smoking, no sealing, no fuss
Sole UK agent: SUNSAIL, ANDREW DAVIS
2 Padstow Close, Macc'lesfield. 0625 23564

,

s

OWING aAAO'-"

Towbars Approved
by the A.A,

• Britain's top-selhng range. fully guaranteed and test d
~
• More competitive price than car makers' own
towbars
%'~)'

SEE YELLOW PAGES FOR LOCAL
,.,:":'1
SPEC/ALIST 'ffTER OR STOCKIST
• ,
c. P. Wine' Ltd. Chest., 43 Tel: 0244 41161 T1x: 61623 EURBAR G
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LASHAM
94

MIDlAND GLIDING CLUB
THE LONG

MYND
Does your home club operale only al weekends?

80

62
69

AI Lasham we operale all week. every week which
means we could provide a useful supplemenllO your
training. Whelher you are not yel solo and wCXJld
bene~t Irom a week's consolidaled inslrueliQn. or a
bu~ng cross-country 'Pilot needing soaring or
lield~anding Iraining. we have the expertise and
lac~jlies 10 help.

88
57

53
98
98
98
98

Apart Ir<)m our large two-sealer fleel and excellenl
aerotow and autotow facill1teS. we have a
comprehenslV9 briefing room for lectures or
onslruelional vldeolapes If bad weather prevenls "y"g.

85,86
52
52

On· site accommodah:>n tor club expeditions IS always
available by arrangement
AbsokJte tJegnners are of oourse always welcome we have a large choice of courses and Iypes of
membership ,to suit yotl needs

99
99
51

102-103
100
100
100

Lasham Gliding Society
Nr. Alton, Hants

All inclusive
S-day holiday courses.
Professional instructors, modern
two-seaters and a unique winch
launching system give
maximum flying lime.
All facilities including centrally
heated, double-glazed
accommodation on site.
Book early for the best weeks.
Th. Course secretary
Midland Gliding Club
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6TA
Tel: Linley (058861) 206

Tel Herroard (025683) 322 or 270

99
99

100, 102
57

_. --v-

98
80'

-

98
86

lONDON GlIDING ClUB

98
100
94
91
99

104
104

SO
54
56
100

53
104
IFC

SO
98
104
56
80

104

54

Dunstable Downs, BedfOrdshire
I

Telephone: 05&263419
Situated at the foot of the Chiltern
hills, and within easy reach of
London and the Midlands by road
(just off the Ml). The Club has a
comprehensive fleet of dual and
solo aircraft, reliable launching
equipment including tug aircrafl.
This famous site has plentiful
thermals in summer and hill soaring
with favourable winds 1hroughout
the year. Resident instructors,
catering .every Gay (weekends only
in winter), licensed bar, accommodation and other facilities. Visitors
welcome.
Write for Course brochures or
club membership details 10 Ihe
Manager, or ring 058263419

80

55
BC
94
SS
94
101

54
103
98,100

Enjoy a week close to Ihe historic
cathedral city of Peterborough

Local farmhouse accommodation
available
Further details from:

Cou,.. Secretary
PETERBOROUGH GLIDING CENTRE

8 Sunnymead. Werrington
Pete,borough PE4 58Y
Tef: 073378494

PORTMOAK
THE

PLACE

FOR WAVE - UK altitude record made

80

102
104
56
91
65

at the Peterborough 8.
Spalding Gliding Club
5~ay holiday courses and
2~ay weekend mini courses

IS

75

IBC
90

86

GLIDING COURSES

from here in 1980

NORFOLK GLIDING CLUB

FOR RIDGE - our two hills give more

Holiday courses from June to September - beginners to Silver C. Book now!

FOR THERMALS - they're not bad,

Motor Glider Courses throughout the
year Bronze or Silver C to PPL
(SLMG).
Visiting Aircraft welcome
ideal
cross-country site cheap aerotows
and temporary membership.
Friendly club - accommodation on site
- licensed bar.

soaring opportun ~ies
either!
Holiday courses for all levels.
Good accommodation, catering and bar.
Friendly club atmosphere.
7-day flying with winch and aerotow faciltties.
Motor Falke available.
ViSITORS ALWAYS WELCOME

Wrile 10

The Course secretary, B. L. Owen
64 Chapel Lane
Wymondham. Norfolk NR18 OON
Tel: Wymondham 605444 Evenings

SCOTIISH GLIDING UNION
PORTMOAK, SCOTLANDWELL
Nr. KINROSS
Tel. 059·284-543

SAILPLANE & GLIDING

RD Aviation Ltd
Service with Choice
This is only a selection from our extensive stocked range.
VAT is included in prices shown (exports normally VAT free). Carriage extra
ELECTRONIC VARIOMETERS
CAMBRIDGE
CAV 50 compact audio/vario
£264.50
CVS 1500 mini vario
£258.75
AU 20 duel audio with mute
£97.75
CPT 50S transducer vario electronic
TIE (no flask needed)
£431.25
CMP 150 director/averager
£351.80
CNav 50 director/nav
£899.30
MNav 50 audio vario/director/nav . £957.95

RICO
VAS audio vario/director
£572.70
RicoAudio dual tone compact audio for
mechanical vario
£239.20
AVlONICDITIEL
lXl00 compact audio/vario
£247.25
LX1000 audio vario/director
£499.10
lX2000 audio vario/director/nav .. £914.25
Secondhand electronic varios normally available

WESTERBOER
VW900 mini audio/vario (no flask
needed)
£296.70
VW910 mini audiolvario electronic
TIE (no flask needed)
£598.00
VW920 advanced nay
£632.50

NEW
Compact audiolvarios for hang gliders and
audiolvario/altimeters now in stock

MECHANICAL VARIOMETERS
525380mm Winter vario
£139.98
5253FP 80mm Winter vario with heat sinked
flask and MacCready
£171.64

5233/F 80mm Winter extra sensitive vario
:!:4kts with 2 flasks
£171.35

5453 57mm Winter vario
£159.39
VF1000 flask with integral heat sink £13.25
MacCready ring......... ..
. £19.26
Secondhand mechanical varios sometimes available

ElECT-RICAl SUPPLY AND
BATTERIES

U/C WARNING
NP6/12 12v 6AH Yuasa gell cell
£1'.99
CHA 3 automatic gell cell charger .. £25.30
TH 35 electronic klaxon
£10.35
NP15/12 12v/5AH Yuasa gell cell
£45.94
CHA 3/2 dual outlet gell cell charger £35.65
RD/US u/c warning kit - complete .. £41.40
RD/BB 12v GAH gell cell in box with test
Al2000 Avionic DiUel short circuit proof
RD/SR sealed changeover magnetic
meter, plug & fuse
£66.70
multi input voltage charger
£52.90
reed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.
£4.60
We stock a complete range of wiring and connectors - see price list or please ask

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS

no

INSTRUMENTATION
ACCESSORIES

(all new unless othetwise stated)
6513 AS1 1 turn
£94.59
6423 AS1 1 turn ..........•...... £108.10
513 Mini AS1 1 turn
£101.20
423 Mini AS 1 H turn
£108.10
TF 1100 Altimeter
from £184.00
TF 1050 Altimeter (used)
from £79.98
TF 1020 mini turn & slip
,
£339.94
TF 1000 Turn & slip (used) .. .from £79.98
TF 2010/20 Artificial Horizon and inverter
......................... .from £299.00
TF 1070 Mini Accelerometer
£102.35
C2300 Airpath compass
£45.95
from £271.40
46MFK 1 Bohli compass
RV/S Mini voltmeter
from £6.90
OM111 Slip indicator
£17.25
VC1,OO Hamilton compass
£159.85

PVCIT Instrument tubing per metre .. £0.45
5W 5 way pneumatic Quick-connect £24.96
4W 4 way pneumatic Quick-connect £14.89
TE/FiV TE probe, fin or ventral
, . £12.65
IUFll P
f fit
£1 84
neuma IC I er
RICO/F Advanced water, dust and gust filter
- in line
£40.25
PNNI Pneumatic on/oH switch
:. £16.10
PVC/l Tubing locks for instrument tubing
(pack of 5)
£0.29
RO/D Cockpit labels (on/oH etc.)
£2.60

TRANSCEIVERS _ FIXED AND
HANDHELD
Gl72A 720 ch mini radio

£523.25

ATR nOA
ch Avionic Diltel ... £730.25
ATR nOB 720ch Avionic Diltel with 4 ch
memory
£862.50
ATR 720C 720 ch Avionic Diltel with 10 ch
memory
£994.75
AR3201 720 ch Becker mini radio. 4 ch memory
£POA
FSG 70/71 M 720 ch Waiter Diltel mini radio.
(71M has memory)
£POA
TR
720 ch Handheld - can be p'anel

no

mounted
£454.25
IC-A2 720 ch ICOM handheld-l0ch memory
& scan
£454.25
AV7600 720 ch STS handheld (no UK
warranty repair) (115v charger) . £356.50
Pfus
We have a wide range of accessories for
handhelds

Wave pilots - VOR by MF Controls with &teering and frequency memory - special oHer £437

BASE STATIONS
MF6/AM Pye Reporter '6 channel .. £198.95
W15/AMN Pye Westminster 6
channel
£178.25
T401!A403 Pye VHF Groundstation 25 watts
output -new
£499.10
MF5AMN Pye Pilot 6 channel
£143.75
GS1/A ATR 720A 702 channel portable
(new)

00

00

£977.50

GS2 ATR 720C 720 channel portable (new)
(available with 720A at reduced
cost)
£1320.20

ANTENNA
AA 2060 Base Station fixed antenna £52.90
AA 1020 Magnetic base antenna ... £28.75
GS/AR/RD Helical portable antenna £10.93

Winter foils (50)
£4.03
£39.96
Carrying case for barograph
Other types of barograph supplied on
request at competitive prices.

PARACHUTES

BAROGRAPHS
RB 8 Replogle Bhr barograph
UHS Winter barograph
UHSZ Winter Motor Glider barograph .........
RB/P Replogle papers (20)
00"

••••••••••••

£273.70
£284.91
£351.90
£3.68

G0850 Small backpack
£598.00
G0350 Slimline backpack
£646.30
RD/R Customer's canopy packed in new
slimline container
from £343.85
Par.achute repacked by BPA rigger .. £9.99
E and OE

Please add carriage to above prices. All goods supplied under our standard terms of trade. Exports are normally free of VAT

Oickie Feakes
11 The Poplars
Launton, Bicester
Oxon OX600W
Tel: 0869245052

Brochures. Advice & Price Lists - Free!
Telex
John Oelafield
265871
Cotswold House
(Quote MAG 10189)
Mill Street
answerback MONREF
Islip
or 83138 Telkay G
Oxon OX5 2SY
Tel: l<idlington (08675) 2357

THE
NIMBUS30T
FROM
SCHEMPP-HIRTH
2 SEAT

TURBO
NOW YOU
BOTH CAN
FLY HOME
(If you <;Ire in

the unlikely situation
of having to land out)

Photos by:
H.Jones

Details
from:

(R. Jones)

Tel: (0488) 71774

SOUTHERN SAILPLANES

MEMBURY AIRFIELD, LAMBOURN, BERKS. .

